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EFFECT OF WAR ON LONG-TERM CONTRACTS
Heinrich Rronstein*

I. The Problem

'JTHE industrial and commercial fabric of each modern nation is

closely interrelated to that of other nations by factual inter
dependence and by hundreds of contractual strings. War cruelly sepa
rates what belongs together. The first peace treaties after World War II
have just been signed. Commercial and economic relations among the
nations are being resumed. Does this mean that contractual relations
between private persons, nationals of countries formerly opposed in war,
are reestablished on their pre-war footing? Or does the complete change
in the balance of power between countries, the breakdown of the politi
cal and industrial structure of certain nations, and the policy of the
United Nations on restrictive business practices,1 lead to a new begin
ning in post-war contractual relations between private individuals?2
Every American firm, active in international trade, and every gov

ernment agency, having any supervisory power over international rela

tions, find in their files long-term contracts between United States and

German, Japanese and Italian enterprises. How does the law, interna-

*Dr. of Laws, University of Berlin (1924), LL.B., Columbia University (1936), S.J.D.,
Georgetown University (1940) ; formerly member of the Bar of Mannheim, Germany, mem
ber of the Bar of the District of Columbia; Special Attorney, Department of Justice, 1940-
1946; Professor of Law, Georgetown University; author of Dynamics of German Cartels
and Patents (1942) 9 U. of Cm. L. Rev. 643, Business Arbitration�Instrument of Pri
vate Government (1944) 54 Yale L. J. 36, and other publications.
The author wishes to express his thanks to E. P. Mitchell and Wm. Dee of the George

town University Law School for their aid and assistance in editing this article.

"'Cartels" are contracts between enterprises, often domiciled in different countries, regu

lating the market or production. Compare Mason, Controlling World Trade, Cartels
and Commodity Agreements (1946) 29-31; Kronstein, The Dynamics of German

Cartels and Patents (1942) 9 U. of Chi. L. Rev. 643.

aA general idea of the structure of German industry to be expected under the Allied

Control Council Industry Plan of March 31, 1946, is given by Justin Justus, A Plan for
Chaos in Europe (1946) 75 America 383.
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tional and domestic, affect these agreements? Are they (a) abrogated
as of the day of outbreak of hostilities or as of any other day, or (b)
legally "suspended", or (c) unaffected in their legal existence by war

which, however, may make performance factually impossible?3 Is the
law on this subject pragmatically sound, or will it be necessary to

change the law, whatever it may be, by peace treaties or by domestic
measures?
To find a just solution to this question requires full understanding of

the facts. Factual relations between persons, covered by the rather

meaningless term "contract", vary as much as one crystal is different
from another. John Foster Dulles, when a young consultant to the
United States peace delegation in Paris after World War I, was confronted
with British-French proposals to include in the treaty provisions on

the effect of war on contracts between belligerents. He immediately
cabled the director of the Central Bureau of Planning and Statistics
"for data relative to executory contracts with enemy subjects."4 In his

opinion, a reasonable position could only be based on a study of all im

portant long-term contractual relations. Unfortunately, however,
the required data was not supplied. The principal points of the cabled

reply, a document of substantial importance to our problem, read as

follows :

"We are united in the opinion, arrived at from a theoretical point of view,
that the reinstatement of the contracts is undesirable; first, for the reasons

already referred to, it seems to us that the reinstatement of the contracts would
create litigation, and second, that to restore the contracts would be slightly con

tradictory to the policy which the APC has followed with respect to enemy
property which has come within his reach. This would be particularly true in the

dye industry, in the Americanization of which the Custodian has been exceed

ingly active and in which, for example, he has placed in the hands of a holding
company the important German patent rights for equal use of all American

producers. It is also true that both through action of the Custodian and the

commandeering power of the War Department and the War Industry Board, it
has been impossible in many cases for American merchants to protect them-

'The leading books on the problem are McNair, Legal Effects of War (2d ed. 1944),
to be used in connection with McNair, Effect of War on Contracts (1942) 27 Transac

tions OF THE GROTIUS SOCIETY 182 ; 17 KEGEL-RUPP-ZWEIGERT, DIE ErNWTRKUNG des

Krteges auf Vertrace, Beitrage sum Auslandischen und Internationalen Prtvatrecht

(1941). The domestic English and American Law was discussed recently by Diamond,
The Effect of War on Pre-Existing Contracts Involving Enemy Nationals (1944) S3 Yale

L. J. 700. Wolff, The Problem of Pre-War Contracts in Peace Treaties (1946), was

not available to me. See Hana, Book Review (1946) 46 Col. L. Rev. 1049.

47 Miller, My Diary at the Conference of Paris (1924) 156.
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selves against future delivery by storing raw materials which when stored for
ultimate enemy delivery, would either have been seized by the Custodian, or if
of immediate use, commandeered for the war program. To obtain data which
could be sent to Paris by pouch and which would throw any light on questions
of the balance of commitments between U. S. citizens and Germans would, I
am sure, require an investigation of many questions, and if our opinion on prin
ciples involved is correct, it seems to us the sound course is that of abrogation,
not reinstatement of such contracts or obligations. Without attempting review
of the precedents of international law which, it would be noted, have never be
fore presented the factor of an Alien Property Custodian's action, ours is that
the termination rather than the reinstatement of contracts is in accordance with
established precedent.5

This document shows that a very responsible group in the United
States Government favored abrogation, but the opinion was based only
on undefined, general "theoretical considerations" and on the desire
to get rid of a number of specific contracts dealing with the dyestuff
problem. Obviously, considering it undesirable legislative policy to

enact general rules to correct one particular situation, the American

delegation- refused to make a final decision, since it did not have before
it sufficient information in regard to the general problem. The Ameri
can representatives followed a very cautious course, finally withdraw

ing altogether behind the wall of constitutional objections.6 Today,
after World War II, responsible United States officials enjoy a much
better position than did their predecessors at Paris. They will benefit
from a complete survey of the contracts between Americans and na

tionals of enemy nations which were in effect at the outbreak of war.
The Secretary of the Treasury, on June 14, 1941, requested the regis
tration of property "... subject to the jurisdiction of the United States
at the opening of business on June 1, 1940, and with respect to all

property subject to the jurisdiction of the United States on the opening
of business on June 14, 1941, in which on the respective dates any

foreign country or any national thereof had any interest of any nature

"Id. at 160. The cablegram was sent by Edward H. Gay, Director of the Central Bureau

�of Planning and Statistics. The reprint of the cablegram is especially justified by the

fact that Miller's book, an invaluable one, is only available in a very few copies.
"In Art. 299 (c) of the Treaty of Versailles we read: "Having regard to the provisions

of the constitution and law of the United States of America, of Brazil, and of Japan,
neither the present Article, nor Article 300, nor the Annex hereto shall apply to contracts

made between nationals of these States and German nationals''. 3 Treaties, etc. Between
the United States and Other Powers, 1910-1923 (1923) 3469. This collection is

published as Sen. Doc. No. 348, 67th Cong., 4th Sess. (1923).
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whatsoever "7 He defined "contracts of any nature whatsoever"
as property within the meaning of his request.8
Though the Treasury Department's secret files are not accessible,

a private observer can make a rather reliable estimate as to what

type of contract has to be dealt with after this war. Since 1933 regu
lar business activities with Germany, and to a lesser degree with Italy
and Japan, gradually decreased and finally came to a complete stand
still. As a matter of law the freezing order of June 14, 1941,9 and as a

matter of fact the British blockade10 prevented American citizens from

making regular sales, shipments or other business contracts to be per
formed within relatively short periods, with nationals of the principal
enemy countries. Consequently, on December 7, 1941, for all practical
purposes, there existed only long-term contracts of certain particular
types, the most significant being the following:

a. Partnerships and other contractual joint business undertakings,
including joint administration of shares or trust administration
of shares or other business interests and promises (for good con

sideration) to enter, at a later date, those joint undertakings.
b. Agencies.
c. Long-term supply contracts for raw materials and finished

products, especially the sale of entire output or certain per
centage of output.

d. Exchange of technical information of patented or unpatented
character, or licenses for the use of patented or unpatented
processes or for the use of trademarks or copyrights, or agree
ments to grant such licenses.

e. Division of territory with respect to marketing or production,
fixing of prices or promises to contribute to joint funds in case

of selling in excess of certain prices or quantities.

731 Code Fed. Regs. � 130.4(a) (Supp. 1944). This registration was authorized by Executive

Order No. 8389 of April 10, 1940. Id. at �� 130.1 to 130.6. See especially � 130.4 provid
ing for the filing of report TFR-300. Compare Domke, Trading with the Enemy m

World War II (1943).
831 Code Fed. Regs. � 130.2(c) (Supp. 1944).
"A small number of contracts by which German firms have been ordered to build ma

chines or ships were approved by the United States authorities to permit Americans to use

their "frozen money"-
10Beginning Sept. 4, 1939, the British Government included in its contraband lists all

goods of enemy origin. Howard, Trading with the Enemy (1943 ) 4. All ships trying
to reach enemy territory or transport goods with enemy destination were subject to capture.
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f. Long-term employment.
g. Loans, pledges and guarantees for loans.

The question of the effect of World War II on contracts of Ameri
cans with enemy nationals is substantially a problem concerning these
particular contracts11 entered under pre-war economic and political
conditions and practices. When two economically powerful parties made
a contract (e.g. the German and English dye trust) the effect of their
contract was not only private, but would also effect the pre-war eco

nomic and political structure of the nation; certainly this pre-war position
raises specific problems in regard to the effect of war on these contracts.
In the discussion after World War I, "contracts between enemy na

tionals" were interpreted in an identical manner whether their "results"
affected the road of international trade or only the personal sphere of
interest of the parties. Sir Arnold McNair, the great British lawyer,
recently stressed the need for specific rules on each type of contract,
at least with respect to British domestic principles.12 In his opinion,
the practical problems arising out of war are much too involved to

permit the promulgation of general rules applicable indiscriminately to
all contracts. However right he is in his demand, he confines his
consideration to "legal" types of contracts recognized traditionally by
the Roman law13 (e.g. sale, lease and rent), ignoring completely the fact
that the number and type of contracting parties and the economic im

pact of the contract must be given great weight by the court. McNair's
approach certainly leads to more satisfactory results than the usual
broad general rules applicable to contracts, but still in preparing the
basis for a new law, it will be necessary to go beyond his suggestion.
The economic substance of the contract and the influence of the parties
to the contract on the trade structure must guide our consideration.
The exaggerated stress on legal conceptions predominating in the

Paris Peace Conference after World War I, led, at least, in the practical

"This paper does not discuss patent licenses and insurance contracts. The problem of

patent licenses will be discussed in a subsequent article. Insurance contracts are of much
less importance after World War II than they were after the first World War. The cur

rency restrictions, in existence many years before the war, limited the number of insur
ance contracts. For the only practically important insurance problem see McNair, Effect
of War Upon Contracts of Insurance of Property (1942) 24 J. Comp. Leg. & Int. L. IS, 20.
Contracts between corporations organized under enemy law but controlled by American
nationals are not covered by this article.

"McNair, op. cit. supra note 3, at 83.

"Buckland-McNair, Common Law and Roman Law (1936).
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result, to a quite undesirable outcome which is discussed later. The
Italian delegate, Mr. Dragoni, confronted the sub-committee on pre
war contracts with the cold economic substance of certain "contracts"
which in themselves, or together with others, had a public and highly
political content. He suggested:

". . . that the general principle of abrogation of pre-war contracts are to be
considered from the point of view of international cartels between industrial
groups competing with each other. These cartels were constituted in order to
divide the world markets in zones submitted to the influence of different indus
trial groups. It is absolutely necessary to suppress all these contracts which in
the majority are designated to insure German economy. But not every country
would like to declare the abrogation of these contracts on its own motion, since
by such act its own industry may be exposed to ruinous competition."14

Dragoni, apparently fully understanding the cartel problem from a

legal standpoint, did not suggest a special provision on "cartels". He
knew that a legal definition of cartels was impossible, since they may
consist of many types of contracts. His suggestion was to supplement
the legal rules on the effect of war on contracts by a political and
economic rule in accordance with which each government, on the basis
of its "interest", could disregard the general rule in specific cases.

Finally,15 a compromise between a general rule on contract and a rule

looking to the economic needs of the nations, was reached. It had the
worst characteristics of hasty compromises. The "public interest rule",
as agreed on, defeated the legal rule without succeeding in solving the

specific economic problem of "public interest", described by Dragoni
as the "cartel problem". This compromise, in a modified form, was in
cluded in the peace treaty with Italy after World War II. The United
States does not join in the pertinent section.16 Can the United States
leave the problem where it is? If not, what sort of action should she
take?

II. The Rule of International Law

Alexander Hamilton, preparing an argument for the New York court

in a case dealing with the effects of war, gives a splendid approach
for a problem such as ours :

"Report of the Second Meeting of the Second Sub-Committee of the Economic Com

mittee of the Paris Peace Conference on Pre-War Contracts, March IS, 1919. (Unpublished
material.)
"Treaty of Versailles, arts. 299(a) and (c). The same principles were applied in the

other peace treaties after World War I.

"Treaty of Peace with Italy, Annex XVI D(2), Dep't of State Publication 2743, Euro

pean Series 21 (1947).
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'The first step to a true decision of the question is to ascertain whether ac

cording to the law of nations the defendant ought to be answerable for the
occupation of the premises. . . . Laws of nations are part of the law of the lanid.
... To be collected from the principles laid down by writers on the subject and
by the authorized practice of nations at war. . . . Maxima conservanda sunt

jura belli. . . . That brings us immediately to the inquiry what the law of
nations find upon the subject. . . .

"The law of nations is distinguished in two great branches: First, the natural
or necessary law of nations which is the law of nature applied to nations, called
sometimes the internal law of nations. Second, the positive or external law of
nations sub-divided into the voluntary, the conventional and the customary.
"The objections of these different branches are different as to the effect on

the intercourse between nations."17

Since the days of Alexander Hamilton, international law has changed
its face entirely. The Positivistic philosophy won the field. Here, more
than in any other field of law, we feel the tragic result of Positivism.
The quantity of written rules and regulations has increased tremen

dously, while the authority and scope of international law has decreased

rapidly. There is no international law recognized today unless there
exists either a treaty among all nations or a custom adopted by all
nations. Therefore, in examining whether there is any international law

affecting our problem, we must look to treaties and customs, especially
as they have been interpreted by international tribunals. In United
States of America in behalf of E. R. Kelley v. The United Mexican.

States,18 it was argued before an international tribunal, that, under in
ternational law, belligerent governments cannot interfere in contracts

between private persons. Our discussion concerning the domestic Ameri
can law will raise the question as to why the United States itself took

this position before the Claims Commission. Kelley then had a long-
term employment contract with the Mexican Government which was ab

rogated by the Mexican Government at the beginning of the Mexican

war. The American representative argued that the Mexican Govern

ment had no power to act unilaterally since international law prohibited
the abrogation of a contract by act of one of the belligerent govern
ments. The Commission, through Commissioner Frank Nielson, re-

"Alexander Hamilton's outline draft of argument in the trespass case of Mrs. Elizabeth

Rutgers v. B. Waddington, Alexander Hamilton's Papers, part S (1783-1784) 629. (This
outline draft is from Hamilton's handwritten notes).
"The United States of America in behalf of E. R. Kelley v. The United Mexican State*,

Claims Commission, United States and Mexico, Opinions of Claims Commission under the

Convention of Sept. 8, 1923, Oct. 1930-July, 1931 (1930) 87-88.
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stated the "rule" of international law relative to our problem: Each

country is free to do what it will in regard to private contracts between

enemy nationals. In other words the rule of international law on this
subject is that there is no rule.

However, international law, long before the ruling in the Mexican-

case, had begun to feel the effect of the increased measure of control
imposed upon relations between individuals by government regulations.
We must realize that certain "private contracts" between citizens of
different nations effect public interest directly. Therefore they become
"semi-treaties". Long before the contract problem had assumed imme
diate practical significance, the theoretical issue was laid open in dis
cussions between the Anglo-Saxon and the Continental groups. In

1913, the British Reporter for the International Law Association,
Leslie F. Scott, clearly announced the complete disregard of interna
tional law for contracts between "mere individuals". "International

law", he went on to say, "being concerned primarily with the conduct
of states, has nothing to do directly with the conduct of private individu
als though each state can make, by its municipal laws, such rules as it

pleases to regulate the trade of its citizens and can enforce them by any
sanction it sees fit to employ."19 That was the traditional position
of the Positivists which, at the same time, would be favorable to the

anticipated British position in any future war. In the economic confer
ence of the Allied powers of World War I which was held at Paris

from June 14 to June 16, 19 16,20 the Allied powers required each Allied
nation to prepare methods of abrogating contracts of Allied nationals
with enemy nationals, provided those contracts were inconsistent with
the national interest of such individual nations.
The progress of British policy from 1913 to 1916 is obvious. Sir

Arnold McNair, putting aside prior accidental statements of English
judges which misled many writers on the English law, recognized clearly
that the modern problem of effect of war on private contracts between
nationals of belligerents did not arise before the experiences of World
War I. "It was not until 1914 and 1915 that the actual effect of the

full blast of war upon highly commercialized communities was perceived
and the courts became busy in working out the legal effects."21 In ac-

MScott, The Effect of War on Contracts (Madrid, 1913) 28 Int. L. Ass'k 1SS, for state

ment on English law. Compare William's statement in (1928) Int. L. Ass'n, Report on
the Warsaw Conference, 1928, 258.

^Resolution of the Allied Economic Conference of June 17, 1916, (1916) Revue de Droit

Internationale Publique 164.
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cordance with these later court decisions, the British, supported by the
French, submitted to the Paris Peace Conference a proposal to abro
gate all contracts with enemy nationals, whether a national interest in
such abrogation existed or not, exceeding thereby the proposals of the
economic conference of 1916. This proposal was accepted except by the
United States, Brazil, and Japan, all of which, at least at the end of
the discussion, contended that the provisions of their respective con

stitutions prohibited them from joining an agreement to abrogate con

tracts which might be sustained under their domestic laws.22 However,
in pursuance of the general acceptance, all peace treaties made after
World War I contained provisions relating to the effect of war on con

tracts.
Is international law established thereby? Such cannot be the case.

Modern international law requires general recognition and it has been
seen that some nations refused to accept this principle. Actually, lead
ing French lawyers23 have taken the view that the World War I peace
treaties establish international law. They wished to make the neutrals,
especially the Swiss courts, recognize the effect of the peace treaty
rules. Gidet and Barrault called the peace treaty of Versailles "the
new international charter" in which "all countries of the world have
the duty to cooperate."24
Undoubtedly an attempt was made in Paris to bring the problem of

the effect of war on contracts to a decision in favor of general abroga
tion in accordance with British or Anglo-American views. Here, by
power of the victor, a final answer was given to an attempt made by
Germany in 190725 to create a rule of international law that contracts

cannot be abrogated in times of war. The importance of this German

step made at the international conference of the Hague can best be

stressed by quoting a more or less official representative of German

thought during World War II:26

aMcNair, Effect of War on Contracts (1942) 27 Transactions of the Grotius Society

182, 183.

^See note 10 supra.
"Gidel et Barrault, Le Traite de Paix avec l'Allemagne du 28 Junr 1919 et les

Interets Prives (1921).
MId. at 80. Translated by the author. Unless otherwise specified all subsequent quota

tions from foreign sources are the author's translation.

g52 Scott, The Hague Peace Conference of 1899 and 1907 (1909) 388.

mGrewe, Der Dritte Wirtschaftskrieg, Schmpten des Deutschen Instituts fur

Aussenpolitische Forschung (1940) 38 et seq. Compare with earlier discussion on Art.

23 of the Hague Convention in Sieveking, The Influence of War on Private Contracts

(Madrid, 1913) 28 Int. L. Ass'n 169, 174.
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"Before 1907 there was no rule of international law which prohibited any de
cree enjoining trade with enemy nationals. Certainly the English law since
the basic decision of Lord Stowall on February 13, 1799 in The Hoop27 applied
the rule that contracts made during the war are void. The United States prac
tice of the 19th century extended the rule so that contracts made before the
war are either suspended or abrogated by the outbreak of war.
"In 1907 the legal conditions, therefore, were that in the Anglo-American

orbit of international law pre-war contracts were suspended or abrogated by the
outbreak of war, while in the continental European international law the validity
of this practice was questioned, though not considered as being opposed to the
specific rules of international law. Article 23(h)28 of the Hague rules on land
warfare was added upon Germany's request. Its purpose was to overcome this
difference of opinion. Everyone in the Hague Conference realized that the prin
ciple embodied in Article 23(h) superseded the traditional common law princi
ple in favor of a more progressive and human approach. Great Britain ratified
Article 23(h) without opposition.
"In spite of Article 23(h), however, in World War I England immediately

returned to her old practice. She tried to justify this step by referring to a

statement made by the Asquith government on March 27, 1911, in answer to a

question posed by Prof. Oppenheim. According to this statement Article 23(h)
was interpreted by the English to refer only to the relation between the com

mander-in-chief of an army of invasion and population of occupied territories,
but does not change any common law rule. Since this British opinion (obviously
inconsistent with Article 23(h)) found its way into the Versailles Treaty as

Article 299, it was to be expected that the Trading With the Enemy Act of
193929 is based on this opinion. This is clearly the case. Therefore the fronts
are the same as they were in 1914. On the German side, an important advance
in international law effectuated in 1907, which tries to mitigate and limit the
use and means of warfare ,and especially to protect the peaceful civilian popu
lation and its private property, has been defended."

Is it actually true that the German opposition to Article 299 of the

Treaty of Versailles, is based on an insuperable gap between two philoso
phies? Marcel Siebert of the Law Faculty of the Sorbonne30 believed
that the difference between the two approaches, the German, Austrian,
Italian and Dutch view on the one hand which favored sustaining trade

"1 C. Rob. 196, 16S Eng. Rep. R. 146 (Ad. 1799) .

"It is forbidden "To declare abolished, suspended, or inadmissible in a Court of law

the rights and actions of the nationals of the hostile party." Hague Convention Respect

ing the Laws and Customs of War on Land (1907) Annex to the Convention, Art.
XXIII (h), 2 Treaties, etc. Between the United States and Other Powers, 1776-

1909 (1910) 228S.

"Grewe is probably referring to the Trading with the Enemy Act of 1917 as amended,
40 Stat. 411 (1917), SO U. S. C. App. � 1 (1940).
""Sibert, Apropos des Contrats Passes Avec I'Ennemies "Pedente Bello" (194S) IS Revue

Generale de Droit Internationale Publique 78.
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relations between enemies, and the opposite Anglo-American position
are easily explained by the fact that the Anglo-Americans would derive
a benefit from the interruption of the flow of goods into enemy coun

tries, while the continental European countries need these goods during
and after the war and therefore wish to sustain the contracts.

Considering these sharp differences of opinion, it must be admitted
that there are no definite principles of international law which answer

our problem. Will we find our solution by establishing such principles
or could it be more easily attained by the simple expedient of includ
ing governing provisions in the peace treaties? The United States has
already taken the first step toward rejecting the latter alternative. The
peace treaties with Italy and the other satellites31 contain provisions
similar to the rules established after the last war. However, Annex
XVI, D(2), of the Italian Peace Treaty makes these provisions in
applicable as between the United States and Italy. The pertinent pro
vision reads: "Having regard to the legal system of the United States
of America, the provisions of this annex shall not apply as between the
United States of America and Italy."32

III. The Anglo-American Domestic Rule Compared
With the Continental Domestic Rule

In accordance with Alexander Hamilton's recommendation,33 we must
seek a uniform interpretation in the domestic law of all the nations
since we have failed to discover any governing principle of international
law. We are confronted at the outset with the fact that there are as

many different rules on the effect of war on contracts as there are differ
ent countries. Thus the last hope for a consistent ruling on the problem
in the different countries is a reference to the rules on conflict of laws.
From the very beginning we have to accept a rather disappointing
fact: Not even in regard to the basic definition of the term "contracts"
do the laws agree. There is quite a difference between contract under
common law and contract under civil law. This difference has been over

looked too often. The mother of all modern law, Corpus Juris Jusfiniani,
says, "The substance of an obligation is to be seen in the fact that one

"'Treaty of Peace with Italy, Annex XVI, supra note 16.

aIbid. It is interesting to observe a certain change from the draft prepared in Paris

in 1946 into the final form in which the following language was used: "Having regard
to the legal system of the United States of America, the provision of this Annex shall

not apply as between the United States of America and Italy."
"Alexander Hamilton's Papers, part 5 (1783-1784), cited note 17 supra.
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person binds the other to give something, to do something or to guaran
tee something."34 From that statement the classical Roman law did
not draw the conclusion that the promisee could compel the promisor to
do exactly what he had promised, but gave the promisee a claim for
damages only if the promise were not kept.36 The Code laws, however,
took the character of the obligation as a bondage which gave each
promisee a partial command over the person of the promisor. There
fore, performance of the contract is the only way by which the debtor
can free himself from this bondage. A leading writer on the Swiss Law
of Obligation36 points out: "Today claim for performance and suit
for performance are inseparable. Only in exceptional cases may the
judge free the promisee by permitting him to pay damages." French37
and German38 law follow the same principles, while the common law

concept of contract is quite different. Oliver Wendell Holmes, for

example, called a contract a promise to pay damages.39
This infrequently observed difference between the common law and

the code law concept of contract has two essential consequences for
the problem of effect of war on contract :

(1) Contracts establishing long-term obligations such as partner
ship or agency agreements can be dissolved by either party at any time
under the common law. The reason for the dissolution is of importance
only in determining whether the party responsible is liable to pay
damages. Under civil law, partnerships40 made for a fixed time can only
be dissolved by court order on the motion of a partner having a good
cause for termination. All other long-term legal relationships41 can be
terminated by unilateral action only if there is "notice for good cause",
or by court order.42

"Inst. I. 3, 13.

"Joers, Geschichte txnd System des Romischen Prtvatrechts (1927) 117.
"2 von Thxjr, Schweizerisches Obligationenrecht (1930) 486.

"6 Planiol et Repert, Droit Crvn, Francais (1930) 509.

"Burgerliches Gesetezbuch (1896) �� 241 and 362. (German Civil Code, hereinafter
cited as B. G. B. ) Compare the first sentence of � 241�"A claim arising out of an obliga
tion entitles the claimant to demand certain acts . . ."�with that of � 362�"The obligation
has been extinguished by performance of the promised act on behalf of the claimant."

"Holmes, The Common Law (1882) 289 et seq. See especially p. 299.

"Handelsgetzbuch (1897) � 131. (German Commercial Code, hereinafter cited as

H. G.B.).
**Geiler's discussion on B. G. B. (1896) � 723 in 2 Staudinger, Kommentar Zum Bur-

gerlichen Gezetzbuch (1926).
�B. G. B. (1896) � 723; Code Crvn. Francais (1802) art. 1871; Schweizerisches Obli

gationenrecht (1938) � 545.
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The test for discovering whether or not a cause is "good" is objec
tive. Thus, dishonesty of a partner or a party to a contract, or a com

plete change in conditions resulting in a direct interference with the
contractual relationship would suffice. Mere change of plans would not.

(2) Contracts, under civil law, generally can be specifically en

forced,43 while contracts under common law can only be specifically
enforced in exceptional cases.44 Damages under civil law can be de
manded only if the creditor can show that for very special reasons,45
he has no interest in actual performance. Specific performance under
the common law can be demanded only if the promisee can show that
he has a special interest in the performance which cannot be satisfied
by receipt of damages.46
This distinction between the two concepts of contract imposes a

great risk upon the American whose long-term pre-war contract with an

enemy has been abrogated under American law. In civil law countries
which sustain such contracts, he may be ordered to perform and sub

jected to a great measure of compulsion. His only possible defense would
be the allegation that the contract had been terminated for "good
cause." Whether or not good cause existed would be left to the deter
mination of the foreign court.

The Germans have consistently and logically decided that since there
is no principle of international law affecting contracts between nationals
of enemy countries, their domestic law should not interfere with such
contracts.47
The application of the general legal rules on the relation between

enemies leads to two possible solutions under German law:

a. Impossibility of performance of contracts because of causes be

yond control of the parties to the contract.

b. Termination by giving notice for cause, called Kiindigung, in

case of long-term contracts, and Riicktritt, in the case of other contracts.

"Rabel, Das Recht des Warenkeufs (1936) 375 et seq.

**4 Pomeroy, Equity Jurisprudence (5th ed. 1941) � 1401.

"Rabel, loc. cit. supra note 43.

"4 Pomeroy, loc. cit. supra note 44.

"17 Kegel-Rupp-Zweigert, Die Etnwirkung des Krieges auf Vertrage, Beitrage

sum Auslandischen und Internationalen Prtvatrecht (1941) 23. See also Bekanntm-

achung zur Ausfuhrung der Verordnung, Betreffend Vertrage mit Feindlichen Staatsange-

horigen, Law of December 16, 1916, 1916 Reichsgesetzblatt 1398, art. 2. In World

War I the same general contract rules were considered to be sufficient to deal with all

war contract problems, whether between Germans and enemies or between Germans, pro
vided under German conflict of law rules these contracts were governed by German law.
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The performance of a bilateral contract is "impossible" under Sec
tions 325, and 279 of the German Civil Code only if general goods to
be supplied under the contract do not exist.48 This fact prevents mone

tary obligations from becoming impossible since there is always money.
In all obligations to deliver general goods, a literal interpretation of
Sections 325 and 279 of the German Civil Code, makes impossibility a

thing of rare occurrence. During and after the last war,49 by reason

of a marked change in the philosophy of the courts, a more liberal inter
pretation of this section was adopted. Delivery of general goods ob
tainable only after unreasonable sacrifices on the part of the person
obliged to deliver, would be impossible under this interpretation. This
method certainly deprives enemies of their contractual claims to obtain

delivery of goods, especially machines and fabricated goods agreed on

in the pre-war period. However, it cannot be denied that German
courts in World War I freed enemies from their obligation to deliver
goods where economic impossibility to perform intervened. On June 23,
1918,50 the Reichsgericht considered a suit brought by a German pur
chaser against an English seller. The contract contained a provision
that English law was to be applied. The English firm put forth the

English prohibition against doing business with the enemy as a defense.
While the court refused to apply English law on "trading with the

enemy" because of its necessarily hostile character, it considered the

prohibition as a factual cause making performance impossible. The

English firm was freed from any obligation. This ruling is quite similar
to American decisions involving a determination of the effect of war

between two foreign countries upon contractual obligations. According
to these decisions, the prohibition against doing business was consid
ered a good factual defense for non-performance although the perform
ance was prohibited by a foreign legislature.51 However, the German

principle of impossibility, (including economic impossibility) does not

have much influence on long term relations,52 since in these cases "tem

porary impossibility" has not been considered a sufficient basis for re

fusal to go on with the contract. Long-term relations can only be ter

minated by Kundigung. However, during the war neither the American

"Leonhard, Aixegemetnes Schuldrecht des B. G. B. (1929) 472.

"101 Krueckmann, Lehren der Unmoeglichkeit Archtv fur Civilistische Praxis

(1922) 77 et seq.

M(1918) 93 Reichsgricht in Zivtlsachen 182.

nWnxisTON, Law of Contracts (rev. ed. 1938) � 1951.

ral7 Kegel-Rtjpp-Zweigert, op. cit. supra note 47, at 122 et seq.
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could declare termination of the contract in Germany to the German
nor the German to the American. Kegel considers it highly doubtful
whether notice of termination can be given to any "agent of the enemy"
appointed by the German court for the purpose of receiving notice.53
Notice given at the end of the hostilities, however, has no effect because
change of condition is only a good cause for notice if given a short time
after the change became obvious.54
In World War II the German law only developed in a procedural

aspect.55 Besides the jurisdiction of the ordinary courts in litigation
involving the effect of war on contracts, the quasi-administrative side
of the German court was given the power, on motion of one party to the
contract, to dissolve contracts whose performances would be unreason

ably harmful to the party obligated to act. This rule was interpreted to
include monetary obligations.56 It is difficult to imagine how an Ameri
can could have used these rules to free himself from obligation. Kegel's
suggestion in this direction seems, therefore, purely theoretical.
In effect, then, these devices respecting contracts between Germans

and the nationals of an enemy of Germany could only be used to de

prive the enemy of his right. Furthermore, it is quite doubtful to what
extent long-term relations are subject to these special war decrees.
For the purpose of this discussion, we may assume that the general

rules on contracts in Germany have not changed. Under these rules
the American merchant who for any reason is subject to German law,
must expect to remain bound by the contract, provided there is no new

rule established by domestic law or international treaty.
On one basic point the distinction between Anglo-American and

German law is obvious. Under German law, war has no legal effect on
contracts between enemies, but under Anglo-American law the contracts

are either abrogated or suspended. Within the scope of Anglo-American
law, the problem is whether contracts are abrogated or suspended. The
discussion of this problem demands full understanding of the distinc-

raW. at 123.

"Weyl, Der Wetkrieg im Spiegel der "Entscheidunger des Reicksgerichts in Zivilsacken",
Die Reichsgerichtspraxis im Deutschen Rechtsleben (1929) 38, SO.

KVerordnung iiber die Vertragshilfe des Richters aus Anlass des Krieges (Vertragshilfe
Verordnung), law of November 30, 1939, 1939 Reichsgesetzblatt 2329; Verordnung iiber

die Vertragshilfe des Richters in Energiewirtshaftsnachen, law of April 1, 1940, 1940

Reichsgesetzblatt S77 ; Verordnung iiber die Abwicklung von Lieferv.ertragen, law of April
20, 1940, 1940 Reichsgesetzblatt 671.

M17 Kegel-Rupp-Zweigert, op. cit. supra note 47, at 191.
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tion between "contract" and "debt". Since the days of Ex Parte Bouss-
maker,51 it has been perfectly clear that a debt can never be abrogated
by war. Lord Erskin points out: "But the two nations were at peace
at the date of the contract, from the time of war taking place the credi
tor could not sue: but, the contract being originally good, upon the
return of peace the right would survive. It would be contrary to jus
tice therefore to confiscate this dividend."58 The common belief of
English and American lawyers that "debts" as opposed to "contract"
can never be abrogated by war, was clearly expressed in Article 4 of the
Preliminary Articles of Peace between the United States and Great
Britain of November 30, 1762. This Article reads as follows:
"It is agreed that creditors on either side shall meet with no lawful

impediment to the recovery of a full value in sterling money of all
bonafide debts heretofore contracted."59
In Frankel & Co. Inc. v. L'Urbaine Fire Ins. Co.60 the New York

Court of Appeals went so far as to state that it would never recognize
a foreign law, even if enacted by our allies, which provided for the

"abrogation of debts". Nothing can better illustrate the downward path
of international law and of domestic law in regard to international rela
tions than a comparison of this emphatic statement of the New York
Court in 1928, and the fact that in this war our Alien Property Custo
dian61 has collected the debts owing enemy nationals with the clearly
announced intention to permanently retain the proceeds, whether the

enemy creditor is a big corporation effectively participating in the war

or an individual who by investing here tried to protect his savings against
Nazi laws. The clarification of our problem is made difficult by the fact
that a certain type of debt is described as an "executed contract",
meaning that the party to the contract who promised to deliver goods
or render services has done everything on his part. That fact hinders
a complete separation of debt problems from contract problems.
The rule on debts should be compared with the contract rule as ex-

"13 Ves. 71, 33 Eng. Rep. R. 221 (Ch. 1806). See McNair, Legal Effects of War

(2d ed. 1944) 101, for complete discussion of English rule. But see Diamond, The Legal
Effect of War on Pre-Existing Contracts Involving Enemy Nationals (1943) S3 Yale L. J.
700, where the theory presented makes it necessary to raise the question whether the

English and American rules actually differ.

"Ibid.

"Preliminary Articles of Peace with Great Britain, November 30, 1782, art. 4, 1 Treaties,
etc. Between the United States and Other Powers, 1776-1909 (1910) S82.

"251 N. Y. 243, 167 N. E. 430 (1929).
^Executive Order No. 9567, 10 Fed. Reg. 6917 (1945).
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pressed by Lord Dunedin in Ertel Bieber & Co. v. Rio Tinto Co.62 The
principle of the Ertel Bieber case was recently approved by the House
of Lords in Schering, Ltd. v. Stockholms Enskitda Bank Aktiebolag,
wherein it was said:

"From these cases I draw the conclusion that upon the ground of public
policy the continued existence of contractual relation between subjects and
alien enemies or persons voluntarily residing in the enemy country which (1)
gives opportunity for the conveyance of information which may hurt the con

duct of the war, or (2) may tend to increase the resources of the enemy or

cripple the resources of the King's subjects, is obnoxious and prohibited by our

law."63

The distinction between debts (including monetary obligations
directly resulting from contracts) and contracts necessarily means

that the contract rule only covers claims for the delivery of goods,
rendering of services, omission or commission of acts. Contracts from
which, because of full performance, either no claim at all or only
monetary claims arise are not covered by the contract rules.
Debts are "suspended". Claims covered by the contract rule might

be abrogated or suspended. "Suspension" means postponement of
collection until the end of the war. A debt does not change its char
acter by postponement since the law on debts is based on the as

sumption of an unchanged value of the currency. The enemy, in the age
when the debt rule was established, had no political interest in the

performance of the monetary obligation in the time after the war.

As soon as the war was over, payment to the creditor was consid
ered a matter of fully "private" commercial character.
The Schering case made a new distinction necessary with respect

to debts.64 There the debt of the British firm was owing to a neutral
Swedish bank which had to be reimbursed by a German firm for any

payment not made by the British debtor. Since the philosophy of the
debt rule is complete control over the debt as long as the war con

tinues and a complete lack of political interest in post-war payments,
a distinction had to be made for cases in which money could leave

"[1918] A. C. 260, 274. Before World War I one English enterprise sold ore to be de

livered in Rotterdam in installments over a number of years to a German firm.

"1 All Eng. 36, 45 (H. L. 1946). Compare with the same case in the Court of Appeals,
[1941] 1 K. B. 424.

wIn regard to contracts this distinction is not new. In Esposito v. Bowden, 7 E. & B.

763 (Q. B. 1857), a contract of a British subject with a neutral was declared abrogated
since the performance of the contract made intercourse with the enemy necessary.
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England during the war in the form of a payment to a neutral with
the effect of freeing Germans from their financial obligation to that
neutral. In such cases, even contracts from which only monetary obli
gations result are, under the House of Lords rule, abrogated.
While in the usual debt case the character of the monetary obliga

tion does not change by postponement, the character of other obli
gations changes by substantial postponement. If I buy ten bales of
cotton to be delivered on December 1, 1940, I get something entirely
different if this cotton is delivered to me in 1949. There is no case,
on the basis of common law, sustaining a short term contract to be
performed at the beginning of the war beyond the period of the war.

It is quite important to realize that in the only case involving a short-
term contract to be performed in enemy-controlled territory, which
was considered by the House of Lords in World War II, the decision
was based upon the principle of frustration although the Ertel Bieber
rule was thoroughly considered.65 This decision might well be the
beginning of a rule that only short term contracts are subject to
the frustration rule, whereas the problem of effect of war on contracts

with enemy nationals would be limited to long-term contracts.66 Refer
ence is made to the aforementioned German rules sanctioning the
same distinction,67 though with quite different consequences. The

problem of "effect of war on contract" seems to develop into the

problem of effect of war on long-term contracts. Such contracts are

inevitably characterized by close cooperation and contact with the

possible exception of lease and bailment agreements.
Communication between "enemies" was not made one of the two

factors which determined whether a contract should be abrogated
merely because physical contact or mail service between enemy-na
tionals is undesirable. If communication between nationals of

enemy nations is necessary in the performance of a long-term contract,

"Fibrosa Spolka Akcyjna v. Fairbairn Lawson Combe Barbour, Ltd., [1943] A. C. 32. In

July, 1939, two British parties agreed that A should deliver machinery to B. C. I. F.,
Gdynia. Before delivery could take place, Gdynia was occupied by the Germans. See

Esposito v. Bowden, 7 E. & B. 763 (Q. B. 1857), cited supra note 64, which held that con

tracts between non-enemies, but performable in enemy territory, are to be treated under

the principles applicable in the case of contracts with enemy nationals.
"It is most probable that the ruling in Fibrosa Spolka Akcyjna v. Fairbairn Lawson

Combe Barbour, Ltd., [1943] A. C. 32, that payment made in advance is to be repaid
if the entire consideration is frustrated, will be applicable to cases of abrogation of con

tracts by outbreak of war.

"See discussion p. 441 of text supra.
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it is to be presumed that the aim of the contract is cooperation be
tween the enemy nationals in the accomplishment of common ends or

the assurance of mutual allegiance. The need for communication,
while in itself rather dangerous,68 is a symptom of such mutual alle
giance which goes beyond mere general fiduciary obligations as

existing in the administration of property held on behalf of an enemy
national. No partnership between enemy-nationals has been sustained
even in the absence of a need for communication between the parties.
Where, for instance, one partner merely invested money while the
other was to transact all the business, the only communication re

quired would be the sending of the annual financial statement. Even
this requirement might by express contractual provision, be made de
pendent on specific demand of the partners. Certainly there were, in
the last war and in this war, a number of such cases. The absolute
rule that partnerships between enemies are dissolved by war is based
upon the fact that partnerships69 require complete allegiance between

partners with respect to partnership transactions. Such allegiance
between nationals of enemy countries in time of war is of its very
nature impossible. Therefore, the courts consider these agreements
abrogated by war.

Our modern system of private arbitration70 has made it almost im

possible for cases involving exchange of information, distribution of
market or similar cartel relations to reach American or English courts.

Therefore, we have to come to our conclusions on very meager case

material.

"Exchange of information"71 contracts require continuous com

munication almost as a matter of definition. However, the need for
communication is only one element of actual relation between the

parties: One party relies on the other. The exchange agreement co

ordinates research in the covered fields. Interruption of the exchange
mSee Ertel Bieber & Co. v. Rio Tinto Co., [1918] A. C. 260, 274, where Lord Dunedin

refers to the fact that any communication gives opportunities for the conveyance of in

formation which may hurt the conduct of the war.

"Hugh Stevenson & Sons v. Aktiengesellschaft fur Cartonnagen Industrie, [1918] A. C.

239. See especially Lord Dunedin's opinion for the obligations of the English partners in

the winding-up process. Id. at 247.

�Kronstein, Business Arbitration�Instrument of Private Government (1944) 54 Yale

L. J. 36.
nFor an interesting reference to these agreements, see Wolff, Die Haftung aus Vorkriegs-

vertrdgen nach dem Vertrag von Versailles (1915) 30 Ntemeyer's Zeitschrttt for Inter

nationales Recht 36, 50.
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for a long period of time has the effect of breaking down this co

ordination. The case calls for the same treatment as the partnership
problem. The joint undertaking provided for by the contract must
be terminated. Coordination requires a measure of mutual allegiance
impossible between enemies. Furthermore, the substance of the con

tract changes its character. Therefore, the contract must come to an

end whether we base this result on the need for communication or on

the change in conditions. Reassumption of exchange of information
after a long period of time requires a complete new understanding. The
parties stand exactly at the point where they stood when they made
their first agreement.
Distribution of markets or other devices usually found in international

cartels72 requires the same mutual allegiance. There is a certain amount

of intercommunication necessary even in cases which provide only for
the distribution of markets. The cartel lawyer is accustomed to ex

change reports on exceptional transactions which are contrary to the

contract, but which are justified by circurhstances. However, this ele
ment is only a symptom of something else: The necessary allegiance of
one party to the other and the coordination of the interests which are

based on the political and economic conditions existing when the con

tracts are made.

Advantage to the enemy resulting from the contract is another possi
ble cause of abrogation.73 In the Zinc Corp. case,74 the House of Lords
in 1918 saw an advantage to the enemy in an exclusive supply contract

with a British zinc producer. A contract of this type certainly prevents
the English producer from supplying English customers unless he be
ordered to do so by authorities possessing the requisite war-powers. It

also aids the enemy by assuring him of a post-war supply of the criti
cal material, thus enabling him to utilize to the fullest extent his stock

piles during the period of hostilities.75 At the termination of modern
wars there is nothing so important as assurance of a guaranteed access

to certain raw materials. At the beginning of this war the American

"See, for devices used in cartels, Hexner, International Cartels (1945) 82.

"Compare with note 65 supra.
"Zinc Corp., Ltd. v. Hirsch, [1916] 1 K. B. 541.

nSee Ertel Bieber & Co. v. Rio Tinto Co., [1918] A. C. 260, 275: "It increases the

resources of the enemy, for if the enemy knows that he is contractually sure of getting
the supply as soon as war is over, that not only allows him to denude himself of

present stocks, but it represents a present value which may be realized by means of

assignation to neutral countries."
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Government learned how troublesome it was for American firms to
decide to supply territories which under previous cartel agreements were

assigned to German firms. It is obvious that an enemy in raising this
doubt in the mind of the Americans had a direct advantage.
The same principle applies to contracts establishing permanent sales

or purchase agencies,76 especially if these agencies have guaranteed ter
ritories. It is an advantage to the enemy during and after the war to be
able to rely on the continuous allegiance of these agencies.
It might be argued against this interpretation of the rules on long-

term relations that, with the exception of leases, no one can evade abro
gation. Certainly that is the case. No decision has been found in which
a common law court has sustained such long-term relations. The courts
have consistently held that,77 due to the number of years consumed by
a modern war, a complete change of conditions is to be expected. In
each particular case, they have given lip service to the rule that there
may be some solution other than abrogation, but that in the particular
case in issue the result of the court's consideration is abrogation of
the contract. Long-term contracts will probably be abrogated unless
the character of the contract does not change even by a long-term in

terruption.
Is this rule applicable only in England or does it also bind American

courts? In considering whether a separate American rule exists,78
Sidney Diamond reaches the following conclusion: "The great majority
of ordinary commercial agreements, other than those requiring perform
ance at a particular time, also belong in the group of contracts sus

pended by war. This group would include patent licenses, agreements
for the interchange of technical information, long-term supply contracts,
royalty agreements, under copyrights and the like."79 If that be true,
the American rule would be entirely different from the British rule.

Thus, a long-term ore supply contract of the type considered by the

"Maxwell v. Grunhut, 31 T. L. R. 79 (C. A. 1914).
"In Geipel v. Smith, L. R. 7 Q. B. 404, 414 (1872), Lush J. said: "... a state of war

must be presumed to be likely to continue so long, and so to disturb the commerce of

merchants, as to defeat and destroy the object of a commercial adventure like this." The

importance of this statement for today's problem is underlined by the fact that it is

quoted by Viscount Simon in Fibrosa Spolka Akcyjna v. Fairbairn Lawson Combe Bar

bour, Ltd., [1943] A. C. 32.

�""Diamond, The Effect of War on Pre-Existing Contracts Involving Enemy Nationals

(1944) S3 Yale L. J. 700.

nId. at 711.
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English courts in the Rio Tinto and Zinc Corp. cases would be allowed
to stand unaffected by war in the United States courts.

Certainly to an historian this result would be surprising. There are

not many fields of law in which the American and English legal de
velopment have supplemented each other to such an extent as in the
problem under discussion. The British on their part, declared void any
contract made during the war. Chancellor Kent,80 added the further
rule that contracts made before the war are voided by war under the
conditions discussed above. In a Massachusetts case81 dealing with the

problem of a lease agreement between two enemies residing within the
same territory (a problem outside our present discussion), tbe court,
in a dictum, stated the American principles as they stood in 1870. The
dictum conformed precisely with the English rule. American courts and
text-book writers, however, phrase the rule in varying terms. Some say
that the contract is suspended unless communication is required or an

advantage to the enemy is secured;82 others express the same rule by
saying that the contract is abrogated unless communication is not neces

sary or the enemy derives no advantage, in which case they are only
suspended.83 A study of the material upon which Diamond bases his

opinion is advisable. Practically speaking, he bases his decisions ex

clusively on agency rules of American courts. He stresses especially
the significance of three cases: In re Walz,8i Sutherland v. Mayer,65
Aldridge v. Franco-Wyoming Securities Corp.86
In regard to the first case Diamond points out:

"A preferable approach is that recently adopted by a New York court. Find

ing that a power of attorney had been issued to a citizen of the United States

by a citizen of Germany residing there, the court made no inquiry into the

necessity of communicating across the line of hostilities but simply ruled that
the contract had been suspended by this country's entrance into World War II.

Agency contracts in general seem to be proper case for suspension."87

Is there really a rule in this case that the contract is "suspended"
in the technical meaning of the word? Certainly not. In In re Walz, an

"Griswold v. Waddington, 16 Johns. 436 (N. Y. 1819).
"Kershaw v. Kelsey, 100 Mass. 561 (1868).
azHuBERicH, Trading with the Enemy (1918) 261.

"'Wn.i.rsTON, Contracts (rev. ed. 1936) � 1748, 1958.

M181 Misc. 511, 46 N. Y. S. (2d) 589 (Surr. Ct. 1944).
85271 U. S. 272 (1926).
"31 A. (2d) 246 (Del. Ch. 1943).
^Diamond, supra note 78, at 711.
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American citizen, during the war with Germany, making claims in an

estate matter based on a power of attorney of a German residing in

Germany, is thrown out of court. With a show of indignation about
such behavior the court, referring to the Supreme Court decisions that
war interrupts relations between enemy nationals, calls the agency
"suspended". There is no indication that the court would have per
mitted this man to come into court after the war on the basis of this
old power of attorney anyway. On the basis of the reasoning of this
case it cannot be argued that he would be admitted.
Sutherland v. Mayer does not support Diamond's views either. This

case involved an "agency" in connection with the winding up of a part
nership dissolved by war. The American partner is held to be author
ized by operation of law to distribute the assets of the partnership.
The Supreme Court clearly distinguishes the two different situations:
Collection of assets of the German by transforming his participation in
the partnership into money, and disposing of his money by supporting
American relatives of the German in pursuance of an order given him

by the German in the pre-war period.
In this case Diamond overlooked the implication of the debt prob

lem on the agency problem. Since our courts sustain debts, they would
have no reason to interfere with collection agencies which enable an

American to collect. As far as the German is concerned, the Court's

sustaining the power of the agent to collect does not change his posi
tion. After collection by the agent, he has a claim against the Ameri

can agent subject to the prohibition against payment to an enemy;
before collection he had a claim against a debtor subject to the same

restriction.

Certainly winding up a partnership is more than a mere collection

of claims. It is a process of disposing of any kind of property and in

cludes even the making of contracts necessary to the liquidation of the

business. But the final aim, is the transformation of enemy's local

partnership interest into money. The Supreme Court, in upholding the

power and the duty of the American partner to act as winding-up agent,
followed exactly the English case, Hugh Stevenson and Sons v. Aktien-

gesellschaft fur Cartonagen Industrie,88 where the former partner of an

enemy was held bound to do what every liquidating partner, or any
other former administrator of property which is retained in his posses

sion, must do.

"imSl A. C. 239.
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There is no decision sustaining an agency relationship which involves
an element besides the mere collection or administration of property
retained in possession of the agent despite the abrogation of contract.
The third case, Aldridge v. Franco-Wyoming Securities Corp., does

not oppose this rule. Diamond overlooked the fact that the "enemy"
here was a Frenchman who became a technical enemy only by reason

of the occupation of that part of France where the Frenchman lived.
A contract between an American and a technical enemy need not be
governed by the same rules which apply to a contract between an

American and an actual enemy. In the case of a contract with a mere

technical enemy, suspension accomplishes the interruption of active
relations, the only result required. Advantage to the enemy in the post
war period is not an issue here.
But the technical enemy character of the principal is not the only

explanation of the decision consistent with the general principle of
abrogation. As discussed above under the Stevenson rule,89 the agent
remains authorized to administer property in his possession. Without

proper representation in the American corporation, the property of the
French shareholder would suffer.
Diamond's argument fails to support his contention that the Ameri

can agency rule would have the effect of sustaining agency contracts. In
this respect, he goes so far as to say :

"The interests of society may require that agency contracts con

tinue despite the outbreak of war, where the supervision of property
is necessary to protect it from depreciation, but the ordinary agency
contract would seem to require special treatment by the courts no more

than does the ordinary commercial contract."90 The writer has attempt
ed to show that Diamond's argument respecting the agency rule is mis

applied. His conclusion on the commercial agreement breaks down too.

An excellent student note in the Harvard Law Review91 is the best
statement of the American contract rule as it stood during the last

war. Unfortunately Diamond overlooked this note. It has become
the classical statement of the American rule. No change with regard
to long-term contracts is apparent. In Takahashi v. Pepper Tank &

Constructing Co.,92 the Supreme Court of Wyoming restated the rule

"See note 69 supra.
"Diamond, loc, cit. supra note 87.

"Note, Effects of War on Contracts (1918) 31 Harv. L. Rev. 640.

"58 Wyo. 331, 131 P. (2d) 339 (1942). Compare Domke, Trading with the Enemy

tn World War II (1943) 299.
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of abrogation of sales contracts between Americans and Japanese on

the ground that the material, if sent to Japan, would give aid and com

fort to the enemy. The case could have been decided on the theory of
frustration. It is unfortunate that, despite the great importance of
German-American contracts, only a few cases were considered by our

courts after World War I. Besides the large scope of arbitration tri
bunals the reason therefor was that the United States did not make
peace with Germany until 1921 while business relations were resumed
long before that time. As a consequence, the parties to these contracts
were forced to resort to private and often secret settlement of their
differences. No cases referred to the courts adopted a line of reason

ing inconsistent with the rules previously developed as the Anglo-
American rule. Therefore, we should consider the development of this
rule by the British courts as a development of our own rule of law.
The argument could be made that the special provision of Section

8(b) of the Trading With the Enemy Act,93 does away with the neces

sity for the general rule on abrogation of contracts. However, the pur
pose of this section was only to give the seller the assurance that he

might dispose of the goods otherwise.
The German and the Anglo-American rules are clearly irreconcilable.

Under the Anglo-American rule the long-term contract is abrogated by
war, while the German rule leaves such contracts unimpaired. The

holdings of France,94 Italy,95 The Netherlands96 and Belgium97 stand
between these two extremes. It is not necessary to describe each of
these holdings in full. However, one point must be made clear: The
neutral courts,98 especially the Swiss courts, have refused to recognize
any rule of suspension or abrogation of contracts because of war, since

they consider that any such rules are war measures which neutrals may
not apply. The Swiss have gone so far as to refuse to recognize abro

gation effected under the provisions of peace treaties since, in their
opinion, the treaties themselves are measures of war.99 The neutral

rule, therefore, is simple and clear. War has no effect on contracts.

"40 Stat. 418 (1917), SO TJ. S. C. App. � 8(b) (1940).
"Clunet, ResUiation des Contrats Passes avec les Sujets Ennemies (1918) 45 Journal

Du Droit International (Clunet) 1059.

"Cunti, Der Handelskrieg von England, Frenkveich und Italien Gegen Deutsch-
land (1917) 107.

"(Madrid, 1913) 28 Int. L. Ass'n 18S.

"Grimm;, Lieferundsvertrage (1923) 170.

""Satjser-Hall, Les Traites de Patx et les Droits des Neutres (1924) 175.
"Ibid.
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The American who has contracted in any way with the enemy is con

fronted with these different rules. Will the domestic American rule

adequately protect his interests?
In considering this question we must bear in mind that the contract

may be made between more than two persons each of which is a na

tional of another nation, belligerent or neutral, allied or enemy. The

obligations arising out of the contract may call for performance in
different countries. Even the term "performance" may be subject to
different interpretations in the different countries. Furthermore, a con

tract might contain several obligations of which each is to be performed
in another country.

IV. Do the Principles of Conflict of Laws Overcome the
Inconsistencies of the Different Domestic Laws?

First, contracts governed by American law should be considered. An
American court, in examining contracts between Americans and ene

mies, will generally not consider which law governs the long-term con

tract. Since the American principle concerning the effect of war on long-
term contracts is clearly of a public policy character, it must be ap
plied by American courts no matter what law would normally govern.
This public policy character of the American rule renders it practically
unavailable to litigants in foreign courts, particularly the courts of the
neutral nations. They will refuse to apply rules based upon American

public policy, especially rules connected with war.100 We might be able
to force the enemy to recognize our public policy by the simple expe
dient of a dictated peace, but we certainly cannot demand recognition
from our allies or from neutral countries. Even in long-term contract

cases it might happen that foreign courts, applying the law of an Ameri
can state, may find performance impossible for factual reasons. This

finding would be quite different from the application of a public policy
rule, but in long-term contracts it will happen infrequently.
Second, there are contracts which, under determination of foreign

courts, are governed by foreign law. The rules of conflict of laws are

rules of national law. They determine which law governs a contract

whenever a problem arising out of such contract is of importance to the
courts or individuals of a country. The rules of conflict of laws on

contracts in different countries are completely inconsistent with each
other. An American lawyer has no way of knowing what his client may

'2 Schnitzer, Handbuch des Internationaeen Prtvatrechts (1944) 202.
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expect in countries in which his contracts with enemies are to be per
formed, or in which those contracts are made, or in those countries where
a national is a party to or otherwise affected by the contract.

German101 and Swiss102 conflict of laws principles on contract, both
of special importance to our problem, developed along relatively similar
lines. Both followed Savigny's103 theory that the place of performance
of each special contractual obligation should determine the law to be
applied, although the meaning of the phrase "place of performance" is
not necessarily identical104 under the two legal systems. In practice,
however, the courts of both nations usually find an implied expression
of the intention of the parties in regard to the law to be applied. The

recognition of intention of the parties, under the German and Swiss rule,
made the principle of the place of performance a subsidiary rule ap
plicable only if there is no intention established. Today the courts pre
sume such intention if the place of making, place of performance, or
certain other essential elements of the contract refer unequivocally to

the same country. Adolf Schnitzer,105 in his book on Swiss conflict of
laws emphasizes a development of the Swiss Bundesgericht which, in his

opinion, goes beyond the presumption of intention. This court applies
the law of the country with which most contacts exist, if no express
intention is stated. Is not that only another form of "presuming" the

intention, at least so long as the contacts to be considered by the courts

are purely legal? Cartels, which do not like to agree on one law which
some day may become unfavorable, establish the elements in such a

way that intention has to be presumed under the court rules. These ele

ments, as they are expressed in the contracts, do not always correspond
with the actual economic contacts. Hofheinz,106 in his interesting paper
on the conflict of law problems involved in international cartels, men

tions the bulb cartel as an example. While Switzerland has no economic
connection with the bulb industry and trade, all legal contacts in bulb
cartel contracts, seem to be in Switzerland. For instance, the promise to

1<ttLEWALD, Das Deutsche Internationale Prtvatrecht (1931) 26.

10B2 Schnitzer, op. cit. supra note 100, at 499 et seq.
lra7 Tjavigny, System des Heutigen Romischen Rechts (1849) 207; Gutzwtxler,

Der Einfluss Savignys aut die Entwicklung des Internationalen Prtvatrechts (1923).
1042 Frankenstein, Internationales Prtvatrecht (1926) 13S, n. 42.
M2 Schnitzer, op. cit. supra note 100, at 509 et seq. The discussion in my article,

Business Arbitration�Instrument of Private Government (1944) 54 Yale L. J. 36, shows
how much I am in sympathy with Schnitzer's general approach.
""Hofheinz, Die Kartellbindung bei Internationalen Kartellen (Heidelberg Dis

sertation, 1939).
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perform the cartel obligation is given to an established Swiss corporation.
The monthly business reports are to be sent to this corporation. In
case of "danger", the parties to the contract can easily designate an

other country, with which all contacts, formerly with Switzerland, are
going to exist. These facts are responsible for bringing many more

cases within the jurisdiction of the courts of neutral nations than the
existing economic facts would justify. The problem is bound to arise
concerning what is to be done when the contacts of contracts have been
transferred from enemy countries to neutral countries shortly before
the war.

The Anglo-American rules on conflict of laws107 only strengthen the
trend toward playing with applicable laws like balls, since they them
selves recognize the intention of the parties, express or implied, as deter
mining the law to be applied.108 In addition thereto the Anglo-American
rule, which is applicable if there is no intention of the parties expressed
or implied, again puts the decision as to which law governs a contract,
at the mercy of the parties. They apply the law of the place where the
contract is made, a place which the parties themselves can arbitrarily
select.
There might be quite a number of cases in which Anglo-American

conflict of laws rules would lead to results contrary to the continental
rule as to contracts made within the United States, but performable in
whole or part in Switzerland, Germany, Italy, etc. In all these cases,
the countries recognizing the place of performance as determining the

applicable law would apply their own law, wherever the contract was

made, provided the parties had not expressed their own intention. In
the cases, where express or implied intention governs, the courts of
each country are bound to have divergent ideas as to what the intention

may have been. The perilous position in which an American merchant
finds himself in regard to his contracts with the enemy is made even

more insecure by the fact that in those countries which apply the rule
of place of performance as the test to determine the applicable law,
his contract may be subjected to the provisions of several laws. Let us,
with sincere jealousy think back to the time when Story109 could believe
that basic conflict of laws rules on contracts are part of international

""Wolff, The Choice of the Law by the Parties in International Contracts (1937) 49

Juridical Review 110, 113 et seq.
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law of world-wide application. All the inconsistent rules on effect of
war on contracts might become applicable on contracts of Americans
with enemies.
Not even an American court decision holding that the contract is

abrogated by war would protect the American merchant abroad. The
foreign courts, according to their own law, may refuse to recognize this
decision on the ground that, in their opinion, the United States court
had no jurisdiction or that the United States' decision was based on

American public policy or an American statute or rule of war.
This fact has substantial effect within the United States. An

American businessman in his exports has to comply with contracts in
which enemies participated, provided any foreign, (especially neutral)
or formerly enemy countries may obtain jurisdiction. In preparing their
balance sheets, American corporations have to consider all these obli
gations as a potential source of loss or profit, as the case may be.
During the last war, in United States v. Hamburg American Com

pany110 the Supreme Court considered whether an unlawful price agree
ment between American, British and German ship-owners was abro
gated by outbreak of war between Germany and the United Kingdom,
and if abrogated, whether a complaint filed by the Department of Jus
tice for the purpose of declaring the agreement invalid (as inconsistent
with antitrust legislation) thereby became moot. The case, decided
before the United States entered the war, declared the question moot
because under British law the contract was abrogated as between the
British and German participants. The participation of the British, how
ever, was such a substantial element of the entire contract that it was
not possible to consider the contract as still in existence. It is to be
noted that there was no possibility that any of the obligations of the
British could be construed under any law other than English, since the
contract of British ship-owners with their passengers is most certainly
governed by English law. Jurisdiction of non-English courts is rather

improbable. After this war, our courts are certain to be confronted
with numerous cases involving cartels performable in many countries
and including nationals of every industrial country. There were many
contracts of cartel character in which American, British, German and
Swiss corporations participated, performable in almost any country in
the world. Under the existing conflict of laws rules and under the diver
gent doctrines of substantive law, these contracts remain enforceable

uo239 U. S. 466 (1916).
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in many parts of the world. If there is no prohibitory provision included
in the peace treaties with Germany and Japan, they even remain en

forceable in those countries. Even if those prohibitions should be in
cluded, the cartels may be enforced in neutral countries. As long,
however, as these contracts remain enforceable in any important part
of the world, the problem of whether, under our law, American firms
are enjoined from performing those contracts is not moot.

V. Is the Solution in the Peace Treaties after World
War I, Generally Copied in the Italian and Satel
lite Treaties after World War II, Satisfactory?

The drafter of the substantive law provisions in the recently signed
treaty of peace with Italy and the so-called "satellites of Germany"
restated the principles adopted at Versailles after World War I.111
The United States did not participate in the pertinent sections.112 At
first glance the reader of Annex XVI of the Italian Treaty is bound to

believe that any contract requiring intercourse between enemies shall
be deemed to have been dissolved as from this time113 when ". . . trading
between them shall have become unlawful under laws, orders or regu
lations to which such persons or the contract were subject."114
That is about what the drafters of Versailles believed they had done.

The text of Article 299 of this treaty did not permit any other conclu
sion but dissolution of contracts with certain exceptions. The materials
of the committees preparing the treaty in 1919, as far as available now,
show that the countries signing the pertinent provisions intended the
actual abrogation of contracts, with certain exceptions.
The British-French proposal,116 first submitted to the committee

and examined by the United States delegation,116 knew of no other ex

ceptions117 than those developed in the American and English courts

(monetary obligation, lease or passing of title). Already in the discus
sions of the committee the weakness of all treaties in which many coun

tries participate appeared. The interpretation of the completed treaty

mClunet, Les Contrats Entre Ennemies (1919) 46 Journal dxt Droit International

(Clunet) 94S.

"Treaty of Versailles, art. 299, 3 Treaties, supra note 6.

""Treaty of Peace with Italy, Annex XVI A(l), supra note 16.

""/rf. at Annex XVI D(l).
""I Miller, My Diary at the Conference of Paris (1924) 130-131.

"Ibid.
mlbid.
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comes under the control of the many different governments. Dragoni,118
as already mentioned, feared that some nations might permit the per
formance of cartel contracts with Germany and thereby place Italy,
a relatively weak nation, in a disadvantageous position if she actually
went ahead with the abrogation of those cartel agreements. Therefore,
he advised that each sovereign government be empowered to reestab
lish otherwise abrogated contracts, if it were found to be in the public
interest of such country. The references to the cartel cases, repeatedly
made by Mr. Dragoni, convinced the majority of the members of the
committee that the power of each government to so reestablish con

tracts would be exercised only in very exceptional cases. The British
delegation expressed fear "... that the result of this clause would com

pel the Germans to perform all contracts unfavorable to them and to

forget all contracts favorable to them. Furthermore, a practical diffi
culty in regard to all contracts which shall be sustained would arise,
since it would be very difficult to compel the performance of contracts
unfavorable to the German party in Germany."119 This British fear
was answered by the following statement by Dragoni :

"The cases in which the government can sustain contracts are strictly limited.
For instance, sales contracts in Italy are already liquidated to a large extent.

Only in regard to these contracts are the British objections justified that the

prices existing before the war cannot be used as the basis now. The majority
of existing contracts has to do with cartels, associations and contracts of similar
kind. The national interest may advise to sustain one or the other of these
contracts but their number is relatively small. In consequence, and keeping in
mind the limited scope of application of the Italian amendment, he believes
that the objections which have been raised are unjustified."120

After the Versailles Treaty had been signed the legal world began
to realize that the exception had become the rule and the rule the excep
tion. Each of the Allied Governments began to decide for itself which
contract was of advantage to it and its nationals, and to act accord

ingly.121 The practical result of this interpretation of the exception
under which contracts could be sustained when in the public interest, led

""Report of the Second Meeting of the Second Subcommittee of the Economic Com
mittee of the Paris Peace Conference on Pre-War Contracts, March IS, 1919. (Unpub
lished report).
"Vrf. March 27, 1919. (Unpublished report).
"/bid.

mIsAY, Die Prtvaten Rechte tjnd Interassen im Frtedensvertrag (2d ed. 1923)
247 et seq.
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to some rather strange results. France, on January 12, 1920,122 two

days after ratification of the peace treaty, called on French nationals
having contracts with Germans to register their contracts if they be
lieved these contracts would be advantageous to them. While the final
decision as to whether sustaining these contracts was in the national
interest was left to the Office des Biens et Interests Prives,m the im
pression exists that this office declared all registered contracts as affect
ing the public interest.124 In a statute of May 9, 1920,125 France de
clared contracts formerly abrogated by administrative ruling as re

established. The leading French book on the problem added to the prin
ciple evidenced by this statute the following rule: "Even if contracts
have been declared abrogated by French court decision, they can be
sustained in accordance to the peace treaty since the peace treaty, and
not the court, determines the final relation between French nationals
and German nationals."126 The last step in the French development was
to prepare a list of types of contracts127 and to send this list to the Ger
mans with the statement that all contracts covered by those types were

considered reestablished. The Italian,128 Belgian,129 and even the
British130 Governments followed this example. The Mixed Arbitration
Tribunal was called upon to decide whether the rule of the peace
treaty permitting the reestablishment of contracts on grounds
of public interest referred to the public interest of all Allied
nations or only that of the nation making the decision. The further

question whether under this rule an Allied Government could
submit lists of types of contracts instead of making a finding in regard
to each particular contract was also considered. In Svetolik Savich v.

Schnellpressenfabrik Frankenthal Albert & Co.,151 the German-Yugo
slavian tribunal, as well as the French-German tribunal in Delhaye-

122(1920) 20 Journal Officielle de la Republique Francaise 232.
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Goubet v. Machinenjabrik Kappel,132 took the position that the tribunal
has no power to review the determination of the particular country in
volved (political question) whether a contract is in the public interest,
as understood in the pertinent section of the peace treaty. Thereby any
assurance of an execution of the peace treaty in the interest of all
Allied governments was abandoned. In Society Generate d'Evaporation
v. Deutasches Reich,133 the French-German tribunal decided that it is

perfectly permissible for the French Government to submit lists cover

ing whole types of contracts.
The tribunals were not satisfied with giving their blessing to such

an extension of the original exception. In Blanchet et Gosslin v. Badische
Anilin und Soda Fabrik und Hoechster Farbweke?3i the French-German
tribunal declared contracts of Frenchmen with French corporations con

trolled by Germans as binding on the German parent corporation. In
World War II, substantial steps have been taken toward piercing the

corporate veil of local firms actually controlled by the enemy but never,
even now, has such a far-reaching step been taken as in the Anilin case.

It must be considered that all these cases came up at a time when

Germany was in the throes of its most disastrous inflation. A price
agreed on before 1914 became completely unreasonable shortly after
the end of the war. Upon the demand of the British delegation, it was
provided at Versailles, (and it is again provided in the present Italian
treaty) that each party to a contract sustained by an Allied Govern
ment on the grounds of public interest can demand a "fair compensa
tion" if he would otherwise be prejudiced owing to the alteration of

particular conditions. In Delhaye Gobet v. Machinenjabrik Kappel136
the French-German arbitration tribunal decided, however, that there

"compensation" did not mean that the Germans were entitled to the
actual price of the post-war period, since such rule "would deprive the
Allied party of his interest in sustaining the contract." The "fairness"
of this compensation can be discovered in Jaworski v. Everets,13* where
the same tribunal gave a compensation of 1300 gold francs instead of
the actual price of 5,000 gold francs. The harshness of this rule was

even more clearly expressed in cases in which the Germans had already
finished manufacturing machines in the pre-war period but could not

"*1 Rec. 357 (1921)
Rec. 350 (1921).

"�I Rec. 333 (1921).
1MI Rec. 357 (1921).
"�II Rec. 107 (1922).
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effect delivery because of the war. In these cases the tribunal decided
that the German had to manufacture the machine again, if he had used
the machine for other purposes, and deliver this machine in considera
tion for the paper mark price agreed on in the pre-war period.137 These
cases show the full meaning of the transformation of the rule of Ver
sailles that contracts are generally abrogated, while some exceptional
contracts are reestablished, into a rule that contracts are generally sus

tained, while some exceptional contracts are abrogated.
The interpretation of the mixed tribunals threw into doubt even

the meaning of the word "dissolved" as used in Article 299 of the Ver
sailles Treaty. The question came up in Hallyn v. Basch.is& The French-
German tribunal dealt with the following facts: A French picture dealer
had a contract with a German dealer whereby the Frenchman sent pic
tures on consignment to the German, with the understanding that the
German should sell them if he could obtain a certain minimum price.
Under the German domestic law, the contract was held to be un

affected by the outbreak of war. In accordance with the terms of the

contract, the German sold the pictures for the price provided for in
the consignment contract. After the peace treaty had become effec

tive, the Frenchman took the position that the contract was "abrogated"
as of the day of the outbreak of the war and that therefore the German
could not sell the pictures, and should be forced to pay damages for

having unlawfully interfered with the property of the Frenchman. The
tribunal decided in favor of the French dealer in the following words:
"The abrogation of a contract brings into existence a new obligation
which is different from the original contractual obligation. In the case

in issue the defendant who had the pictures on consignment, by virtue
of abrogation of the contract, became a depositor of the pictures. There
fore, he had all the obligations of a depositor and he had to pay the
same damages a disloyal depositor would have had to pay."139 The

German was ordered to pay the goldmark price for the pictures. Joseph
Partsch,140 the great scholar of the history of Roman law, opposed this

opinion. He wondered how the English edition of the treaty, speaking

wSociete Anonyme des Hots Fourneaux und Fondieries de Pont a'Mousson v. Ways
und Freytag, II Leske-Lowenfeld, Entscheidungen der Gemischten Schiedsgerichte 83

(192S).
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of "dissolution" of the contract as of the day of the outbreak of the

war, could be consistent with the French edition, speaking of "annul
ment" of the contract. Under the French law "annulment" of a contract
means that a contract is considered as never having been made, while
"dissolution" of a contract under Anglo-American law means that the
contract, which originally existed, came to an end at the date of the
dissolution. Retroactive dissolution under Anglo-American law, in
Partsch's opinion, is not possible.141 Since everything indicated that the

drafting of the pertinent provisions had taken place in England, he con

cluded that the contracts would have been considered as "dissolved as

of the day of the peace treaty", and, therefore, the German should not

be held liable for having complied with the contract during the war.

In Gunn v. Gunz,li2 the French-German tribunal referred to Partsch's
statement and adopted this principle in a case in which it was of advan

tage to the Allied party. The Hallyn case was attacked on another

ground by Ernst Wolff.143 His reasoning was that the British courts
in a period of war had enforced contracts against enemy nationals

residing in England and done practically the same as the German

picture dealer was afraid the German courts might do: They would rule

against him if he did not perform in accordance to his tenor of the
contract. Wolff overlooked the Anglo-American conception of "enemy"
as having a territorial rather than a national meaning.144 The case

Hallyn v. Basch would have been understood much better in Germany
if reference had been made to the fact that under the Anglo-American
rule the agent, after abrogation of the contract due to outbreak of war,
remains liable for the proper treatment of goods entrusted to him. This

argument would have made the case represent nothing but a necessary
result of the general difference of opinion between Germany and the

Anglo-American courts in regard to the effect of war on contract. In

that case the German Government rather than the dealer should have

paid the damages, since he did exactly what he had to do under Ger
man law.
Out of the vast amount of material available only one additional

point need be mentioned here to show what the tribunals have made out

iaId. at 300.
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of the principles of World War I treaties. In Kitzinger v. Dann,liS the
English-German tribunal decided that the exception to the abrogation
of contracts made in favor of "monetary obligations" does not sustain
loan contracts as such, and that, therefore, loans are due immediately
after the peace treaty becomes effective without giving notice, what
ever the contracts may say. In Gurm v. Gunz, the tribunal partly over

ruled Kitzinger v. Dann in regard to the meaning of dissolution as of
the time of outbreak of war. The tribunal sustained the principle of
the Kitzinger case to the effect that notice need not be given, but it
took the position that the interest on the loan and the other conditions
of the loan remain in existence.
We must remember that the provision permitting Allied Governments

to sustain contracts on reasonable public interest had been included in
the treaty in order to meet the problem presented by cartels and other

long term contracts.1*6 It cannot be a mere accident that not a single
case of this character was brought before the mixed tribunals. The

treaty provision established "law" subject to the rights of interested
private parties to change such law in particular cases. The treaty law
was not binding. It is true that in Spronson v. The Turkish Government
and the Administrator of Seiri-Sefain,1*1 the English-Turkish tribunal
held that the treaty provision prevailed over arbitration clauses includ
ed in contracts between enemies. However, the decision affected only
arbitration agreed upon before the war. The parties were held perfectly
free to agree on new arbitration. The peculiar characteristics of arbi
tration in cartel matters148 evidence themselves here more than in any
other problem. The provisions of the new Italian Peace Treaty have re

opened the road to identical distortions.
There were commercial considerations which strongly favored re-

assumption of long 4erm contracts after World War I. One of them
was the method of dealing with enemy patents and trademarks.149 Allo
cation of markets and other cartel features were being secured by dis
tribution of patent rights and trademarks in each country according to

the contractual apportionment of markets. These patents and trade

marks, especially in countries where assignments of the trademark was

easy, if assigned to Germany or Austria, prevented importation of com-

""1 Rec. 847 (1922).
""See note 118 supra.
"TX Rec. 764 (1930).
""Kronstein, supra note 108.

"�See Diggins, Trademarks and Restraints of Trade (1944) 32 Georgetown L. J. 462.
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petitors of Germans and Austrians in Allied countries even if the Alien
Property Custodian should have won control over such patents and
trademarks. The inability of the patent or trademark owner to produce
on a high technological standard forced them to approach either Allied
or German producers. The reassumption of the former cartel arrange
ment helped to prevent a competitive fight in regard to these markets.
The Allied manufacturers were especially inclined to avoid this com

petitive fight if the Germans promised them support in their technologi
cal difficulties which arose out of the inability of many Allied firms to

exploit German methods which became known to them during the war.

After World War II, the abitration, patent and trademark problems
remained practically the same. While the London agreement150 states
that patents owned by Germans are to be opened to all Allied nation
als, patents exclusively licensed to nationals of Allies or neutrals remain
in existence. It is obvious that the effect will be quite the same as the
effect of the World War I method.
The policy of the United Nations on restrictive business practices

can only succeed if all elements on which the pre-war market restric
tions were based become ineffective. The long-term contracts are one

of such elements.
The German public interest should be exactly the same as the Allied

interest. If the future German foreign trade remains a legally protected
monopoly of a small group in Germany, the chances of reestablishment
of a peaceful society are affected severely. Even the parties to long-
term contracts should prefer the freeing of trade. The reader of Ger
man material can find that the official point of view that abrogation of
long-term contracts is bad was not even shared by lawyers and business
men after the last war. In a publication of a semi-official organization,
it is pointed out: "A general legal insecurity would prevail if the exist
ence or non-existence of contracts made before the war between nation
als of belligerent nations would depend on legal rules of private law
drafted for normal conditions. We will have to deal mostly with con

tracts in which the parties have an entirely different interest today than

they had before the war, or whose performance could only be accom

plished at the expense of unreasonable sacrifices which nobody could
foresee when the contracts were made."151
Even during this war Kegel expressed his criticism of Article 299 of

""589 O. G. Pat. Off. 496 (1946).
^Lusinsky, Verband des Deutschen Aussenhandels (1919) Pamphlet No. 21 Handels-
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the Versailles Treaty in terms of a certainly justified criticism of the
opinions of the Mixed Arbitration Tribunals. In his opinion this de
cision developed "... a degree of legal insecurity which just could not be
excelled if the whole problem had remained untouched by the peace
treaty."152

VI. Conclusion

1. Under American law, long-term contracts included in the list of
contracts previously enumerated are abrogated. Therefore, there is no

right of an American which would call for protection under the due
process clause of the Constitution.

2. American merchants are subject to substantial interference in
their international trade arising out of the long-term contract problem,
unless an international regulation by peace treaties or otherwise, is ac

complished. Such an agreement is an instrument for securing American

foreign trade, therefore the constitutional power of the Federal Govern
ment is beyond doubt.

3. Unless international regulation is accomplished the cases involv
ing cartels between Americans and Germans are not moot, since their

performance and enforcement in foreign countries remains possible.
American merchants would only have a definite defense against the en

forcement of these contracts in foreign countries if in pursuance to the
antitrust legislation, these countries are forbidden to do so. Mere
domestic legislation does not change the actual pre-war status, since
from the domestic American point of view these contracts are unlawful

anyway.
4. It is suggested that the international regulation by peace treaty,

especially with Germany or other nations, should follow the following
fines in regard to long-term contracts:

(a) Contracts included in the list previously mentioned, with the

exception of loan agreements, are to be abrogated as of the day war

begins.
(b) Loan contracts are considered as abrogated as of the day of

signing the peace treaty.
(c) The rule of (a) and (b) shall govern even if the same con

tracts contain, besides other substantial items, provisions on patent
licenses of Americans in Germany or with other property items un

affected by the peace treaty.

"^17 Kegel-Rupp-Zweigert, Die Einwirkung des Krteges aut Vertrage Beitrage zum

auslandischen und internationalen prtvatrecht (1941) 13, 14.
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(d) Monetary obligations fixed in amount remain in existence
even if they were not mature on the day referred to in (a) and (b).
(e) These provisions are binding. They are not subject to pri

vate agreement, even if such agreement should be reached after the
signing of the peace treaty.
(f) In case of difference of opinion relating to the effects of these

provisions the Social and Economic Council of the United Nations
or one of its subdivisions (eventually the International Trade Or

ganization) shall decide the issue.

(g) The making of contracts, covered by the earlier list, with
former enemy nationals within a period of five years after the sign
ing of the peace treaty will require a license for which the Social and
Economic Council of the United Nations shall establish procedure.
(h) These rules shall govern contracts between nationals of one

of the United Nations and of one of the enemy countries even if
neutrals should participate in the contract or the contract should be

performable or enforceable in a neutral country. Decisions of neu
tral courts inconsistent with these provisions cannot be enforced in

any country of the United Nations or of the enemy countries. Na
tionals of the United Nations or of the enemy countries shall be

enjoined from giving any decisions of neutral courts any force out

side of the territory of those neutral countries.



STATE LABOR LEGISLATION AND
COLLECTIVE BARGAINING

Lawrence M. Kearns*

TE7ITH public interest focused on the current drive for Federal labor

legislation, the problem of what constructive contribution our

state legislatures can make toward industrial peace is likely to receive
less consideration than it deserves. While a national labor code fairly
recognizing the legitimate interests of employers, employees, and unions

along the lines proposed by Ludwig Teller1 is needed today, there is an

equal need for a careful clarification and revision of state labor laws.
The National Labor Relations Act2 sought to establish collective

bargaining as the cure for management-labor strife. Since passage of
the Act in 1935, there has been an enormous growth in the number of
collective bargaining agreements entered into between employers and
unions. Under the Act, such agreements must be reduced to writing
and signed by the parties if the union so desires.3 But the legal status
of such agreements is normally a matter of state law.4 Are they legally
binding agreements readily enforceable by the employer and the union?
Do employees acquire legal rights thereunder? What are the require
ments, formal and substantive, for the creation of a valid collective

bargaining agreement? Are there clearly defined standards for deter

mining whether particular provisions of such agreements are valid
under state law?
Direct answers to such basic questions have not generally been pro

vided by state legislatures.5 Rather, the courts have been left to struggle

?A.B., Holy Cross; LL.B. Harvard Law School. Member of the Bar of Massachusetts.

Teller, A Labor Policy for America (194S).
249 Stat. 449 (193S), 29 U. S. C. � 1S1 (1940).
�H. J. Heinz Co. v. N. L. R. B., 311 U. S. S14, 526 (1941).
4"

. . . the legal nature of the collective agreement is not determined by Federal law.
The N. L. R. A. and Railway Labor Act assume that they are normal legal contracts.
But by the Constitution the entire law of contracts is left to the various states to

determine. Under these circumstances how a collective agreement may be enforced is
a major problem. Unions find it relatively easy to enforce an agreement as against
the employer�but the latter are in a quandary." Herrick, The Labor Problem and the

Law, N. Y. Herald-Tribune, October 17, 1946, p. 28, col. 5.

"California and Louisiana are exceptions to the general rule. Calif. Labor Code (Supp.
1941) � 1126 provides:

"Any collective bargaining agreement between an employer and a labor organization
shall be enforceable at law or in equity, and a breach of such collective bargaining

468
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along with common law doctrines originating long before the day when
an employer was legally required to bargain collectively with the repre
sentative designated by a majority of his employees as the exclusive
representative of all employees in an appropriate unit. It is quite true,
of course, that the courts have responded to the trend toward collective

bargaining, and it is today generally held that collective bargaining agree
ments are legally binding and enforceable.6 But specific statutory
recognition of this legal principle is vitally needed as the basis on which
to enact other statutory provisions delineating the protection to be ac

corded such agreements. Statutory regulation of specialized contracts
has provided a method for clarifying existing law and crystallizing public
policy in such fields as insurance, sales, and negotiable instruments.
The collective bargaining agreement presents a sufficient number of
specialized and important problems to warrant codified treatment.
After it is established by statute that a collective bargaining agree

ment creates binding obligations upon the employer and the union,
enforceable in the courts, attention should be directed toward the

rights and obligations of the individual employees covered by the agree
ment. In some states, employees may have rights against the employer
either on the theory of third-party beneficiaries or as principals for
whom the union is acting as agent; in other jurisdictions employees may
have no rights at all under the collective agreement.7 In /. /. Case

Company v. National Labor Relations Board8 Mr. Justice Jackson

agreement by any party thereto shall be subject to the same remedies, including in

junctive relief, as are available on other contracts in the courts of this state."
La. Act No. 180, July 1, 1946, � 1 provides in part:

"The desired end of negotiations between management and labor is a contract.

Once that contract is made, it must be equally binding upon and enforceable against
both parties. . . ."

In Colorado, Minnesota, and Wisconsin, violations of a collective bargaining agreement
are included as unfair labor practices under their labor relations acts. Colo. Stat. Ann.

(Supp. 194S) c. 97, �� 94 (6)(l)(f), 94 (6)(2)(c); Mtnn. Stat. Ann. (Mason, Supp.
1944) �� 4254-31(a), 4254-32(a); Wis. Stat. (194S) �� 111.06 (l)(f), 111.06 (2)(c).

*1 Teller, Labor Disputes and Collective Bargaining (1940) � 163; Ziskind, En

forcement of Union Contracts (1942) 9 Lab. Rel. Ree. Man. 851. It was sometimes held
that collective bargaining agreements were void because of lack of consideration or created

only moral obligations between the contracting parties, which was evidence of a usage
that might attach to individual employee's contracts of employment. See 1 Teller, op. cit.
supra, at �� 159, 160.

71 Teller, op. cit. supra note 6, at �� 165, 167, 168; Williston, Law of Contracts (re.
ed. 1938) � 379(a).

8321 U. S. 332 (1944).
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elaborates on the theory that the collective bargaining agreement is
somewhat analogous to a carrier's tariffs, or the standard provisions for
insurance policies, or public utility rate schedules and rules for service.

Thus, just as individuals are entitled to such benefits established by
public authority, so an employee when hired "... becomes entitled by
virtue of the Labor Relations Act somewhat as a third party beneficiary
to all benefits of the collective trade agreement, even if on his own he
would yield to less favorable terms."9 But, while obtaining the benefits
of the collective agreement, is the individual employee bound by its

provisions when they may work to his detriment? In the situation
where the union as the legally-established representative of all the

employees in a unit settles an individual employee's grievance, the

Supreme Court has held in a case arising under the Railway Labor Act10
that such an employee, at least in some instances, is not bound by the

employer-union grievance settlement.11
Perhaps a solution to the problem can be found by analyzing the

theory of involuntary agency on which the National Labor Relations
Act is founded. When a union is selected by a majority of the employees
in a collective bargaining unit, it is by law the exclusive representative
of all the employees in that unit. This privilege might well be con

sidered as carrying with it a fiduciary relationship toward each employee
in the unit.12 Thus, if the union is remiss in failing to protect an em

ployee's rights under the collective bargaining agreement, the employee
might be granted a right of action against the union. An employer
who is carrying out the provisions of the collective bargaining agree
ment to the satisfaction of the union would thus be relieved of any
harassment through suits filed against him by individual employees. Of

particular concern to employers is the situation where an individual

employee disputes an employer-union settlement of his seniority rights.
'Id. at 336.
1044 Stat. 577 (1926), 45 U. S. C. � 151 (1940).
"Elgin, Joliet & Eastern Ry. v. Burley, 327 U. S. 661 (1946).
"Note the following language of the Supreme Court of the United States: "By its selec

tion as bargaining representative, it [the union] has become the agent of all the employees,
charged with the responsibility of representing their interests fairly and impartially."
Wallace Corp. v. N. L. R. B., 323 U. S. 248, 255 (1944); "While the statute [Railway
Labor Act] does not deny to such a bargaining labor organization the right to determine

eligibility to its membership, it does require the union, in collective bargaining and in

making contracts with the carrier, to represent non-union or minority union members of
the craft without hostile discrimination, fairly, impartially, and in good faith.'' Steele v.

Louisville & Nashville R. R., 323 U. S. 192, 204 (1944).
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Whatever may be the best solution, the problem of an employee's rights
and obligations under a collective bargaining agreement is one deserv
ing of legislative study. To date, no state has attempted its solution by
statute.
Of major importance in any legislative program centered around the

collective bargaining agreement is the subject of procedure in the event
that, (a) either party violates the agreement or (b) a third party inter
feres with the agreement. Usually, a collective bargaining agreement
contains a procedure for the settlement of grievances arising thereunder
(including arbitration) so that the necesity for resort to the courts as a

remedy for claimed violations would not be frequent. In the situation
where a collective bargaining agreement provides for the final settle
ment of grievances arising thereunder, strikes or lockouts are inexcusable
so long as the agreement continues in effect and an expeditious judicial
remedy exists to force either party to abide by the grievance procedure.
In the exceptional case, where a strike or lockout occurs while the

agreement is in effect, justice requires that a practicable and expeditious
legal procedure be available. It is obvious that if the legal remedy in
such a situation is available only after a strike has been in effect for
two or three weeks, the legal protection accorded to a collective bar
gaining agreement is more theoretical than real. To provide an immedi
ate remedy, the anti-injunction acts now in effect in many states must
be amended to except from such acts labor disputes in which a union is

striking while a valid collective bargaining agreement is in effect, if
such agreement provides a procedure for the final settlement of griev
ances arising thereunder.13
A similar exception to state anti-injunction acts is desirable where

the labor dispute consists of an attempt, through economic pressure on

the employer, by a rival union to dislodge the legally-established bar

gaining agent while a valid collective bargaining agreement is in effect
between the employer and the union which holds the bargaining rights
in the unit. Although it has been held in some jurisdictions that picket
ing by a minority union in such a situation is illegal and may be en

joined,14 this equitable principle should be recognized generally by
statute as a clear statement of public policy. Thus, in the event the

problem should reach the Supreme Court of the United States on the

"Pennsylvania has excepted from its anti-injunction act labor disputes in disregard of a

labor contract. Pa. Stat. Ann. (Purdon, 1941) tit. 43, � 206(d).
"See R. H. White Co. v. Murphy, 310 Mass. 510, 38 N. E. (2d) 685 (1942).
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issue of whether such picketing was constitutionally protected as free

speech, the court would have before it a precise statement of the people's
will as adopted by their state representatives. To some degree, picket
ing, though peaceful, is still constitutionally within the realm of state

regulation.15
The question may be raised whether the remedy for enforcement of

collective bargaining agreements or for their protection against inter
ference by third parties should be that of equitable relief through the
courts or that of an order by an administrative agency, such as a state

labor relations board. The principal objection to an administrative

remedy here is its ineffectiveness in the situation where the remedy
requires action because of an existing strike. The orders of state labor

boards, like those of the National Labor Relations Board, are enforce
able only by resort to the courts. So long as this principle is recog
nized, the delay in obtaining effective relief would make it impossible
to prevent the irreparable damage caused by the continuing strike. To

provide a judicial remedy here is not a case of turning over to equity
judges the function of umpiring in strikes involving wages, hours, or

conditions of employment. Strikes by a union during the term of a

contract, or by a minority union while a contract is in effect with a

majority union, are relatively few in comparison with the total of all
strikes. Yet such strikes do occur and, when they do, should be dealt
with promptly and effectively.
A further matter of procedure deserving legislative study is the sua

bility of unions. In most jurisdictions a union may not be sued as an

entity, and its funds may be reached, if at all, only after highly tech
nical procedures, reminiscent of the days of Coke on Littleton. As a

practical matter, such procedures are but little used. A few states have

provided that unions may sue and be sued as legal entities, and that
union funds may be reached as the funds of the entity.16 If a state

legislature hesitates to make unions liable to suit as entities for all

purposes, it could well consider doing so for the purpose of suits for
violation of collective bargaining agreement or for interference with such

agreements by third parties.
In any code regulating collective bargaining agreements, doubts should

"See Carpenters & Joiners Union of America, Local No. 213 v. Ritter's Cafe, 3 IS U. S.
722 (1942).
mFla. Stat. (Supp. 1943) � 481.11; Kan. Gen. Stat. Ann. (Supp. 1943) � 44-811; La.

Act No. 180, July 1, 1946, � 3.
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be removed in respect to any formalities required for the valid execu

tion of the written agreement. That the agreement is signed by repre
sentatives of the parties having apparent authority should be sufficient.
The agreement should be valid regardless of corporate or other seals
and regardless of any technical provisions in corporate by-laws or union
constitutions. It is not common to execute a collective bargaining agree
ment in the same manner as a corporate mortgage. The question is, of
course, seldom if ever raised, but might well become an issue if damage
suits for violation of such agreements should become more frequent.
There are other matters too, to which a codifier might devote attention.

Should there be a limit to the term of a collective bargaining agreement?
Is it against public policy, for example, to permit an agreement for a

period longer than two years without a reopening provision? The
National Labor Relations Board deals indirectly with this problem when
it determines whether or not a collective bargaining agreement is a

bar to the filing of a petition for representation by a rival union.17
Apart from this situation which involves a desire of the employees for
a change in their bargaining representation, it may be argued that an

unduly long contract period without opportunity for reopening is an

unsound industrial relations policy productive of industrial strife, more
particularly if the agreement is to be accorded the legal protection here
in advocated.
The proper scope of collective bargaining affords another avenue of

legislative inquiry. Wages, hours, working conditions, and conditions
of employment comprise the traditional categories within the concept
of collective bargaining, but beyond these lie questionable issues. Is
the price at which the employer sells his goods or services a proper
subject matter for collective bargaining? Should provisions which
are designed to restrict markets (such as a provision that the employer
will use only union-made products) or designed to pay wages to em

ployees whose services are not used or desired (such as provisions to

pay unused musicians when mechanical musical devices are employed,
or provisions to pay wages for unused local truck drivers when a

through truck reaches the city line) be legally recognized as within
the legitimate scope of collective bargaining? These questions involve
serious social and economic issues on which the several states may well

""The Board invariably regards one-year contracts as reasonable in term, determining
the reasonableness of agreements of substantially longer duration by reference to custom

in the industry." Tenth Annual Rep't of the National Labor Relations Board (1945) 20.
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differ. But the democratic process provides the method for full and fair
debate in legislative halls where the interests of labor, management and
the public can be balanced equitably.
Too little attention has been given by state legislatures to the effect

of existing state laws on provisions which are commonly subject matters
of collective bargaining. Let us take the case of an employer pre
sented with a demand for the check-off of union dues. Assuming he
has no objection to granting this demand of the union as a matter of

policy, he may be faced with a problem of compliance with state law.
In many states there are statutes carefully restricting the assignment
of wages or requiring the payment of all wages due in cash without
deductions or with permitted deductions which do not specifically in
clude union dues. It may thus be doubtful in such a state whether a

check-off of union dues is valid at all or, if valid, whether various
technical requirements (such as notarization, recording, consent of

spouse, and the like) must be complied with.
A recent survey by the Bureau of Labor Statistics18 indicates that in

1945 check-off provisions applied to over 90% of the workers employed
under collective bargaining agreements in the aluminum, cotton textiles,
hosiery, metal mining, basic steel, and carpet industries. This survey
contains the following comments:

"Employers who favor the check-off do so because they regard it as a means

of avoiding confusion and loss of working time when a shop steward collects
dues from each individual member in or about the plant. Employer objections
to the check-off are generally based on the following reasons: (1) It is the
duty and responsibility of the union to collect its dues and not that of the com

pany; (2) It involves extra costs due to the additional burden of bookkeeping
to the company; (3) It is prohibited by the laws of the State in which the com

pany does business; (4) Union officials are made independent of their members
in the conduct of the union's affairs."19 (Italics supplied.)

A few states have passed statutes specifically covering the check-off
of union dues.20 A few other states have indirectly validated the check-

"Preliminary draft of chapter on "Union Security" for the revised edition of Bulletin

686, U. S. Dep't of -Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics (1946).
"Id. at 57.
"Connecticut (check-off of union dues in accordance with contract provision excepted

from wage assignment statute) Conn. Pub. Acts (1945) c. 297, � 1004(h) ; Kentucky
(permitted in accordance with terms of collective bargaining agreement) Ky. Rev. Stat.

(1944) � 337.060; Massachusetts (permitted if employees authorize deduction indi

vidually in writing ) Mass. Laws Ann. (Supp. 1944) c. 154, � 8; Ohio (check-off excepted
from wage assignment laws) Ohio Code Ann. (Paige, 1945) � 6346-13.
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off by making it an unfair labor practice under state labor relations

acts, except where certain conditions are met.21 There is legislation in
a few states inferentially referring to this problem.22 In Utah, it is a

misdemeanor for any employer to refuse to deduct union dues upon
written authorization by an employee if the deduction is not in excess

of 3% of the employee's monthly wages.23
To preserve free collective bargaining, an employer should be free,

within the limits of a clearly-defined public policy, to decide whether he
wishes to concede the union's demand for a check-off. The state law should
be clear as to the legality of the check-off and should set forth what re

quirements, if any, apply as a matter of public policy. Relevant to the
issue of public policy are such questions as whether the compulsory
check-off (deduction of a union member's dues without his individual
authorization to the employer) should be permitted; if not whether
individual signed authorizations under a voluntary check-off arrangement
may be irrevocable and, if so, whether without limitation as to time,
or for the duration of the collective bargaining agreement, or for a

stated period of time, as for example, annually; whether all financial

obligations of an employee to a union, such as, fines, assessments, and
initiation fees may be checked off as well as dues; whether there should
be a limitation in respect to the amount of deductions in any one pay
period in order to prevent abuses whereby employees might receive
less than a reasonable minimum of the wages earned in a particular
workweek.
The closed shop24 is another collective bargaining issue appropriate
^Colorado (unfair labor practice unless employees sign individual authorizations ter

minable on 30 days' notice) Colo. Stat. Ann. (Supp. 194S) c. 97, � 94 (6) (1) (i) ; Penn

sylvania (unfair labor practice unless approved by majority of employees after secret

ballot and individual authorizations are thereafter submitted) Pa. Stat. Ann. (Purdon,
1941) tit. 43, � 211.6(1) (f); Wisconsin (unfair labor practice unless employees sign indi
vidual authorizations terminable annually) Wis. Stat. (1945) � 111.06(1) (i).

23Michigan (all deductions from pay must be with the full and free consent of the em

ployee without fear of discharge) Mich. Comp. Laws (Mason, Supp. 1940) � 17115-353;
West Virginia (deductions excepted from wage assignment provisions when agreed upon
between employer and employee) W. Va. Code Ann. (1943) � 2352; Washington (deduc
tions excepted from kickback statute if authorized by the employee) Wash. Code Ann.

(Pierce, 1943) �� 701-43, 701-45; Texas (labor unions must forward to Secretary of State
a copy of any collective bargaining agreement which has a check-off provision) Tex.
Stat. Ann. (Vernon, Supp. 1946) tit. 83, art. 5154a, � 6.

""Utah Code Ann. (1943) �� 49-14-1, 49-14-3, 49-14-4.
The term "closed shop" is used herein broadly as referring to any provision requiring

union membership as a condition of employment.
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for consideration by state legislatures. Traditionally, the legality of
the closed shop has been a matter of state law. Thus, when the National
Labor Relations Act was being considered by Congress, serious con

sideration was given to the question of the effect of that Act upon closed-

shop agreements. Section 8 (3) of the Act provides that it is an unfair
labor practice for an employer "by discrimination in regard to hire or

tenure of employment, or any term or condition of employment to

encourage or discourage membership in any labor organization. . . ."

Obviously, a closed-shop agreement is a condition of employment en

couraging membership in a union. A proviso therefore was added to

Section 8 (3) to the effect that nothing in the Act "shall preclude an

employer from making an agreement with a labor organization (not
established, maintained, or assisted by any action defined in this Act as

an unfair labor practice) to require, as a condition of employment,
membership therein, if such labor organization is the representative of
the employees as provided in Section 9 (a) in the appropriate collective

bargaining unit covered by such agreement when made."

The Senate Committee on Education and Labor in submitting its

report stated:
"The proviso attached to the third unfair-labor practice deals with the ques

tion of the closed shop. . . . The reason for the insertion of the proviso is as

follows: According to some interpretations, the provision of section 7 (a) of
the National Industrial Recovery Act, assuring the freedom of employees 'to

organize and bargain collectively through representatives of their own choosing,'
was deemed to illegalize the closed shop. The committee feels that this was

not the intent of Congress when it wrote section 7(a); that it is not the intent
of Congress today ; and that it is not desirable to interfere in this drastic way with
the laws of the several States on this subject."25 (Italics supplied.)

The House Committee in its report likewise stated:

"The bill does nothing to legalize the closed-shop agreement in the [20]
States where it may be illegal: but the committee is confident that it would not

be the desire of Congress to enact a general ban upon closed-shop agreements
in the States where they are legal."26

Until the past few years the legality of a closed shop under state law
was almost wholly a matter of case law. In recent years those states

which have passed labor relations acts, patterned after the National
Labor Relations Act, have generally included a proviso similar to that in
the National Act, which inferentially validates a closed-shop arrange-

�"Sen. Rep. No. 573, 74th Cong., 1st Sess. (1935) 11.

"H. R. Rep. No. 1147, 74th Cong., 1st Sess. (1935) 20-21.
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ment by stating negatively that the Act does not prohibit an employer
from agreeing with a union to require union membership as a condition
of employment so long as the union is the majority representative of
the employees and is not company-dominated.27 A few states have
added additional requirements either by way of requiring a secret ballot

among the employees, or requiring the union to admit employees as

members.28 Texas has a statute prohibiting union from expelling mem

bers, except for good cause after a fair and public hearing, and requiring
that a reasonable time be allowed new employees to decide whether
to join a union.29 In five states there are constitutional amendments

prohibiting the closed shop.30
Whatever the public policy of a particular state may be in regard to

the closed shop, it should be clearly defined for all to read and should
not be clouded with doubt or confusion. If the closed shop is to be

permitted, it should be accorded specific legal sanction and surrounded

by whatever safeguards may be found necessary in the public interest.
It is certainly unfair for the legislatures to ignore the problem and
leave such an explosive policy matter to the courts. Among the questions
of public policy for consideration in those states where the closed shop
is to be permitted are whether a union in order to obtain the benefit of

"Conn. Pub. Acts (1945) c. 279, � 937 (h)(5); Mass. Laws Ann. (1942) c. 150A,
� 4(3) ; Minn. Stat. Ann. (Mason, Supp. 1944) � 4254-32 (c) ; R. I. Pub. L., 1941, c. 1066,
� 5(5); Utah Code Ann. (1943) � 49-1-16(3).
^Colorado (34 of the employees must vote affirmatively by secret ballot and the

Industrial Commission has power to terminate the agreement if the union unreasonably
refuses to receive as a member any employee of the employer) Colo. Stat. Ann. (Supp.
1945) c. 97, � 94 (6)(l)(c); Kansas (majority vote required) Kan. Gen. Stat. Ann.

(Supp. 1945) c. 44, � 809(4) ; Pennsylvania (union may not deny membership to

employees of the employer, except in the case of an employee employed in violation

of a previous agreement) Pa. Stat. Ann. (Purdon, 1941) tit. 43, � 211.6 (l)(c); Wis
consin (2/3 of the employees must vote affirmatively by secret ballot and the Labor Board

may terminate the closed-shop agreement if it finds the union has unreasonably refused
to receive as a member any employee of the employer) Wis. Stat. (1945) � 111.06

(D (c) (1).
Michigan provides in its Labor Relations Act that nothing in the Act is to interfere

with the right of an employer to enter, by consent, into a closed-shop agreement, if the

union is a majority representative and if it is the only organization established among
the employees. Mich. Stat. Ann. (Supp. 1945) � 17.454 (15).
Tex. Stat. Ann. (Vernon, Supp. 1943) tit. 83, art. 5154a, � 10.

"Arizona (November 5, 1946) ; Arkansas (November 7, 1944) ; Florida (November
7, 1944); Nebraska (November 5, 1946); South Dakota (November 5, 1946). Since this
article was written, legislation prohibiting the closed shop has been passed in Virginia
(January, 1947), Tennessee (February, 1947) and North Carolina (March, 1947).
and Other Powers, 1924-1937 (1937) 5209.
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a closed shop must be an "open union" (i.e., union membership open to

all applicants on a reasonable and nondiscriminatory basis) ; what pro
tection should be provided against arbitrary or discriminatory depriva
tion of an employee's union membership with its consequent loss of

employment; whether the employees affected must vote upon the

proposal.
One of the most glaring examples of the failure of state law to- keep

abreast with the development of collective bargaining is the lack of

legislation validating an agreement to arbitrate future grievances arising
under a collective bargaining agreement. The procedure for the settle
ment of grievances is a standard and vital part of nearly all collective

bargaining agreements and in the vast majority of agreements the final

step in the grievance procedure is the submission of the unsettled dispute
to arbitration. It is common to limit such arbitrable grievances to

claimed violations of the collective bargaining agreement or to disputes
in respect to the meaning or application of any provision of the agree
ment. In most jurisdictions the applicable law is the common law rule
that an agreement to arbitrate future controversies is unenforceable.31

Thus, if either the employer or the union refuses to proceed with arbi
tration under the agreement, the other party has no effective remedy,
except resort to economic force.
In New York and six other jurisdictions statutes provide for the arbi

tration of future disputes.32 It is time that all states accord the practice
of voluntary arbitration of grievances under collective bargaining agree
ments the legal sanction it deserves. In addition to providing a legal
remedy to enforce the obligation to proceed with arbitration under a

collective bargaining agreement, the award of the arbitrator should be

specifically recognized by statute as binding upon the parties. Legisla
tors might also give consideration to the public interest in regulating,
to a minimum degree, the arbitration process itself. Today it is common

practice for arbitrators of labor disputes to prepare, in addition to the
award itself, a written decision containing a recitation of the facts and
the arbitrator's reasons for the award. The value of publishing such
decisions is evidenced by the fact that a leading labor service reprints
great numbers of them in a weekly service.33 There is thus evolving a

"l Teller, Labor Disputes and Collective Bargaining (1940) � 180.

"California, Connecticut, Louisiana, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and the Territory of
Hawaii. See (1946) 18 Lab. Rel. Rep. 367.
""In the six-week period from October 30, to December 11, 1946, the Bureau of Na-
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vast new body of unofficial, private common law of industrial relations.
In the interests of increasing the value of arbitration decisions as a

source for guidance in settling grievances involving similar factual situa

tions, it might well be provided that all labor arbitration decisions be
filed with the State Labor Department.
Among other relevant matters for legislative consideration in this

field is whether labor arbitration awards should be subject to a minimum

degree of court review in respect to the exceeding of jurisdiction by an

arbitrator or his failure to accord a fair hearing. In connection with
this problem, however, it is obvious that the purpose of arbitrating
grievances would be largely lost if each award were subject to extensive
court review. But some legal guarantee against flagrant abuses by
arbitrators would encourage employers to agree to voluntary arbitration
of grievances under collective bargaining agreements.
There is one type of state labor statute which vitally affects the collec

tive bargaining process but is often not thought of in that connection.
Statutes dealing with minimum wages, minimum hours of employment
for women and minors, hazardous occupations, and Sunday and holiday
work are commonly found on the statute books. A recent trend in this

type of legislation is worth consideration. A frequent union demand

upon employers during collective bargaining negotiations is the estab
lishment of the principle of equal pay for women doing work comparable
to that done by men. During the war, the National War Labor Board34
recognized the equity of this principle and countless employers have

voluntarily recognized the principle. Several states have now enacted
the principle into law, thus removing the issue from the bargaining
table.35 Such statutes apply regardless of how high the women's rate

may be. Admitting that the principle is fair and just in industrial rela

tions, is it not a close question whether the legislature has not here
invaded the field of collective bargaining, particularly in states

which have minimum wage laws for the protection of women employees?
The establishment of certain minimum labor standards in the interests

of health, safety, and the public interest is obviously desirable, par
ticularly for the protection of unorganized workers who in some cases

may need the protection of the State. On the other hand, it is a delicate

tional Affairs published 236 labor arbitration decisions in its Labor Relations Reporter.
See Cumulative Table of Cases (1946) 19 L. R. R. M. Index 46.

"General Order No. 16, 7 Fed. Reg. 9861 (1942).
"Illinois, Massachusetts, Michigan, Montana, New York, Rhode Island, and Washington.

See Plunkett, Women in Industry (1946) 63-3 Monthly Lab. Rev. 38.
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field since there is always present the danger that the overzealous may
lose sight of the establishment of minimum standards. The result is to

transfer the process of collective bargaining from the conference table
of labor and industry to the legislature. Soon, the statutes would be

establishing fair and average practices (rather than minimum standards)
amounting to governmental regulation of working conditions. While the

danger of this trend should not cause state legislators to avoid their duty
to review and revise statutes setting minimum standards to govern work

ing conditions, an awareness of the danger should prevent them from

writing collective bargaining agreements instead of providing for the
minimum amount of regulation required by the public interest.
All will agree that the laws of a state should be such that when labor

and management sit around the conference table, negotiators know
whether the adoption of a particular proposal is (1) legally required,
(2) legally permitted, or (3) legally forbidden. Granted that most

union demands do and should fall within the second category, the
clarification of public policy in respect to the other two categories
would be a definite contribution to the development of the bargaining
process. The result would complement�and not destroy or impair�
the national policy of solving labor-management problems through col
lective bargaining. Once the employer and the union reach an agree
ment within the framework of permitted action, the state should then

accord the bargain the protection it deserves�an effective remedy in
case of violation by either party or interference by third parties.



THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE INDIVIDUAL
UNDER INTERNATIONAL LAW

Ernst Schneeberger*

A CCORDING to the traditional view, only States are subjects of inter
national law. Therefore, it is said that only the State, not the

individual, is bound, and can violate the rules of international law.1 Re

cently the Nuremberg trial has been criticised on the ground that here
individuals have been indicted for violations of international law while
under the traditional theory only the German state could be held
responsible.
This article considers to what extent this traditional principle of

international law can be sustained. It is not our intention by this con

sideration to justify or criticize Nuremberg. For the purpose of this
discussion it is enough to state the issue in the present controversy:
Some people say that individuals cannot be held responsible under inter
national law and that, at least in regard to certain parts of the indict

ment, the principle of nullum crimen et nulla poena sine lege has been
violated.2 Others contend that it would be absolutely untenable to the
idea of justice in the whole world if formalistic considerations would
have led to the acquittal of the defendants or to a decision not to prose
cute them at all. As a matter of fact, the problem involved is of a much

deeper character: The question of the character of international law
itself is at issue. Recently eminent authorities in the field of inter
national law raised the question whether it would not be a sound and

progressive or even a necessary process to develop international law
in the direction of recognition of the responsibility of the individual.3

?Dr. jur., 1938, University of Berne, Switzerland. 1940-44 on the staff of the Legal
Adviser to the Swiss Foreign Office in charge of problems arising from economic warfare;
assigned to the Swiss-American-British War Trade Mixed Commission. Member of Swiss

Military Tribunal. Now First Secretary of Legation of Switzerland, Washington, D. C.
The views expressed in this study are those of the author, and do not necessarily reflect
the official Swiss opinion.

2BURCHARDT, DlE VOELKERRECHTLICHE VERANTWORTLICHKEIT DER STAATEN (1924) 6.

"Wyzanski, Nuremberg�A Fair Trial? (1946) 177 Atl. Monthly 66.

3Idelson, The Law of Nations and the Individual (194S) 30 Transactions of the Gro-
ttus Society SO; Stimson, The Nuremberg Trial: Landmark in Law (1947) 25 Foreign
Affairs 179; Wyzanski, Nuremberg in Retrospect (1946) 178 Atl. Monthly 56. See also

Smith, The Nuremberg Trials (1946) 32 A. B. A. J. 394, that "... guilty individuals
should not escape by relying on the age-old excuse that the acts done were done by the
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Members of the Swiss Parliament, representative of different philosophies,
advocated this view.4
It might be asked whether under the traditional view the actual result

is that the individuals representing the States as "governments" and not

the "state" as such are responsible. Certainly recognition of this fact
has not produced results. No case is known in which individual mem
bers of governments have been held responsible under international law.

Today, individuals, not only as members of governments, but in many
other different capacities, have interfered with the principles on which
the life of the nation is based and which have governed international
law as long as states, through their governments, considered themselves
the custodians of justice and served the principles of international law.
The question could not become an actuality whether the individual or
the State or both are bound by international law. At least, theoretically,
we could assume that the domestic law of each State is in harmony with
the minimum requirements of the law of nations, and thus everyone
could rely on this minimum law to punish the criminal action of an

individual. We have learned that this reliance has been betrayed.
It has become obvious that no one will be held liable for criminal action
if the culprit himself is not responsible under international law, and his

own State does not punish him for his violation of the law of nations
and thus, itself, becomes a participant in the crime. If it were really
true that only the state is bound by and responsible under international

law, the individual action would be of no concern to the law of nations.
What does it actually mean that the State, an artificial, anonymous en

tity, is declared responsible? Is it not a fact that, as a result of this

principle, the punishment for the crime is not felt by the criminal him

self, and that in practice effective responsibility is denied?
Under the theory of this article the primary responsibility of the

State as a law-breaker should not be considered. Since we assume that

actually the word "state" means an instrument of law established by
the community for the preservation of order, the State can only do what

State.", and Lippmann, One World or None (1946) 68, that "... it is to have laws

operate upon individuals ..."
'Official Stenographic Bulletin, Swiss Parliament, National Council (1946) 378, "... I

welcome the creation of a personal responsibility for every statesman, for every soldier.";
Official Stenographic Bulletin, Swiss Parliament, States' Council (1946) 135, "International
law did not provide at all for the punishment of the chiefs of state who launched war

and ordered atrocities. A reform in this matter has proved to be necessary . . . There

is a new law taking shape." (Translated by the author.)
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is within the scope of law. Only an individual can act in violation of
the law. Therefore, it is not the State which has to be put on trial for
the crime of the individual. It should fulfill its function to determine
the responsibility of the criminal and to impose on him the consequences
of his action which violated the law of nations. That means that the
State is an instrument in the enforcement of the principles of inter
national law. While the individual might transgress international law,
the State is liable for the enforcement of the law against the criminal.
The criminal action of the individual does not make the State a criminal,
but the State has to punish the individual for his action. International

law, as far as it is written law, is in complete conformity with this

opinion. Belligerents are bound to issue instructions to their armed forces
consistent with the regulations respecting the laws and customs of war
on land.5 The State does not have to obey these rules. It is unable to

violate or obey them. But it has to exercise control over each individual
member of the army to assure that his actions are in accord with these
rules. If an individual violates a provision of the Hague Convention

respecting the laws and customs of war on land, only he is responsible
under international law. The State's responsibility is the prosecution
of the law-breaker. The Geneva Convention expresses this idea une

quivocally by binding each individual while the state is expected to

provide the sanction in case of a violation of the rule.6 On the request
of a belligerent, each alleged violation of the Geneva Convention is to

be investigated. If, as a result of such investigation, a violation is es

tablished, the belligerent nation should punish the law-breaker and pre
vent the continuance of the unlawful behavior.
The question could be raised why�if our opinion is correct�there

is no international court or agency enforcing the international law against
the individual? Certainly this fact stems from the idea of the sover

eignty of the State as it is usually understood today. Actually, however,
the States exercise their sovereignty as members of a legal community,
the family of nations. While in the last resort they themselves can de
termine what they consider to be their rights and obligations,7 they
6Hague Convention Respecting the Laws and Customs op War on Land (1907)

Art. I, 2 Treaties, etc. Between the United States and Other Powers, 1776-1909 (1910)
2277.
"Red Cross Convention on the Amelioration of the Condition of the Wounded and

the Sick of Armies in the Field (1929), 4 Treaties, etc. Between the United States
and Other Powers, 1924-1937 (1937) S209.

'Burckhardt, Die Unvollkommenkeit des Voelkerrechts (1923) 23.
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have to make such a determination subject to the principles of law.

They have to enforce international law as instruments and as trustees

against the individual who alone can break the law of nations. It can

not be left to the arbitrary discretion of the State whether it shall hold
its citizens responsible for their actions. If this were the case, the State
could transform the illegal action of an individual into a lawful one.

The law of nations has the same meaning for each State as federal law
has for each state of the Union and its residents. The member states
of the Union cannot change federal law. That would be a denial of the
Union itself, and we would have as many "federal laws" as member
states to interpret them. Neither has a State the power and authority
to change international law. The law prevails which encompasses the

larger territory. If we do not recognize the law of nations as superior
to domestic law, it can be defeated by the latter. The law of nations,
federal law and the law of the states exist side by side; each governs
within the sphere entrusted to it.
In certain questions of substantive law, the domestic law as well

as the law of nations declares the same action of an individual illegal;
for instance, the law of nations expressly declares it unlawful to
kill or wound an enemy who, "... having laid down his arms, or

having no longer means of defense, has surrendered at discretion."8
The Swiss military criminal code, as most likely do other criminal codes,
also provides for sanctions against a person committing such an act.9
Under domestic law there can be no difference of opinion on the question
of responsibility: it is the individual's responsibility. But as a matter
of fact, if international law so determines, it is also the individual's re

sponsibility under international law.10 The domestic criminal law, be
sides its function in the national field, attains the character of an in
strument of international law which the nations are bound to enact.11
It is not up to the arbitrary discretion of the States whether they con

sider certain actions of an individual a violation of international law;
whenever the domestic criminal law is not consistent with the demands
of international law, and therefore an unlawful act may remain unpun-

"Hague Convention, Supra Note 5, Annex to the Convention, Art. XXIII (c), 2

Treaties, supra note 5, at 2285.
'Art. 112 of the Swiss Military Criminal Code of June 13, 1927, 43 Etdgenoessische

Gesetzammlung (1927) 359.

"Wright, War Criminals (1945) 39 Am. J. Int. L. 262.

uKelsen, Unrecht und Unrechtsfolge im Voelkerrecht (1932) 65.
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ished, the State itself becomes amenable to the law of nations for its
failure to provide the necessary sanctions.
This seems to us to lead to a new distinction between responsibility

of the individual as a transgressor of international law, and responsi
bility of the State as a custodian of international law. If this concept
be once recognized, there cannot be any doubt that the law of nations
is violated by the unlawful act of an individual, even if the State of
which the law-breaker is a citizen does not hinder him in his act, or
does not penalize him for it.12 Whenever in actuality a State fails to

hinder or punish a law-breaker, the law of nations is violated in a double

sense; by the violation of international law by the individual, and by
the omission of the State to hinder or punish the criminal. The State
is bound to apply the rules of international law to each wrongdoer just
as judicial and enforcement agencies of the state are bound to apply
domestic law. We are only dealing with different phases of the legal
order. No one will deny that domestic law is violated if an individual
commits a crime. Furthermore, no one will deny that domestic law is

again violated if the judicial and enforcement agencies do not perform
their duty of prosecuting the criminal. We believe that the same prin
ciples should govern the law of nations: Each individual is bound by
the law of nations; only its application is entrusted to the States just
as every American is subject to federal law while in many cases it is

up to the individual states to enforce it. An individual by his action

might violate the law of nations, the federal law, or the state law, what
ever legal field might be involved. His act remains unlawful whether
the agencies entrusted with law enforcement do their duty or not. But

they themselves become violators of the law if they actually remain
inactive.
The traditional theory of international law considers the State as the

only possible violator of international law. At the same time, however,
written international law entrusts the State with the grave obligation to

punish the guilty.13 Thus the State is the wrongdoer and the judge in
its own crime. The recognition of the distinction between the respon
sibility of the individual for the violation of international law and the
state as the custodian solves this dilemma.

Written international law contains cases in which the States are not

even responsible as guardians of international law, and in which the

bBurckhardt, op. tit. supra note 1, at 7.

13See note 6 supra.
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individual bears the exclusive responsibility. During the last world war,
Swiss citizens crossed the frontier to offer their services to one of the

belligerents. The responsibility of the Swiss Confederation would not

expressly arise by this fact.1* This permits the following conclusion:
If only States could be responsible internationally, then the crossing of
the Swiss frontier by individuals would be irrelevant. This, however,
is not true. The neutral who leaves his country voluntarily to join the
armed forces of a belligerent has to bear certain legal consequences.
He can no longer avail himself of his neutrality.15 International law,
therefore, applies directly to the individual. Other examples confirm the
proposition that there is an individual as well as a State16 responsibility.
The "parlementaire" loses his rights of inviolability if it is proved that
he has taken advantage of his privileged position to provoke rebellion
or commit an act of espionage.17 He may be treated as a spy; he alone
is liable for his action, and not his state which empowered him to enter
into negotiations with the enemy. Every prisoner of war�not his state
�is bound to give, if he is questioned on the subject, his true name

and rank; if he infringes this rule, he is liable to be deprived of the

advantages given to prisoners of his class.18 According to the laws of
maritime warfare, the owners or commanders of neutral merchant ves
sels have an obligation to refrain from a breach of a blockade; upon such
a breach their ship and cargo can be seized and confiscated.19 The State
is here neither bound itself nor liable for the actions of others. Conse
quently, the violation of the obligations by the individual has no legal
repercussions for the State. These are the consequences of the non-ful
fillment of an obligation as understood in its legal sense.
As to the degree of responsibility of the State, and the consequences

of a breach of international law, it is obviously relevant what the actual
connection of the State is with the violation committed by an individual.
It is always a question of fact, not of law, to what extent the State
is connected with a wrong committed by an individual.20 As a matter

"Hague Convention Respecting the Rights and Duties of Neutral Powers and

Persons in War on Land (1907) Art. VI, 2 Treaties, supra note 5, at 2298.

*Id. at Art. 17, 2 Treaties, supra note 5, at 2299.

16Burckhardt, op. cit. supra note 1, at 18.

"Hague Convention, supra note 5, Annex to the Convention, Art. XXXIV, 2

Treaties, supra note 5, at 2287.
�Id. at Art. IX, 2 Treaties, supra note 5, at 2283.

^Kelsen, op. cit. supra note 11, at S3.

"Burckhardt, op. cit. supra note 1, at 14.
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of course Swtzerland could, for instance, prevent someone from leaving
Swiss territory and joining the armed forces of a belligerent. However,
she would have to increase her control of the Swiss frontier in a measure

disproportionate to the significance of isolated crossings. International
law correctly does not expect Switzerland to have such an organization.
Therefore, individual crossings only create the responsibility of the re

spective individuals and not that of the State. It would be a different

matter, however, if the neutral State tolerated recruiting agencies within
its territory. Such an activity, which conflicts with the idea of neu

trality, requires a large organization and would be a lengthy operation.
This activity could be discovered if the State exercised the diligence
which should be expected of it; therefore, it has the obligation to thwart
such activity.21 Otherwise it can no longer avail itself of its neutrality.
International law may also expect a State to insist that obligations ac

cepted in a treaty are duly respected. The violation of the terms of an
armistice by private persons, acting on their own initiative, does not,
it is true, make the State responsible in the sense that the State itself
has to bear the legal consequences; but it has to punish the guilty.22
The responsibility of the State is enhanced if the State itself, i.e., a

military commander, violates the terms of an armistice. Under certain
conditions the other party is given the right of recommencing hostilities

immediately.23
As already stated, we should not have to speak at all of the respon

sibility of the State under international law; at any rate not in the sense

that the responsibility becomes actual through the violation of inter
national obligations. Indeed, we see in the State a community for the
enforcement of law and order, a task which has been fulfilled a thousand
fold. The amenability of the State to international law is the necessary
consequence of being a State, just as membership in an association is
inconceivable without adherence to its by-laws. He who does not wish
to abide by the rules forfeits his right to be considered a member. The

binding of the States through international law has been expressly rec

ognized by constitutional law and the courts,24 with the statement that

"Hague Convention, supra note 14, at Art. 5, 2 Treaties, supra note 5, at 2298.

^Hague Convention, supra note 5, Annex to the Convention, Art. XLi; 2 Treaties,
supra note 5, at 2288.

wId. at Art. XL, 2 Treaties, supra note 5, at 2288.

"Weimar Constitution of 1919, Art. IV. See The Paquete Habana, 175 TJ. S. 677,
700 (1900), "International law is part of our law ..."
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the rules of the law of nations have applicability as relevant ingredients
of domestic law. It even appears that the State occasionally provides
sterner measures for the crimes of individuals than does the law of
nations. In written international law we would probably seek in vain
for provisions which would forbid the insulting of a foreign State in
the person of its representative or its national emblem. According to

the Swiss Criminal Code, such deeds are punishable.25 International
law outlaws the treacherous killing or wounding of a helpless enemy.
The Swiss Military Criminal Code also provides punishment for the mu

tilation of a dead enemy.26 By this, the Swiss legislature did not place
itself outside the law of nations. Much more, the legislature let itself
be guided by the principles of the law of nations, "... as they result
from the usages established among civilized peoples, from the laws of

humanity, and the dictates of public conscience."27

Certainly the fundamental question arises as to what the consequences
are if the State should be persistently negligent in the performance of
its task as a servant of justice, and if it does not prosecute individual

lawbreakers, private persons, or agents of governments. We believe
that in this case the lawbreakers must remain responsible to international
law. If they acted on command of a "superior," that would not com

pletely exclude their guilt, though it might be considered a mitigating
factor.28 Is it actually at all possible that the State, for its part, is

responsible for the results of its action or omission? We believe there
cannot be responsibility without guilt. However, in the final analysis,
guilt is inseparable from the individual, whereas the State, an artificial

person, cannot be considered responsible for the faults of others. Fur

thermore, the State as an institution of law can only act according to

law; unlawful deeds of members of governments�civilian or military
public officials�are not acts of the State but of individuals.29 If we,
in spite of all that, speak of a criminal responsibility of the "State,"
we cannot mean anything else but the responsibility of the "ruling class,"
a group of individuals, whose identity is a question of fact. Certainly
the degree of responsibility is contingent upon the severity of the vio-

^Arts. 296 and 298 of the Swiss Criminal Code, 54 Eidgenoessische Gesetzsammlung

(1938) 757.
""Swiss Military Criminal Code, supra note 9 at art. 112.

"Hague Convention, supra note 5, Preamble, 2 Treaties, supra note 5, at 2272.

^Hafter, Handeln auf Befekt, Neue Zuercher Zeitung No. 1341, July 29, 1946.

"Wright, supra note 10, at 266.
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lation of international law and the extent of participation in such act.

The different consequences of the violation are determined by these

questions.
We do not intend herewith to suggest a new principle of law. We

submit only that in the last resort responsibility under international law
can only be responsibility of an individual and not of the State.
The duty of the State is merely to enforce the law against the re

sponsible individual. The idea of independence requires that the State,
which holds the shield of sovereignty over its citizens, be given the first

opportunity to enforce international law against them. In other words,
breaches of law which go beyond national sovereignty are usually set

tled in the form of interstate collaboration. As a mere matter of pro
cedure, States appear as plaintiffs and defendants, but in substance only
human beings can be lawbreakers and subject to punishment. Against
human beings alone can punishment achieve its principal purpose�

prevention of further wrongdoing. Human beings alone can appreciate
the evils of suffering punishment. The functions of guilt and punishment
can only be effective with human beings, not with artificial persons with
out conscience.30
The hope might be expressed that a criminal law of nations will de

velop from the spirit in which Article 13 of the Charter of the United
Nations has been drafted. Such law would make clear to everyone which
action would make him responsible under international law, no matter

whether he act as a private person or as a public servant. Such a de

velopment would be in the interest of security in law and at the same

time would be a pledge to a progressive world citizenry.
Certainly international law can only succeed if law and force are

coupled. On this condition the realization of any law depends.

S0See arts. 172 and 326 of the Swiss Criminal Code, supra note 25, stipulating that di

rectors, managers, members of the board, and auditors are responsible for criminal acts

committed within the scope of the activities of a corporation.
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ADMINISTRATIVE LAW

RULE MAKING: SOME DEFINITIONS UNDER THE
FEDERAL ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE ACT

'T'HE Federal Administrative Procedure Act1 became law on June 11,
1946. The Act is the result of long-continued agitation for a code

of fair federal administrative procedure.2 However, like most reforms
or attempted reforms, only the passage of time, judicial weighing and

balancing, and practical application will determine whether the Act is
a curative, a palliative, or whether it adds to existing problems of ad
ministrative procedure. Already legal commentators have subjected the
Act to a searching analysis.3
An analysis of the entire Act is obviously beyond the scope of a single

article of note proportions. Consequently, it is the purpose of this
article only to examine the sections of the Act particularly applicable
to rule making with a special effort to ascertain the meaning of specific
words and phrases, to analyze some definitions and to point out some
of the possible implications created by certain statutory language.

I. Section 2(c)
About a decade ago, a noted authority on administrative law defined

the rule making power as "the legal authority of administrative officers
or agencies of Government to prescribe discretionary or interpretative
rules and regulations of general applicability and legal effect, or to de-

*60 Stat. 243, 5 TJ. S. C. A. � 1001 (Supp. 1946), hereafter referred to as "the Act."
"The legislative history of the Act is collected and published in Sen. Doc. No. 248, 79th

Cong., 2d Sess. (1946). This publication is invaluable as it includes the Act, the Senate

Judiciary Committee Print of June 1945, the House Judiciary Committee Hearings, the

Report of the Senate Judiciary Committee, the Report of the House Judiciary Committee,
Proceedings from the Congressional Record, and is indexed by sections, subjects, and by
names, agencies, and organizations. Another extremely useful publication is the final Report
of the Committee on Administrative Procedure, Appointed by the Attorney General Sen.
Doc. No. 8, 77th Cong., 1st Sess. (1941) Sen. Doc. No. 248, 79th Cong., 2d Sess. (1946),
will hereafter be referred to as Legislative History. References to the Final Report of
the Committee on Administrative Procedure will be to "Att'y Gen. Comm. Rep't".
"Blachly and Oatman, The Federal Administrative Procedure Act (1946) 34^Georgetown

L. J. 407; Nathanson, Some Comments on the Administrative Procedure Act (1946) 41
III. L. Rev. 368; Note (1946) 34 Georgetown 'L. J. 457. See also the monographs pre
pared by the Bureau of National Affairs, Washington, D. C, June 1946, and by Com
merce Clearing House, Chicago, 111., June 1946 containing section by section analyses of
the Act.
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termine the existence of the conditions under which contingent statutes
are to become operative."4 Section 2 (c) of the Act defines "Rules" and
"Rule Making" in the following manner:

" 'Rule' means the whole or any part of any agency statement of general
or particular applicability and future effect designed to implement, interpret,
or prescribe law or policy or to describe the organization, procedure, or prac
tice requirements of any agency and includes the approval or prescription for
the future of rates, wages, corporate or financial structures or reorganizations
thereof, prices, facilities, appliances, services or allowances therefor or of valu

ations, costs, or accounting, or practices bearing upon any of the foregoing.
'Rule Making' means agency process for the formulation, amendment, or repeal
of a rule."

What essential differences can one detect between the two definitions?
The first and particularly significant difference is that the definition

given by the Act includes agency statements of "particular applicability
and future effect" whereas the former definition indicates a requirement
of general applicability only. That statements of general applicability
and future effect are included is not surprising or significant.5 But

statements of "particular applicability and future effect" have not here
tofore been accepted as legislative in nature.6 The House Committee
in its changes in the Senate Bill7 inserted the words "or particular" and
"and future effect", in the places indicated by parentheses, to complete
Section 2(c) as it appears in the Act:

" 'Rule' means the whole or any part of any agency statement of general
(or particular) applicability (and future effect) designed to implement ..."

Explaining the insertion of these words, the Committee stated:8

"The change of the language to embrace specifically rules of 'particular' as

well as 'general' applicability is necessary in order to avoid controversy and
assure coverage of rule making addressed to named persons. The Senate Com
mittee report so interprets the provision9 and the other changes are likewise
in conformity with the Senate Committee report (p. 11). The phrase 'future

4James Hart, The Exercise of Rule-Making Power Report (1937) 319, published by
President's Committee on Administrative Management. This definition was selected as it

seemed to be sufficiently comprehensive. This excellent article is one of the most searching
and constructive surveys which came to the writer's attention.

6See Fuchs, Procedure in Administrative Rule Making (1938) 52 Harv. L. Rev. 259, 264.

"Ibid. See also San Diego Land & Town Co. v. Jasper, 189 U. S. 439 (1903) ; Common

wealth v. Sisson, 189 Mass. 247, 75 N. E. 619 (1905).
'Legislative History 283.

"Ibid.
'Id. at 197, 254.
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effect' does not preclude agencies from considering and, so far as legally au

thorized, dealing with past transactions in prescribing rules for the future."

The language is clear and unmistakable. The clear import is that the

prescription of rates for the future of a single named company or the

approval of a single corporate reorganization is unquestionably rule

making.10
The other significant difference between the two definitions is the

specificity of the latter. The specification of certain functions is said
"to illustrate and to embrace them in the definition beyond question."11
However, it can readily be concluded that the specification of certain func
tions is not meant to work an exclusion of others. Though it borders on

the obvious, the fact that the specification is meant "to illustrate" sup
ports this conclusion. What then is a norm to determine if a function,
which is not listed, constitutes rule making? It would seem that one

must resort to the general terms of the definition, i.e., "... an agency
statement of general or particular applicability and future effect de

signed to implement, interpret, or prescribe law or policy. ..." If the

general terms are the principal guide, and since the specific functions
listed are illustrative, then a reasonable approach in determining what
is rule making is : ( 1 ) Is the agency proceeding of general or particular
applicability and future effect designed to implement, interpret, or pre
scribe law or policy or to describe the organization, procedure, or prac
tice requirements of the agency and (2) is the agency proceeding similar
to that involved in prescribing rates for the future or approving cor

porate reorganizations? If the agency proceeding comes within the pur
view of the two inquiries above, then it can fairly be said to be rule

making within the meaning of the Act.
But before one can safely conclude that an agency proceeding is rule

making, he must make the truly basic determination whether the func
tion is rule making or adjudication. "Adjudication" and "order" are

defined by Section 2(d) as follows:
" 'Order' means the whole, or any part of the final disposition (whether

affirmative, negative, injunctive, or declaratory in form) of any agency in any
matter other than rule making but including licensing. 'Adjudication' means

agency process for the formulation of an order." (Italics added.)

10But see note 11 infra.
uSee note 9 supra. But the Senate Committee Report adds: "They (specific functions)

are defined as rules to the extent that, whether of general or particular applicability, they
formally prescribe a course of conduct for the future rather than merely pronounce existing
rights or liabilities. (Italics added). Legislative History 197.
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The Senate Judiciary Committee commenting on Section 2(d) of the

Act, stated:12
" 'Adjudication' has not been denned generally in statutes, except by impli

cation or reference to particular subjects and orders. However, since there are

only two basic types of administrative justice�rule making and adjudication�
the words 'other than rule making' serve to make the essential distinction."
(Italics added.)

Thus, it would seem to be the legislative intent that one determines
what is an order by the process of excluding agency statements which
can properly be denominated as "rules".13 Although this seems to be
a curiously simple method by which to make such a basic distinction, it
it believed that the legislative history surrounding Section 2 (d) defining
rules facilitates the task. For example, one finds statements like these :

"Rules formally prescribe a course of conduct for the future rather than
pronounce past or existing rights or liabilities ; . . .

"14

"Accordingly we speak of rule or rule making whenever agencies are exercis
ing legislative powers. We speak of orders and adjudications when they are

doing things which courts otherwise do. ... In rule making an agency is not

telling someone what his rights or liabilities are for past conduct or present
status under existing law. Instead in rule making the agency is prescribing
what the future law shall be so far as it is authorized to act."15

The above quoted words have a familiar ring. Is this not one tra

ditional approach in distinguishing between rule making and adjudi
cation?16
However, the fact remains that the language is clear to the effect

that an order means the final disposition of any matter other than rule

making. But the distinction is less important when one considers the

Legislative History 14. See also the Senate Committee report, id. at 197, and the
House Committee report, id. at 254.
"Ibid.
uId. at 254.

� �Id. at 355. These are the remarks of Hon. Francis E. Walter during the House Pro

ceedings on the Act.

"See Fuchs, supra note 5, at 261. See also the following cases: Ohio Valley Water Co.

v. Ben Avon, 253 U. S. 287 (1920) ; Wadley Southern R.R. v. Georgia, 235 U. S. 651

(1915) ; Louisville & N. R.R. v. Garrett, 231 U. S. 298 (1913) ; Prentis v. Atlantic Coast
Line Co., 211 U. S. 210 (1908) ; see particularly the dissenting opinion of Mr. Justice
Pitney in Mitchell Coal & Coke Co. v. Pennsylvania R.R., 230 U. S. 247, 267 (1913).
Since this type of language has been used by the courts principally in rate cases, and
since the legislative history indicates that rate making is included "to illustrate" rule mak

ing procedure, can we not conclude that this is a norm intended by Congress?
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provisions of Section 4(a) and 4(b) relating to the notice and hearing
requirements prescribed for different types of rule making procedure
and in adjudications.
A more difficult distinction is that between "rule making" and "licens

ing".17 Both involve agency approval, both involve agency statements

of particular applicability, and both involve the element of futurity.
Professor Nathanson in his stimulating article poses this as a real dif

ficulty.18 But is it not clear that Congress intended the definitions to

be exclusive one of the other? Licensing was specifically included in
the definition of order "to remove any question, since licenses involve
a pronouncement of present rights of named parties although they may
also prescribe terms and conditions for future observance."19 Conse
quently, it would seem that to determine whether an agency proceeding
is "rule making" or "licensing" one must first apply the test suggested
above to determine if it is rule making. And then, if the proceeding
is not rule making, according to Section 2(d), it must be an adjudication
and more particularly licensing.20 Such a norm seems of little assistance
but clearly it is one way to apply the provisions of the Act.

II. Section 4(a)
Section 4(b) which sets forth the procedural requirements for rule

making begins with the phrase: "After notice required by this section,
the agency shall . . ." It is clear, therefore, that subsections (a) and
(b) of Section 4 must be read together because the procedural require
ments of subsection (b) apply only where notice is required by sub
section (a).
Perhaps the most significant feature of Section 4(a) is that it applies

only to "substantive" rules. The statutory language so indicates:
"General notice of proposed rule making shall be published. . . . Except

where notice or hearing is required by statute, this subsection shall not apply
to interpretative rules, general statements of policy, rules of agency organization,
procedure, or practice, ..."

And it is noteworthy that the Senate Committee Print of June 1945
read as follows:21

"Section 2 (e) of the Act defines license as follows: "'License' includes the whole or

part of any agency permit, certificate, approval, registration, charter, membership, statutory
exemption or other form of permission."
"Nathanson, supra note 3, at 377, n. 27.
^Legislative History 254.
xId. at 14.

aId. at 18.
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"General notice of proposed substantive rule making shall be published. . . .

"

(Italics added.)

Since subsection (a) expressly excludes from the requirements of Sec
tion 4(a), and therefore from Section 4(b), "interpretative rules, general
statements of policy, rules of agency organization, procedure or practice"
it can readily be concluded that Section 4(a) and 4(b) apply only to

"substantive rules". The legislative history bolsters this conclusion.22
Therefore, since the procedural requirements for rule making are lim
ited to "substantive" rules, a practicable definition of "substantive"
rules is of great importance both to the agencies involved and to the

practitioner.
In formulating a practicable definition of "substantive rules", the

legislative history of the Act furnishes but little assistance.23 Possibly
the final report of the Attorney General's Committee points the way:

"4. Substantive regulations.�Many statutes contain provisions which become
fully operative only after the exercise of an agency's rule-making function. Some
times the enjoyment of a privilege is made conditional upon regulations, as,
for example, where Congress permits the importation of an article "upon such
rules and regulations as the Secretary of Treasury may prescribe," or allows
utilization of public forests in accord with regulations to be laid down by ad
ministration officers. Sometimes the extent of an affirmative duty is to be
fixed by regulations, as, for example, where employers are commanded to pay
wages not less than those prescribed in administrative regulations. Sometimes
a prohibition is made precise by regulations, as, for example, where the sale
of dangerous drugs is forbidden and the determination of what drugs are dan
gerous is left to administrative rules. In such instances the striking character
istic of the legislation is that it attaches sanctions to compel observance of
the regulations, by imposing penalties upon or withholding benefits from those
who disregard their terms. Thus these substantive regulations have many of
the attributes of statutes themselves and are well described as subordinate
legislation."24" (Italics added.)

Is this not an accurate description of the familiar term "legislative
rules"?25 A substantive rule then might well be described as an agency

nId. at 18, 19, 258.

aId. at 18. "Another reason for exclusion of interpretative rules, etc. from Sec. 4 (a)
which might be added, is that 'interpretative' rules�as merely interpretations of statutory
provisions�are subject to plenary judicial review, whereas 'substantive rules' involve a

maximum of administrative discretion." And later it is stated: "substantive rules . . .

involve true administrative legislation." Id. at 23.
"Att'y Gen. Comm. Rep't 27, cited note 2 supra.
"Utah Hotel Co. v. Industrial Commission, 107 Utah 24, 151 P. (2d) 467 (1944). See

Lee, Legislative and Interpretive Regulations (1940) 29 Georgetown L. J. 1; Alvord,
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statement, with force and effect of law, implementing by "filling in the
details" of a statute which by its terms refers to administrative action
as necessary to complete the rule of conduct sought to be prescribed.26
And an "interpretative rule", without binding effect upon the indi

vidual persons affected, is an agency statement interpreting the doubtful
meaning of the statute or a part thereof, under which it operates, which
statute, or a part thereof, by its terms prescribes a rule of conduct com

plete in itself.27 An "interpretative rule" can be said to be an agency
statement issued to advise the public of the "... agency's present
belief concerning the meaning of applicable statutory language."28
The importance of the distinction between "interpretative rules" and

"substantive rules" is evident when one considers the scope of judicial
review applicable to them.29 A substantive rule is subject to the same

judicial review as is the statute under the authority of which it was is
sued.30 But an interpretative rule is "subject to plenary judicial re

view;"31 and a court may readily hold it to be an incorrect interpreta
tion although as a matter of practice it has been accorded great weight
when questioned.32
That the problem of categorizing administrative rules will be deposited

squarely into the laps of the courts is a fair inference when one con

siders the last sentence of Section 4(a):
"Except where notice or hearing is required by statute, this subsection shall

not apply to interpretative rules, general statements of policy, rules of agency
organization, procedure, or practice, or in any situation in which the agency

Treasury Regulations and the Wilshire Oil Case (1940) 40 Col. L. Rev. 252 ; Feller, Ad
dendum to the Regulations Problem (1941) 54 Harv. L. Rev. 1311; 1 Von Bauer, Federal
Administrative Law (1942) � 489. The complex legal problems involving legislative
and interpretative regulations are well discussed in these articles. See also Hart, supra
note 4, at 9.

""Notes (1944) 153 A. L. R. 1188, 1191. See also note 25 supra.
�Ibid.
^Att'y Gen. Comm. Rep't 27. And see 1 Von Bauer, Federal Administrative Law

(1942) � 489, where he states that an interpretative regulation is nothing more "sub
stantial than an administrative construction or interpretation of a general term in a statute
�that is, an administrative guess at a judicial question."
"Id. at 100.

""Pacific States Box & Basket Co. v. White, 296 U. S. 176, 186 (1935) ; Arizona Grocery
Co. v. Atchison, T. & S. F. R.R., 284 U. S. 370 (1932). Thus, a court would ask: (1)
Is there a valid delegation of legislative' power? and (2) is this rule within the scope of
the delegated power?

mSee note 23 supra.
^Koshland v. Helvering, 298 U. S. 441 (1936). See note 25 supra.
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finds (and incorporates the finding and a brief statement of the reasons therefor
in the rules issued) that notice and public procedures thereon are impracticable,
unnecessary, or contrary to the public interest." (Italics added.)

This subsection requires notice only for substantive rules and then only
where not impracticable, unnecessary, or contrary to the public interest.33
Thus in the situations (and undoubtedly there are many) where a rule
is neither clearly substantive nor clearly interpretative, an agency can

avoid characterizing the rule simply by incorporating a finding "that
notice and public procedure thereon are impracticable, unnecessary, or

contrary to the public interest." In that manner, the hearing require
ments of Section 4(b) can likewise be circumvented. It is to be hoped
that the courts will face the problem squarely, as indeed they must, as

a necessary part of judicial review.

III. Section 4(b)
A clause which is very likely to cause some difficulty34 appears in

Section 4(b) :

"Where rules are required by statute to be made on the record after oppor
tunity for an agency hearing, the requirements of sections 7 and 8 shall apply
in place of the provisions of this subsection." (Italics added.)

How must this clause be interpreted? Sections 7 and 8 provide for the
formal adjudicative type hearing. If a statute requires only that the
rule be issued "after opportunity for an agency hearing", do the pro
visions of Sections 7 and 8 apply? Or must the statute require, either
expressly or by judicial construction, or clear implication, that the rule
be issued "on the record" and "after opportunity for an agency hear

ing"? In other words, are both required?
It would seem that the only feasible and reasonable interpretation is

that Section 4(b) imposes the dual requirement, i.e., "on the record"
and "after opportunity for an agency hearing." How otherwise could
the truly legislative type of rule making35 which contemplates only an

opportunity for expression of views be distinguished from the type of
rule making which, although historically rule making, e.g., rate making,
has required a formal hearing?36 However, and extremely important,
""Legislative History 18.

siSee the analytical comments in Note (1946) 34 Georgetown L. J. 457, 462.

""Pacific States Box & Basket Co. v. White, 296 U. S. 176 (1935) ; Norwegian Nitrogen
Products Co. v. United' States, 288 U. S. 294 (1933) ; Hampton & Co. v. United States,
276 U. S. 394 (1920).
""Morgan v. United States, 298 U. S. 468 (1936), 304 U. S. 1 (1938) ; Ohio Bell Tele-
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it must be noticed that the statute need not expressly include both

phrases before the provisions of Sections 7 and 8 apply; it is enough
if by clear implication, or established agency and judicial construction,
it is required that such rules be formulated upon the basis of the record
after a formal hearing. That this is the legislative intent is established
by the legislative history of Section 4(b):37

"A statute may, in terms, require a rule or order to be made upon the record
of a hearing, or in the usual case be interpreted as manifesting a Congressional
intention so to require, and in either situation sections 7 and 8 would apply
save as other exceptions are operative." (Italics added.)

If the interpretation suggested above is adopted, then the hearing re

quirements delineated by the Norwegian Nitrogen Products case38 and
the Morgan cases39 are not changed by the Act.

PAUL r. dean

phone Co. v. Public Utilities Commission of Ohio, 301 U. S. 292 (1937) ; Mississippi
Valley Barge Line Co. v. United States, 292 U. S. 282 (1934).
�"Legislative History 285, n. 9.

m288 U. S. 294 (1933).
*>298 U. S. 468 (1936), 304 U. S. 1 (1938).



FEDERAL LEGISLATION
IMPROVEMENT OF THE JURY SYSTEM IN FEDERAL COURTS

"C'OLLOWING in the wake of recent changes and improvements in

judicial procedure for the courts of the United States are S. 17,
S. 18 and S. 19 introduced in the United States Senate on January 6,
1947. Evidencing the persistent and successful efforts of the federal

judiciary to adjust its procedures to the tempo of recent years, and to

the unprecedented volume of litigation, these bills are designed to result
in legislation organizing a jury commission for each district court of
the United States,1 establishing uniform qualifications of jurors in the
federal courts2 and revising standards for the payment of fees, expenses
and costs of jurors.3
It is difficult to deny that the proposed legislation is proper for enact

ment, or that enactment will result in the betterment of the judicial
processes in the federal courts. Neither can it be easily denied that

existing laws relating to jury selection have hindered the proper ad
ministration by the federal judiciary of its own activities, nor that such
laws have in themselves added to the present volume of litigation by
creating such aggravated conditions as to require review by the Supreme
Court.4

Origin of the Proposed Legislation

In September, 1942, the Committee on Selection of Jurors, composed
of United States district court judges, appointed by the Judicial Con
ference of Senior Circuit Judges of the United States5 at its meeting in

September, 1941, submitted its report containing the results of its in

vestigations into the existing procedures for the selection of jurors in
the various federal districts, and referred to the Judicial Conference
its recommendations as to the improvements needed therein. The survey
by the Committee was complete. Briefly, the procedure the Committee

adopted to make an adequate study of the systems in effect at the time

aS. 17, 80th Cong., 1st Sess. (1947).
2S. 18, 80th Cong., 1st Sess. (1947).
3S. 19, 80th Cong., 1st Sess. (1947). This bill along with S. 17 and S. 18 was referred

to the Senate Committee on the Judiciary on January 6, 1947.
4See notes SO through 66 infra.
"The Conference was established by authority of 42 Stat. 838 (1922), 28 TJ. S. C. � 218

(1940).
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of its survey was as follows: In cooperation with the Division of Pro
cedural Studies and Statistics of the Administrative Office of the United
States Courts, a detailed questionnaire was prepared and distributed to

all clerks of United States district courts, requesting from each a full

description of the method used in his district for the selection of jurors.
Copies of this inquiry were sent to all district judges and jury com

missioners, and to forty-three local bar associations in some forty selected
cities throughout the country situated in thirty-one states and the Dis
trict of Columbia. Each of the distributees was asked to make sug
gestions for improvement in or criticism of the operation of the federal

jury system. Supplementing these inquiries, members of the Division
of Procedural Studies and Statistics of the Administrative Office of the
United States Courts conducted personal field studies of the jury system
in twenty-four selected districts. Detailed reports of the results of these
studies were prepared and made available to the Committee.
Information received from this and other sources was collated and

considered in detail in an extended joint conference of the Committee
and representatives of the Administrative Office. The conclusions there
reached were the basis of the report of the Committee.

Subsequent to the consideration of the September, 1942 report by the

Judicial Conference, the report was circulated for comment and sugges
tions to all the Supreme Court justices, circuit judges and district judges
of the United States, and to all clerks of those courts and jury com

missioners. Further, pursuant to requests, the report was distributed
to seventy-three bar associations. The Committee considered and re

viewed the comments, criticisms and suggestions from all of these groups
at its meeting in 1943; a supplemental report embodying changes from
the original report was submitted to the Conference in September, 1943.
Contained in the supplemental report was a draft of the proposed legis
lation recommended by the Committee to effect the institution of pro
cedures considered desirable as a result of its extensive and exhaustive
analysis.
At its 1943 meeting, the Judicial Conference of Senior Circuit Judges

recommended the adoption of legislation drafted by the Committee. Its
action resulted in the introduction of Senate bills 1623, 1624 and 1625
in the Seventy-eighth Congress by the late Senator Van Nuys.6 The

a78th Cong., 2d Sess. (1944). Sinrilar bills were introduced in the House. H. R. 3379,
H. R. 3380, H. R. 3381, 79th Cong., 1st Sess. (194S). Hearings on these bills were

conducted on June 12 and 13, 194S.
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reports of the Judicial Conference for 1944, 1945 and 1946 contain a

renewal of its recommendation in support of these bills; hearings before
the Committee on the Judiciary of the House of Representatives were

conducted on June 12 and 13, 1945.

Currently, the same proposed legislation is represented by S. 17, S. 18
and S. 19 which were introduced by Senator McCarran on January 6,
1947, and were referred to the Senate Committee on the Judiciary. It
is expected that these bills will receive prompt attention and be reported
favorably by the House and Senate Committees during the current

session of Congress.
Specifically, the proposed legislation is designed to amend the present

law7 so as to increase the per diem compensation of jury commissioners
to ten dollars; authorize the appointment, with the approval of the Ju
dicial Conference, of full-time jury commissioners in those districts where

needed; provide a more accurate definition of the functions of jury
commissioners; prescribe uniform qualifications for jurors in federal

courts; and authorize the payment of additional fees to cover the ex

penses of federal-court jurors.

Jury Commissioners

Under existing law, the establishment and operation of a jury com

mission is substantially a matter of local discretion.8 The Judicial Code
provides that the court shall appoint a commissioner to act with the
clerk of the court as a jury commission.9 The term of service,10 the
number11 and the compensation12 of such commissioners are all con-

721 Stat. 43 (1879), 28 U. S. C. � 412 (1940); Rev. Stat. � 800 (1875), as amended,
28 U. S. C. � 411 (1940); and 32 Stat. 396 (1902), 28 U. S. C. � 600 (1940).
"United States v. Chaires, 40 Fed. 820 (C. C. N. D. Fla. 1889).
�21 Stat. 43 (1911), as amended, 28 U. S. C. � 412 (1940); United States v. Chaires,

40 Fed. 820 (C. C. N. D. Fla. 1889).
10Gaughan v. United States, 19 F. (2d) 897, 899 (C. C. A. 8th, 1927); Brookman v.

United States, 8 F. (2d) 803, 804 (C. C. A. 8th, 1925).
"United States v. Rockefeller, 221 Fed. 462, 465 (S. D. N. Y. 1914).
^Hearings before Committee on the Judiciary on H. R. 3379, H. R. 3380, H. R. 3381,

79th Cong., 1st Sess. (1945) 20. Authority for the compensation of commissioners is

made annually in the appropriation for the judicial establishment. The provision for pay
ment first appeared in the Appropriation Act of August 7, 1884, 23 Stat. 224, wherein
it was provided that jury commissioners should receive five dollars for each day of actual
and necessary employment, not exceeding three days for any one term of court. This

provision has been continued in subsequent appropriation acts. The acts also contain a

provision that jury commissioners in the District of Columbia are to be paid as provided
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trolled by the local rules of the individual federal district courts. This
lack of uniformity, and the. uncertainty as to the duties of the commis

sion, have impeded the administration of an important phase in the
selection of impartial and qualified jurors.13 The Judicial Code further

provides that the person selected as commissioner "... shall be a citi
zen of good standing, residing in the district in which such court is
held. . . .

"14 Certainly it cannot be said that many capable persons
who qualify as citizens of good standing will be attracted to the position
solely by the prospect of remuneration.15
As a direct result, the jury commissions in the federal courts have

operated at varying degrees of efficiency under existing legislation. Some
courts have been fortunate. Thus the District Court for the Southern
District of New York was able to obtain the services of a member of
the bar of New York who, due only to his deep interest in the subject,
untiringly devoted his time and efforts to the improvement of the jury
system in that state.16 The District of Columbia has been successful in

persuading eminent and public-spirited citizens to serve.17 Other dis
tricts have been less successful, and it follows that there has been a

disparity of commissioners' activities in the various districts.18
It has been repeatedly asserted that, if suitably established and effi

ciently administered, the jury commissioner system would provide the
most satisfactory method of jury selection.19 S. 17, if enacted, would
amend Section 276 of the Judicial Code to the extent necessary to insure

uniformity in the duties of commissioners, adequacy of compensation
and adequacy of control, to the general end of insuring the selection of

jurors in conformity with the provisions of law, whether that be the

existing law20 or the amended version proposed in S. 18.

in 11 D. C. Code � 1401 (1940),�ten dollars per diem not exceeding five days per month,
but not to exceed $250.00 per annum.

"Rev. Stat. �� 800, 802 (1875), as amended, 28 U. S. C. �� 411, 413 (1940).
"21 Stat. 43 (1879) as amended, 28 U. S. C. � 412 (1940).
"See note 12 supra.
"Hearings, cited supra note 12, at 14.

"Id. at 37.

"Report to the Judicial Conference of the Committee on Selection of Jurors
(1942) 48-50.

"(1938) 63 A. B. A. Rep. 522, 525, 559-569. See also Osborne, The Mind of the Juror
(1937) 6; Callandar, Jury Trials in Criminal Cases (1926) 125 Annals Amer. Acad. Pol. &
Soc. Sci. 106-112; The Selection of Jurors in the Circuit Courts (1942) 4 Gov't Research
Inst., St. Louis, Mo. 22 et seq.

""Rev. Stat. � 800 (1875), 28 U. S. C. � 411 (1940).
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Briefly stated, S. 17 would (a) authorize the senior district judge
in each district to appoint jury commissioners; (b) expressly authorize
the appointment of more than one commissioner, thus definitely settling
one previous question;21 (c) continue the standards of general character
and political affiliation contained in the present law;22 (d) specifically
permit the commissioners to hold office during the pleasure of the court,
settling another previously questionable point;23 (e) specify what is
believed to be a more nearly adequate compensation;24 and (f) enu

merate in general the duties and responsibilities of the commissioners.
The objectives and procedures set out in the proposed legislation, viewed
in the light of the lack of success in the past and the ambiguities of the

existing law,25 disclose the sincere effort made by the proponents of the
bill to clear away one obstacle to the proper functioning of a jury system.

Fees, Cost and Expenses of Jurors
S. 19 in essence, is designed to eliminate inequities and possible in

justices that have resulted from the use of the scale of fees payable to

jurors under existing law. Further, it is believed that the flexible scale
of subsistence payments which this bill provides will permit the courts,
with a clear conscience, to order citizens in low-wage groups to jury duty.
Under existing law, such action can cause extreme hardships.26 The

proposed scale of fees, being better adjusted to the current cost of liv

ing 27 will enable the court to secure the impartial, representative class
of jurors required by law.28

Qualifications and Exemptions of Jurors
Perhaps the most important single bill of the group offered to effect

improvement in the federal jury system is S. 18. It can be said that

^United States v. Rockefeller, 221 Fed, 462 (S. D. N. Y. 1914).
w36 Stat. 1164 (1911), 28 U. S. C. � 411 (1940).
""Brookman v. United States, 8 F. (2d) 803 (C. C. A. 8th, 1925).
^The recommended compensation closely parallels the District of Columbia provisions

in 11 D. C. Code � 1401 (1940).
"See Notes 8, 10 and 11 supra.
"'Hearings, cited supra note 12, at 8, 20.

The latest act setting a standard of fees was enacted in 1937. 50 Stat. 647 (1937),
28 U. S. C. � 600 (1940).
"Jud. Code � 277, 36 Stat. 1164 (1911), 28 U. S. C. � 413 (1940). See comments in

Hearings, cited supra note 12, at 8, 9, 16, 17, 20, 21. Cf. Thiel v. United States, 328 U. S.

217 (1946), particularly the dissenting opinion of Mr. Justice Frankfurter, id. at 225.
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from a practical viewpoint, S. 17 and S. 19 will go far to insure the
effective application of S. 18, although each will in itself strengthen the

jury system. Recognizing that S. 18 is the single bill most likely to

meet with opposition, spokesmen for the judiciary have indicated the

sincerity of their efforts to effect improvements by pressing the bills
not only in a group, but singly as well.29
The direct effect of S. 18 would be to remove from state control the

power to establish the qualifications and exemptions of jurors serving
the federal courts, and to vest that power in the federal courts where
its administration will be guided and controlled by the provisions of
the proposed legislation. The present law provides that:

"Jurors to serve in the courts of the United States, in each State respectively,
shall have the same qualifications, subject to the provisions hereinafter con

tained, and be entitled to the same exemptions, as jurors of the highest court
of law in such State may have and be entitled to at the time when such jurors
for service in the courts of the United States are summoned."30

This requirement of the Judicial Code had its origin in Section 29 of
the Judiciary Act of 1789,31 which provided for the establishment of
the federal judicial system. That act, born of the conflict between
federalists and antifederalists, reflected also the predominant desire of
the men who established the new government so to constitute the jury
system that the new judicial structure might never become infected with
what was considered to be the evil of the contemporary English equity
courts.32
The statutory provisions relating to juries, including Section 29 of

the Judiciary Act of 1789, directly reflect these fundamental consider
ations. The legislators of the First Congress were particularly anxious
that trial by "a jury of the vicinage" should be strongly preserved. This
solicitude was the primary motive underlying the Sixth Amendment to
the Constitution, formulated contemporaneously with the Judiciary Act,
requiring criminal cases to be tried by an impartial jury "of the state

and district where the crime shall have been committed." It was there-

"Hearings, cited supra note 12, at 36.

toJud. Code � 27S, 36 Stat. 1164 (1911), 28 U. S. C. � 411 (1940). See also Pointer v.

United States, 151 U. S. 396 (1894) ; Southern Pac. R.R. v. Rauh, 49 Fed. 696 (C. C. A.

9th, 1892); State v. Ah Chew, 16 Nev. 50 (1881).
""An Act to establish the Judicial Courts of the United States, approved September 24,

1789, 1 Stat. 73.

^Warren, New Light on the History of the Federal Judiciary Act of 1789 '(1923) 37
Harv. L. Rev. 53-54.
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fore natural that the standards for jurors in the new courts, and the

methods of choosing them, should have been established by the First

Congress as those prevailing in the states.33 Except for minor changes,
the substance of that portion of Section 29 of the first Judiciary Act
which governs the qualifications and exemptions of federal jurors has
continued throughout the entire history of the federal judicial system.84
In the early period of its application, the provision caused little dif

ficulty, and no serious problems of administration were encountered.35
Through the years, however, state jury laws have become more com

plex and more specialized. Pressure groups within the states have se

cured legislative exemptions and disqualifications, and many of these
have now become antiquated and have long since lost their usefulness.
It is interesting and informative to examine the present-day situation

in order to understand the current effect of the conformity measure. In
the aggregate there are approximately eighteen different standards by
which the qualifications of jurors are measured throughout the country
and which must therefore be recognized by the federal courts within the
several states. These standards fall generally into the categories requir
ing the prospective juror to be within a certain age group; be a citizen;
have a good moral character; be able to read, write, speak, or under
stand the English language; possess mental capacity; possess his natural
faculties or "health", (or not have any "bodily infirmity",) ; own prop
erty (real or personal); have resided in the state or county (generally
for a specified period of time); be a male (women are disqualified in
16 states); be a registered taxpayer; be temperate, sober, and not an

habitual drunkard; be a registered or enrolled voter; be a poll-tax payer;

"H. at 106.

MThe provision took its present form by the Act of July 20, 1840, 5 Stat. 394, Rev. Stat.
� 800 (1875), 28 U. S. C. � 411 (1940). The Act as a whole has been described in past
years as

"
. . probably the most important and the most satisfactory Act ever passed

by Congress." It has been further said that "... the wisdom and forethought with
which it was drawn have been the admiration of succeeding generations." Address by
Mr. Justice Brown before the American Bar Association, August 20, 1911, (1911) 36

A. B. A. Rep. 339, 345. See United States v. Holliday, 3 Wall. 407 (U. S. 1865).
"Some difficulties apparently arose following the Civil War due to the operation of

some state laws which resulted in the disqualification of jurors "on the ground of color."

See Rep. Att'y Gen. (1873) 17, recommending that "The Acts of Congress requiring jurors
... to possess the qualifications fixed by the laws of the State ... be abolished." This

was met by enactment of the Civil Rights Law, 18 Stat. 336 (1875), 8 U. S. C. � 44

(1940), which prohibits the disqualification of jurors in either state or federal courts on

account of race, color, etc.
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have no criminal record (including "no conviction for a felony"); have
never been found guilty of malfeasance in office; have had no prior jury
service (usually within the preceding year) ; not be one of certain speci
fied public officials, be a nonvolunteer.36
An interesting illustration from the state of New York graphically

demonstrates the effect of these varying standards and discloses the ad
ministrative difficulties to be overcome by the federal courts. Under the
laws of New York, a man who resides within New York County may
be eligible for jury service in the United States district court, although
he may not be eligible to act as a juror in that court if he moves to a

residential section of Westchester County, fifteen miles away but within
the same federal district, where he must meet the additional requirement
of being listed on the assessment rolls in order to qualify. On the other

hand, a resident of Westchester County who is eligible there for service
as a federal juror will, on his removal to New York County, still be
eligible for jury service in the district court. In addition, if a man hap
pens to live in a third county, the qualifications he must possess may
differ from those of a resident of either New York or Westchester coun
ties. Amidst such confusion it cannot be doubted that it would be easy
to admit, inadvertently, a person in fact unqualified to a place on the

jury in an important case, thus opening the way for a technical attack
on the verdict.37
The above-described standards encountered in varying combinations

and degrees in the several states thus originally limit the number of

potential jurors available to the federal courts. Persons who qualify
by these standards, however, may be unacceptable under the various lo
cal rules of the federal courts.38 After applying these latter tests, and
the challenges of counsel for the parties to the action39 an even smaller

group is available.

""See Report or the Judicial Conference of the Committee on Selection of Jurors
(1942) 33-35, for list of qualification by states.

""See remarks of Hon. John C. Knox, Senior District Judge of the Southern District of
New York, in Hearings, cited supra note 12, at 10. See also Roush v. United States, 47
F. (2d) 444 (C. C. A. 5th, 1931).
""Union Electric Lt. & Pwr. Co. v. Snyder Estate Co., 65 F. (2d) 297 (C. C. A. 8th,

1933) ; Roush v. United States, 47 F. (2d) 444 (C. C. A. 5th, 1931) ; Noland v. United
States, 10 F. (2d) 768 (C. C. A. 9th, 1926) ; Arnold v. United States, 7 F. (2d) 867
(C. C. A. 4th, 1925); United States v. Roemig, 52 F. Supp. 857 (N. D. Iowa, 1943);
United States v. Jones, 69 Fed. 973 (D. Nev. 1895) ; United States v. Benson, 31 Fed. 896

(C. C. D. Cal. 1887). Cf. Glasser v. United States, 315 U. S. 60 (1942).
'"Fed. Rules Civ. Proc, Rule 47 (a).
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An additional complication lies in the fact that, even though the se

lectee in this group measures up to the standards prescribed by state

law and by the federal court and is thus qualified, he may later be ex

cluded from service by declaring himself a member of the many so-called

exempt groups. The provision of the conformity statute that qualified
jury selectees may claim the same exemptions available by state law to

avoid service on a federal jury permits the exclusion of other large
classes of selectees. The exemption provisions vary from state to state

and cover several professional, business and trade fields.
An examination of some of the exemption laws of the several states

is of interest. In Alabama and Florida, accountants and actuaries are

relieved from jury duty, as are chiropodists in California, Missouri, and
Rhode Island; Christian Scientists in California and Oregon; funeral
directors in New Mexico and North Carolina; linotype operators in
North Carolina; millers in Florida, Georgia, Minnesota and a half-dozen
other states; pharmacists or druggists or both in thirty-six states; and
in Nevada persons residing more than sixty miles from the place of hold

ing court and who pay twenty-five dollars. The state of Arizona has
some interesting exemptions, including persons over sixty years of age,
physicians, dentists and attorneys engaged in actual practice, editors of

newspapers, school teachers, school bus drivers, school janitors, school
boiler tenders, telegraph operators, certain classes of railroad employees,
and active members, not exceeding sixty in number, of organized fire

companies.40
It may well be wondered from what possible source juror material

may be drawn. How is it possible, one may ask, to secure an impartial
jury representing a cross section of the community under such conditions?

Faced with these difficulties, the federal court has to further attempt
to satisfy other constitutional and legislative requirements. The Sixth
Amendment to the Constitution of the United States requires that crim
inal prosecutions be tried "by an impartial jury of the state and district
where the crime shall have been committed. ..." Supplementing this,
Section 278 of the Judicial Code prohibits the disqualification of citizens
from jury service "... on account of race, color, or previous condition

^Hearings, cited supra note 12, at 10, 23. For additional exceptions see Report to the

Judicial Conference of the Committee on Selection of Jurors (1942) 36-39. It is

interesting to note that the District of Columbia and all states, with the exception of

Georgia, Indiana, Maryland, New Jersey and North Carolina, exempt attorneys.
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of servitude."41 Section 276 of the Judicial Code requires that jurors
shall be chosen "without reference to party affiliations",42 and Section
277 requires that jurors be returned from such parts of the district as

the court may direct "so as to be most favorable to an impartial
trial. . . .

"43

These laws, with the others prescribing that qualifications and exemp
tions of jurors are to be determined by state law,44 prohibiting the service

by any person as a petit juror "more than one term in a year",46 and

exempting artificers and workmen employed in the armories and arse

nals of the United States from jury service,46 constitute the basic laws

governing jury selection in the federal courts.
The full contemplation of the law is " ... that the jury be a body

truly representative of the community."47 A description of how an im

partial and representative jury is constituted has been expressed as

follows :

"A jury is representative of the community, a jury is a cross-section of the

community, if no substantial geographical, vocational, racial, religious or po
litical group in the population is systematically and arbitrarily excluded. Noth

ing in the concept offers any obstruction to efforts to obtain competent jurors.
Nothing in them opposes the tradition of federal courts that jurors should be
men of recognized intelligence and probity."48

What is expected to be the quality of the federal jury is thus clearly
expressed. It is difficult, however, to understand how it can be assured
that no "substantial vocational group" is being excluded when effect is

given to state qualifications and exemptions.
It may of course be argued that, since the administration of justice

in the federal courts has not ceased, these limitations and restrictions
on the possible sources of jury material cannot be very significant. Such
a statement may be compared with the old bromide of the nonprogressive
"36 Stat. 116S (1911), 28 U. S. C. � 415 (1940). See also 18 Stat. 336 (1875), 8

U. S. C. � 44 (1940), which is to the same effect and applies to both state and federal

courts.

"39 Stat. 873 (1917), 28 U. S. C. � 412 (1940).
"36 Stat. 1164 (1911), 28 U. S. C. � 413 (1940).
"36 Stat. 1164 (1911), 28 TJ. S. C. � 411 (1940).
1636 Stat. 1166 (1911), 28 U. S. C. � 423 (1940).
"Rev. Stat. � 167 (1875), 50 U. S. C. � 57 (1940).
"Smith v. Texas, 311 TJ. S. 128, 130 (1940), quoted with approval in Glasser v. United

States, 315 U. S. 60, 85 (1942).
'"Otis, Selecting Federal Court Jurors, An Incident of the Judge-Jury Relationship in

Federal Courts, (1942) A. B. A. Sec. Jtjd. Adm. 9.
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individual�"If it was good enough for my father, it's good enough for

me, so why change?" Should we thus condone the shackles of antiquated
regulatory law retarding progress and improvement in our processes for
the proper administration of justice?
A glance at the record of the courts operating under the controls de

lineated above (exclusive of vocational-group eliminations) is revealing
as to the degree of success the courts have had in complying with the

provisions of those laws.
As stated above, the judicial code specifically prohibits the disquali

fication of citizens from jury service "on account of race, color, or pre
vious condition of servitude."49 One of the prerequisites of a valid fed

eral jury, therefore, is that there be no systematic exclusion of any class

from jury service because of these characteristics. Case history shows

that, despite these specific regulations, the several states have not been

without fault in the process of jury selection. On the subject of racial
discrimination, attention may be directed to several decisions which,
although they originated in state courts, are pertinent to any system
of jury selection.50
In Hale v. Kentucky,51 the defendant, a negro, was convicted in Mc-

Cracken County, Kentucky, of murder, and the judgment was affirmed

by the highest court of the state. Of 48,000 people in that county, 8,000
were negroes. Assessor's books showed that 6,000 whites and 700 ne

groes were qualified for jury service in accordance with the Kentucky
statute. The defendant alleged in affidavits that from 1906 to 1936 no

negroes had ever served on state grand or petit juries, although they did
serve on federal juries. The prosecution stipulated that witnesses would

testify according to defendant's affidavits. On certiorari, the United
States Supreme Court said that the stipulated and uncontroverted affi
davits sufficed to show a systematic and arbitrary exclusion of negroes
from jury lists solely because of their race or color, constituting a denial
of the equal protection of the laws guaranteed to the petitioner by the
Fourteenth Amendment.
Other cases originating in the state courts further disclose that the

states have failed to conform to the law concerning the selection of

jurors despite the particularity and precision of the regulations there

'See note 41 supra.
�Glasser v. United States, 315 U. S. 60 (1942).
l303 U. S. 613 (1938).
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established.52 These cases disclose that in most instances the state leg
islatures have enacted state regulations to recognize constitutional guar
antees and laws specifically enacted thereunder.53 Despite these laws,
jurors have been effectively excluded through racial discrimination. This
is branded "clearly unconstitutional" by the courts;54 and, as stated in
the Scottsboro case, "... although the state statute defining the quali
fications of jurors may be fair on its face, the constitutional provision
affords protection against action of the state through its administrative
offices in effecting the prohibited discrimination."55 It was again clearly
stated in Smith v. Texas, a decision but a few years old:

"The fact that the written words of a state's law hold out a promise that
no such discrimination will be practiced is not enough. The Fourteenth Amend
ment required that equal protection to all must be given�not merely prom
ised . . What the Fourteenth Amendment prohibits is racial discrimination
in the selection of grand juries. Where jury commissioners limit those from
whom grand juries are selected to their own personal acquaintance, discrimi
nation can arise from commissioners who know no negroes as well as from
commissioners who know but eliminate them. If there has been discrimination,
whether accomplished ingeniously or ingenuously, the conviction cannot stand."56

Nor does a study of the case history disclose an absence of discrimi

nating action on other than racial grounds. The exclusion of women from

jury service has been subject to censure by the courts.57 Practically,
it is today's problem.58 In the recent case of Ballard v. United States,
the Court said:

"... the exclusion of women from jury panels may at times be highly preju
dicial to the defendants. . . . The evil lies on the admitted exclusion of an

eligible class or group in the community in disregard of the prescribed standards
of jury selection. The systematic and intentional exclusion of women, like the

B2Hill v. Texas, 316 U. S. 400 (1942); Smith v. Texas, 311 U. S. 128 (1940); Norris v.

Alabama, 294 U. S. 587 (1935) (the "Scottsboro" case) ; Neal v. Delaware, 103 U. S. 370

(1880).
ra18 Stat. 336 (1875), 8 U. S. C. � 44 (1940).
"See note 52 supra.
MNorris v. Alabama, 294 TJ. S. 587, 589 (1935).
"311 U. S. 128, 130, 132 (1940).
CTIn 1942, women were qualified to serve as jurors in twenty-eight states and the District

of Columbia. In fifteen states and the District, where eligible, they could claim exemption
if they so desired. See Report to the Judicial Conference of the Committee on Se

lection of Jurors (1942) 23.

raFor a newspaper account of the struggle in the legislature of the state of Maryland
to enact laws qualifying women as jurors in that state, see Wash. Evening Star, Feb. 12,
1947, � B, p. 1, col. 1.
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exclusion of a racial group, Smith v. Texas, 311 U. S. 128, or an economic or

social class, Thiel v. Southern Pacific Co., supra, deprives the jury system of

the broad base it was designed by Congress to have in our democratic society.
It is a departure from the statutory scheme. As well stated in United States v.

Roemig, 52 F. Supp. 857, 862, 'Such action is operative to destroy the basic

democracy and classlessness of jury personnel.' It 'does not accord to the de
fendant the type of jury to which the law entitles him. It is an administrative
denial of a right which the law makers have not seen fit to withhold from,
but have actually guaranteed to him.' . . . The injury is not limited to the
defendant�there is injury to the jury system, to the law as an institution, to
the community at large, and to the democratic ideal reflected in the processes
of our courts."59

The Ballard case involved the prosecution of a mother and her son

for using and conspiring to use the mails to defraud by the promotion
of an allegedly fraudulent religious program. The question of exclusion

of women jurors from the panel60 came up by a motion to quash the
indictment and by a challenge to the array of the petit jurors. Both

motions were denied, and their denial was assigned as error on appeal.
Although there was disagreement in the Court as to whether the case

should be reversed because of the jury question, there was unanimity
as to the effect of the exclusion of a class or group on the jury system.
In a dissenting opinion, Mr. Justice Burton, with whom the Chief Jus
tice and Mr. Justice Frankfurter joined, stated:

"Although I concur in this Court's policy of requiring the inclusion in federal

jury lists in California of women qualified for service as jurors of the highest
court of law in that state, I believe we are not justified in dismissing the in

dictment returned in this case in 1941 merely because women were not included

in such lists at that time. . . . Ever since its first Judicature Act Congress
has subordinated federal practice to state law in determining the qualifications
of federal jurors.

* * *

"There is no constitutional, statutory, or court rule or policy requiring women

to be placed on all federal jury lists. Congress might have required such a

course and might have set up complete federal qualifications for federal jurors,
but it never has done so."61

Mr. Justice Burton might have added that, in all probability, if Con

gress had done so, the instant case would never have reached the Su

preme Court.

"67 Sup. Ct. 261, 265 (1946).
"Women have been eligible for grand and petit juries in the Southern District of Cali

fornia since February, 1944. United States v. Chaplin, 54 F. Supp. 682 (S. D. Cal. 1944).
"Ballard v. United States, 67 Sup. Ct. 261, 268-269 (1946) (dissenting opinion).
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Indicative of other difficulties experienced by the courts operating
under state-controlled policy is Thiel v. Southern Pacific Co.,62 referred
to several times by the Court in its opinion in the Ballard case. This case

involved the question of the liability of a common carrier to a pas
senger. All persons who worked for a daily wage had been deliberately
and intentionally excluded from the jury lists. The Court emphasized
that its action in reviewing the case was supported by its power to ex

ercise supervision over the administration of justice in the federal courts63
and ruled that the plaintiff's motion to strike the panel should have been
granted. Said the Court:

"The American tradition of trial by jury, considered in connection with either
criminal or civil proceedings, necessarily contemplates an impartial jury drawn
from a crossrsection of the community. . . . This does not mean, of course,
that every jury must contain representatives of all the economic, social, re

ligious, racial, political and geographic groups of the community; frequently
such complete representation would be impossible. But it does mean that pros
pective jurors shall be selected by court officials without systematic and inten
tional exclusion of any of these groups. Recognition must be given to the
fact that those eligible for jury service are to be found in every stratum of

society. Jury competence is an individual rather than a group or class matter.
That fact lies at the very heart of the jury system. To disregard it is to open
the door to class distinctions and discriminations which are abhorrent to the
democratic ideals of trial by jury."64

Full -consideration of the cases hereinbefore cited gives adequate illus
tration of the fact that the courts have not been able to function with
out criticism because of obstacles placed in their way by existing statutes.

When the federal courts are often required to rely on state lists for

jury selectees,65 it appears impossible to insure that no racial or other
discrimination will result and that federal decisions will be immune to

technical attack. Decisions are numerous to show other difficulties that
have been encountered and other problems generated by the existing
conformity statute.66

S. 18 seeks to establish regulations of such a character that matters

<E328 TJ. S. 217 (1946).
"McNabb v. United States, 318 U. S. 332, 340 (1943).
"Thiel v. Southern Pac. Co., 328 U. S. 217, 220 (1946).
"See note 18 supra.
"Glasser v. United States, 315 U. S. 60 (1942) ; United States v. Wood, 299 U. S. 123

(1936); Hoxie v. United States, 15 F. (2d) 762 (C. C. A. 9th, 1926), cert, denied, 273

U. S. 755 (1927) ; Tynan v. United States, 297 Fed. 177 (C. C. A. 9th, 1924), cert, denied,
266 U. S. 604 (1924); United States v. Roemig, 52 F. Supp. 857 (N. D. Iowa, 1943).
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heretofore requiring review by the Supreme Court, and often resulting
in condemnation by that Court, would never arise. If nothing more,
the elimination of procedural difficulties which frequently require review
would be progress toward a reduction of litigation. The proposed legis
lation is stronger than this, however, and would bring into effect reforms

tending to match the progress in court procedure made by the promul
gation of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and the Federal Rules
of Criminal Procedure. The provisions of the bill are intended to apply
to all jurors everywhere. Its fundamental features are summarized as

follows :

1. It takes the form of a substitute for Section 275 of the Judicial Code, which
is the present conformity statute.

2. It provides liberal qualifications for jurors, limited only by citizenship and
minimum age requirements, and without reference to maximum age, sex,
color or religion. (It should be particularly noted that women would be

equally eligible with men for service as federal jurors.)
3. It lists only six disqualified or exempt groups. These are broadly denned

and cover classes which should never be called upon for jury service, even

though persons in the groups may be willing to serve. They include the

illiterate, criminal, the infirm, public officials,67 members of the armed forces
in active service, and those who have performed jury service within the
preceding year.

4. The stated disqualifications are supplemented by a subdivision dealing with
excuses. Broad discretion would be left in the court to excuse or to refuse
to call any person or class of persons if to do so would in its opinion injure
the public welfare or cause undue hardship. Thus, to a large degree, each
court would be charged with the duty of securing a sufficient number of
fair and impartial jurors to supply its needs in the light of conditions pre
vailing in the particular district. In doing so it may be assumed that the
courts will scrupulously observe the standards for an impartial and rep
resentative jury required by the Constitution of the United States and ap
plicable decisions of the Supreme Court.

Conclusion

The proposed legislation is at present still in the committee-consider
ation stage. It is true that similar bills were introduced as far back as

The words "public officials" as used in the bill appear to be sufficiently technical in
their meaning that they will be understood not to include employees of the government
of the United States of the type permitted to serve as jurors in the District of Columbia

by provisions of 11 D. C. Code � 1420 (1940), or state or local government employees
performing similar work. It was the intent of the drafters of the proposed legislation that

government workers of this type should be permitted to serve, and that only public officers
with policy-forming functions should not be called upon for jury service. See Report to
the Judicial Conference of the Committee on Selection op Jurors (1942) 42.
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the Seventy-eighth Congress, and that no definite Congressional action
has as yet resulted. It would appear that, if members of the Congres
sional judiciary committees have reviewed the recent Supreme Court

opinions on these problems, they would realize the need for immediate

legislative assistance. To hope for corrective action by the individual
states in the modernization of their jury procedures is extremely opti
mistic.68 Such an indirect method of improving federal judicial procedure
would depart from the direct and progressive method of instituting re

forms which has been adopted by the federal judiciary in recent years
as illustrated by the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and the Federal
Rules of Criminal Procedure, procedural reforms which have established
a comprehensive unification of judicial processes in the federal courts
and have set modern standards worthy of adoption by the state judi
ciaries.69
The proposed legislation was instituted and is unqualifiedly supported

by the Judicial Conference of Senior Circuit Justices.70 One of the main

responsibilities of the Conference, and in fact one of the main reasons

for its establishment by Congress is its duty to review the federal ju
dicial system and recommend legislation where proper and necessary
to the efficient administration of justice.71 It is important, therefore,
that Congress give proper reception to the recommendations made by
the body it has created.
It is unfortunate that some of our Congressional committee members

have apparently experienced difficulty in segregating this matter of pro
cedural reforms in the federal court system from state matters, judicial
and otherwise.72 It is overwhelmingly conceded, however, that although
the new federal rules of criminal and civil procedure differ from pro
cedural rules existing in the majority of the states, the changes made

"See note 58 supra; see Report to the Judicial Conference of the Committee on

Selection of Jurors (1942) 6.

mSee remarks of Hon. John C. Knox, Hearings, cited supra note 12, at 6.

''"Hearings, cited supra note 12, at 5. Recommendation by the Conference for the enact

ment of these bills has been made at each of its annual meetings since introduction of the

legislation in Congress in 1943.

n40 Stat. 838 (1922), 28 U. S. C. 218 (1940) ; Thiel v. Southern Pac. Co., 328 U. S. 217,
233 (1946) (dissenting opinion). For an excellent article on conditions existing prior to

the creation of the Conference and a full analysis of the function it performs in the admin

istration of the federal judiciary, see Frankfurter and Landis, The Business of the Supreme
Court of the United States�A Study in the Federal Judicial System (1927) 40 Harv. L.

Rev. 431.

^Hearings, cited supra note 12, at 6, 7.
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had been progressive and in the interest of the expeditious and fair
administration of justice.
To those who may doubt the necessity or the wisdom of the proposed

legislation, we recommend the words of Mr. Justice Frankfurter of the

Supreme Court of the United States:

"No doubt, in view of the changes in the composition and distribution of
our population and the growth of metropolitan areas, a reexamination is due of
the operation of the jury system in the federal courts. Just as the federal judicial
system has been reorganized and administratively modified through a series of
recent enactments . . . , the jury system, that indispensable adjunct of the
federal courts, calls for review to meet modern conditions. The object to

devise a system that is fairly representative of our variegated population exacts
the obligation of citizenship to share in the administration of justice without

operating too harshly upon any section of the community, and is duly regardful
of the public interest in matters outside the jury system. This means that the

many factors entering into the manner of selection, with appropriate qualifications
and exemptions, the length of service and the basis of compensation must be
-properly balanced. These are essentially problems in administration calling for

appropriate standards flexibly adjusted.
"Wise answers preclude treatment by rigid legislation or rigid administration.

Congress has devised the appropriate procedure and instrument for making these
difficult and delicate adjustments by its creation, in 1922, of the Conference
of Senior Circuit Judges. The Conference, under the presidency of the Chief
Justice of the United States, is charged with the duty of continuous oversight
of the actual workings of the federal judicial system and of meeting disclosed

needs, either through practices formulated by the Conference, or, when legis
lation is necessary or more appropriate, through proposals submitted to Congress.
That is precisely the course that has been followed in regard to the inadequacies
in the operation of the federal jury system. . . .

"The Court now deals by adjudication with one phase of an organic problem
and does so by nullifying a judgment which, on the record, was wholly un

affected by difficulties inherent in a situation that calls for comprehensive treat

ment, both legislative and administrative. ... To reverse a judgment free
from intrinsic infirmity and perhaps to put in question other judgments based
on verdicts that resulted from the same method of selecting juries, reminds too

much of burning the barn in order to roast the pig."73
WILLIAM J. HICKEY

Thiel v. Southern Pac. Co., 328 U. S. 217, 232 (1946) (dissenting opinion).



NOTES
STATE TAXES AND INTERSTATE COMMERCE�THE

DIRECT-BURDEN CRITERION

JT IS apparent from its recent history that the commerce clause is

continuing to produce cases as important as the famous decisions
that marked its early development. This is primarily and obviously
caused by the fact that issues of conflicting state and federal powers
are, from their very nature, perennially vital. But the particular cause

for the persistent raising of these issues is the need of the states for
new fields of taxation to support increased costs of government. In con

trast with this present need of the states, the first purpose of the com

merce clause, the creation of a unified nation, has been long since achieved.
The latest judicial pronouncement on the problem of state taxes versus

the commerce power was made by the United States Supreme Court in
the case of Freeman v. Hewit} In this case the Court decided that sales
of securities of foreign corporations and deliveries thereof from the tax

payer's domicile in Indiana by mail through the New York Stock Ex

change to persons residing in other states are not subject to a gross
receipts tax imposed by the home state. The Court grounded its de
cision on the fact that the Indiana Gross Income Tax Act,2 as applied to

such sales, constitutes a direct burden on such commerce and is there
fore invalid. The case is important because it rests squarely on the
direct-burden criterion; the validity of this classic criterion has been
in question as a result of two 1938 decisions.3 The purpose of this note

is to examine these decisions and the Freeman v. Hewit decision in their
relation to the direct-burden test with a view to an appraisal of the
present status and validity of the direct-burden theory. Before attempt
ing this analysis, it might be well to review briefly some of the principles
that have developed from the commerce clause. These orthodox prin-

^reeman v. Hewit, 67 Sup. Ct. 274 (1946).
The Act imposes a tax upon "the receipt of the entire gross income" of residents and

domiciliaries of Indiana, excepting from its scope "such gross income as is derived from

business conducted in commerce between this state and other states of the United States

. . . to the extent to which the State of Indiana is prohibited from taxing such gross

income by the Constitution of the United States." Ind. Stat. Ann. (Burns, Supp. 1943)
�� 64-2601 et seq.

'Adams Mfg. Co. v. Storen, 304 TJ, S. 307 (1938) ; Western Live Stock v. Bureau of

Revenue, 303 U. S. 250 (1938).
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ciples and cases will then serve as a point of departure for examination
of the 1938 cases.

The Orthodox Theory and Its Corollaries

The federal commerce power is plenary; it is not a mere authorization
to Congress to enact laws for the protection and encouragement of com
merce among the states, but by its own force creates an area of trade
free from interference by the states.4 With respect to matters requiring
uniformity of regulation, interstate commerce is thus immune from di
rect control by the states; with respect to local matters, however, which
admit of diversity of treatment, the states may act within their respective
jurisdictions until Congress sees fit to act, and upon such action by
Congress, conflicting state legislation is overridden.5 The doctrine that
the states cannot under any form impose direct burdens upon interstate
commerce is founded upon this plenary interstate commerce power vested
in Congress with respect to all national aspects of that commerce.6 Thus,
while Congress has allowed local matters, even those having the most

direct relation to interstate commerce, to be regulated by exercise of
the police power of the states,7 there has been no such permission to

regulate by exercise of the state taxing power.8
4Gibbons v. Ogden, 9 Wheat. 1, 196 (U. S. 1824) ; The Minnesota Rate Cases, 230

U. S. 3S2, 399 (1913).
"The Minnesota Rate Cases, 230 U. S. 3S2, 400 (1913).
'Ibid.
""Id. at 402.

"Champlain Realty Co. v. Brattleboro, 260 U. S. 366 (1922) ; Gloucester Ferry Co. v.

Pennsylvania, 114 U. S. 196 (188S). The difference between the. police power and the

taxing power in their respective relations to the commerce clause is defined by Mr. Justice
Frankfurter in the controlling opinion in Freeman v. Hewit. An understanding of this

difference is essential for analysis of the cases which have seemingly undermined the direct-
burden test. He first notes that police regulations are often vital to the interest of a state

and may be sustained unless and until Congress has enacted different regulations on the

subject. The only purpose of state taxation of interstate commerce, however, is to make
it pay its share of the cost of local government. Denial of one source of income does
not cripple the power of the state to carry on its local functions as would denial of the

right to make certain police regulations. There are other legitimate methods of securing
revenues from interstate commerce. Secondly, the burden of a tax imposed directly upon
interstate commerce is greater than that caused by the usual police regulations, since the

power to tax is a dominant power over commerce. In their respective relations to inter

state commerce, the taxing power, as opposed to the police power, thus presents a lesser

state need coupled with a greater burden upon interstate trade. The inference is that a

more nearly direct burden may be allowed in the case of police regulations, but that no

such burden can be tolerated in the name of the taxing power.
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There have developed numerous methods of taxation which conform
to the rule that a state cannot impose a direct burden on interstate
trade, but which allow the states to obtain revenue in return for their
protection of interstate commerce. Thus, while a state cannot impose
a license tax on the business of interstate commerce, state license taxes
on manufacture do not violate the Commerce Clause, even though the

products are destined for sale in interstate markets.9 A state is for
bidden to tax ah interstate sale, but in order to compensate for the fact
that sales taxes are laid on intrastate sales, taxes on the local use of
interstate imports are permissible.10 Net income derived from interstate
commerce can be taxed by the states.11
One of the largest of these fields of permissible state taxation which,

avoiding levies on interstate trade as such, have succeeded in providing
lucrative sources of revenue for the states is the field of taxation of

property used in interstate commerce. Such property may be taxed by
the states in a variety of ways. Vehicles and equipment used for carrying
persons or goods in interstate commerce may be taxed;12 and use of
the "unit system", by which a part of the owner's total investment in
such equipment is apportioned to the taxing state, is valid, provided
that the total investment be properly computed and that a fair appor
tionment be made.13 Intangible value that attaches to such property
�the so-called "going-concern value" and "good will"�may be included
in the appraisal of the property.14 Gross earnings from its use may be
made the measure of the value of the property for tax purposes, pro
vided the tax be in lieu of all other property taxes.15 In these various
methods for obtaining revenue from interstate commerce there is evi
dent a common feature�the tax in each instance is levied upon some

local incident connected with the commerce such as the manufacturing

"Utah Power & Light Co. v. Pfost, 286 U. S. 165 (1932) ; Hope Natural Gas Co. v.

Hall, 274 TJ. S. 284 (1927) ; Federal Compress and Warehouse Co. v. McLean, 291 TJ. S.
17 (1934).
10Gregg Dyeing Co. v. Query, 286 TJ. S. 472 (1932) ; Henneford v. Silas Mason Co., 300

U. S. 577 (1937).
"Underwood Typewriter Co. v. Chamberlain, 254 U. S. 113, 120 (1920); Shaffer v.

Carter, 252 U. S. 37, 57 (1920) ; U. S. Glue Co. v. Oak Creek, 247 U. S. 321 (1<18).
"Pullman's Palace Car Co. v. Pennsylvania, 141 U. S. 18 (1891).
"Adams Express Co. v. Ohio State Auditor, 165 U. S. 194 (1897).
"Id. at 222 et seq.

"Illinois Cen. R.R. v. Minnesota, 309 U. S. 157 (1940) ; Cudahy Packing Co. v. Min

nesota, 246 U. S. 450 (1918) ; United States Express Co. v. Minnesota, 223 U. S. 335 (1912).
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process, the local use of the product, or property used in commerce,
rather than upon the commerce itself.

The New Theory

In contrast with the rule that the tax cannot be laid upon the very
process of commerce, stand two recent decisions which have been in

terpreted as a repudiation of the rule and as establishing a new doctrine
to the effect that imposition of a direct burden upon interstate com

merce is permissible so long as the tax is apportioned between or among
the taxing states in such a manner as to prevent the imposition of a

multiple burden. This doctrine is based upon two 1938 decisions which
have been interpreted as supporting it.16 Perhaps the better known of
these cases is Western Live Stock v. Bureau of Revenue,17 but upon
analysis the amount of support that this case gives to the new doctrine
seems very meager. In this case a New Mexico statute levied on those

engaged within the state in the business of publishing newspapers or

magazines a privilege tax of two per cent on the gross receipts from
the sale of advertising. The plaintiffs prepared, published and edited
their journal at their place of business within the state; no other place
of business was maintained. The circulation of the magazine was partly
interstate, and some of the advertising receipts were derived from con

tracts with out-of-state advertisers. The tax was held valid as an excise
conditioned upon the carrying on of a local business, the publishing
of the magazine, which was distinct from its circulation. Receipts from

advertising were held to be the measure of the profits of the local
business.18
None of the foregoing holdings is unorthodox. Elsewhere in the

opinion, however, after mentioning several types of taxes which were

held valid, all of which were "local-incident" types,19 the Court said:

"All of these taxes in one way or another add to the expense of carrying
on interstate commerce, and in that sense burden it; but they are not for that
reason prohibited. On the other hand, local taxes, measured by gross receipts
from interstate commerce, have often been pronounced unconstitutional. The
vice characteristic of those who have been held invalid is that they have placed
on the commerce burdens of such a nature as to be capable, in point of sub-

MSee the concurring opinion of Mr. Justice Rutledge in Freeman v. Hewit ; Rottschaefer,
Constitutional Law (1939) 343-344.

"303 U. S. 250 (1938).
"Id. at 257 et seq.
"Id. at 254-255.
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stance of being imposed or added to with equal right by every state which the
commerce touches, merely because interstate commerce is being done, so that
without the protection of the commerce clause it would bear cumulative burdens
not imposed on local commerce."20

But here the Court does not say that apportionment is the primary
or sole criterion, which is the interpretation widely given to this lan

guage.21 The opinion is speaking here of local-incident taxes; and the
Court is merely saying that, even where the tax is levied on a local in

cident, still, if there is a possibility of multiple burden through lack of

proper apportionment, the tax will fall. This is ancient doctrine. For

example, we have already seen in the Pullman's Palace Car case that, in
the case of a property tax where the property employed in interstate

transportation is used both within and without the state, the tax must

be so apportioned as to cover only its use within the state.22 The cases

cited by the Court to substantiate the part of its opinion quoted in the

preceding paragraph23 show conclusively that this interpretation of the

language is perfectly valid.24 Indeed, if the language be read in the

light of the cases cited by the Court, no other interpretation is possible.
Further on in the opinion, after holding that the tax is valid as a levy

for the exercise of a local privilege, the Court adds that the tax is valid
for an added reason, the added reason being that "the tax is not one

which in form or substance can be repeated by other states in such man

ner as to lay an added burden on the interstate distribution of the maga
zine."25 Here, again, local incident is impliedly the reason.

In another case decided in 1938, Adams Manufacturing Co. v. Storen,
26

there is language which may with much more justification be construed
as a rejection of the direct-burden criterion and as a substitution in
its place of the "apportionment and multiple-burden" theory. That case
was exactly in point with Freeman v. Hewit and involved the same In
diana tax law, the only factual difference being that in the Adams case

�Id. at 255.
"See note 18 supra.
""Pullman's Palace Car Co. v. Pennsylvania, 141 U. S. 18 (1891), cited supra note 12.
""See note 20 supra.
^Western Live Stock v. Bureau of Revenue, 303 TJ. S. 250, 255, 256 (1938). Among

cases there cited are Fisher's Blend Station v. State Tax Comm., 297 U. S. 650 (1936) ;
Crew Levick Co. v. Pennsylvania, 245 U. S. 292 (1917) ; Meyer v. Wells, Fargo and Co.,
223 TJ. S. 298 (1912) ; Philadelphia & So. S.S. Co. v. Pennsylvania, 122 U. S. 326 (1887) ;
and Fargo v. Michigan, 121 TJ. S. 230 (1887).
"Western Live Stock v. Bureau of Revenue, 303 U. S. 250, 260 (1938).
"304 U. S. 307 (1938).
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the sale was of goods, while in the Freeman case the sale was of securities.
In the Adams case the Court held, in declaring the statute invalid as

applied to that case, that the vice of the statute lay in the fact that "in

terstate commerce would thus be subjected to the risk of a double tax

burden to which intrastate commerce is not exposed and which the com

merce clause forbids."27 Previously the Court had noted that the tax

was not an excise for the privilege of domicile, nor for the transaction
of business, nor a tax upon manufacturing, nor a tax in lieu of ad valorem
taxes upon property. The tax, said the Court, is a clear and simple tax

upon gross receipts derived from interstate commerce.28 It is possible
to construe the Adams opinion as holding that the tax is invalid because
it is a tax upon gross receipts derived from interstate commerce without

any local incident as the subject to which the tax attaches. Then the

apportionment language can be read as a mere ratiocination on why such
direct burdens are not permissible. This interpretation seems valid. The
alternative is to construe the Adams case as the strongest and most

clear-cut pronouncement in favor of the "multiple-burden" doctrine. If
so construed, it is evident that it is overruled by Freeman v. Hewit, as

will be shown.

The Freeman v. Hewit Decision

The facts of Freeman v. Hewit may be stated briefly. Appellant's
predecessor, domiciled in Indiana, was trustee of an estate under the
will of a decedent domiciled in Indiana at the time of his death. The

trustee asked his Indiana broker to arrange for the sale at fixed prices
of certain securities forming part of the trust estate, and through the

broker's New York affiliations the securities were offered for sale on the
New York Stock Exchange. When his broker informed him that a pur
chaser had been found, the trustee brought the securities to the broker
for mailing to New York. From the purchase price received from the

securities, the New York brokers deducted their expenses and com

mission and transmitted the balance to the trustee's Indiana broker who,
in turn, delivered the proceeds, less his commission, to the trustee. On

the gross receipts of these sales, which amounted to $65,214.20, Indiana,
under the Act of 1933,29 imposed a tax of one per cent. After payment

'Id. at 311.

'Ibid.
"See note 2 supra.
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under protest, suit was brought by the trustee to recover the amount
of the tax.
The Court held that the tax was invalid, since it amounted to a tax

levied directly on gross receipts. The contention that the validity of a

gross sales tax should depend on whether or not another state has also
sought to impose a burden on the transaction is answered in the Court's
opinion by applying the basic rule for the interpretation of the Commerce
Clause. According to the Court, the fact that,

"But that for the time being, only one State has taxed is irrelevant to the kind
of freedom of trade which the Commerce Clause generated. The immunities
implicit in the Commerce Clause and the potential taxing power of a State
can hardly be made to depend, in the world of practical affairs, on the shifting
incidence of the varying tax laws of the various States at a particular moment. . . .

Nor is there any warrant in the constitutional principles heretofore applied
by this Court to support the notion that a State may be allowed one single
tax-worth of direct interference with the free flow of commerce. An exaction
by a State from interstate commerce falls not because of a proven increase in
the cost of the product. What makes the tax invalid is the fact that there is
interference by a State with the freedom of interstate commerce."30

The direct burden as the ratio decidendi of the Court's opinion is

vigorously attacked in a lengthy concurring opinion by Mr. Justice Rut-

ledge. An examination of this opinion is in order because it marshals
all the strongest arguments against the direct-burden criterion, and be
cause analysis of these arguments shows the superiority of the old over

the new criterion. Mr. Justice Rutledge contends that the decision should
rest squarely on the grounds that the tax is invalid because it is applied
without apportionment and thus subjects interstate commerce to the risk
of a multiple tax burden, which grounds, he says, were those on which
Adams Manufacturing Co. v. Storen was decided. Of the direct-burden

theory, he says : "If this ever was the law, it has not been such for many
years. In a sense it is a reversion to ideas once prevalent, but long since

repudiated about the 'exclusiveness' of Congress' power over interstate
commerce which, if now resurrected for general application, will strike
down state taxes in a great variety of forms sustained consistently of
late."31
The criterion, says Mr. Justice Rutledge, is not the direct incidence

of the tax on interstate commerce. The criterion is whether the tax ac

tually imposes a burden on the commerce. This Indiana law is unsound

^Freeman v. Hewit, 67 Sup. Ct. 274, 278-279 (1946).
at 281.
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because it imposes a burden in fact upon interstate commerce, in that,
being unapportioned, it subjects such commerce to the risk of a multiple
tax burden. In order to illustrate his contention that "burden in fact"
is an established criterion, Mr. Justice Rutledge offers cases purporting
to prove this contention from various positive and negative aspects. Be
fore examining these cases, the propositions advanced by Mr. Justice
Rutledge are listed as follows:

(1) State police regulations exemplify the principle that direct inci
dence of a state law on interstate commerce does not invalidate
the law.

(2) An apportioned tax on interstate commerce is a tax bearing im

mediately upon it in incidence, but such a tax has been held valid
where fairly apportioned because it did not impose a burden in

fact.

(3) Unapportioned, gross-receipts taxes have been held invalid be
cause they carried the threat of a multiple tax burden, which is a

burden in fact.

(4) The mere fact that a tax is labeled indirect will not protect it, if
it imposes a burden in fact.

An analysis of these four propositions of the "burden-in-fact" ra

tionale reveals their unsoundness:

(1) As regards the direct incidence of police regulations, the dif
ference between these and taxing regulations is clearly recognizable and
was well expressed in the controlling opinion by Mr. Justice Frank
furter.32
(2) The cases cited to illustrate that taxes imposed directly on inter

state commerce are legitimate if they do not impose a burden in fact,
because apportioned,33 unanimously mention another necessary element
in addition to apportionment. This element is the laying of the tax upon
property used in interstate commerce, the local incident, rather than

upon the process of commerce itself. "Minnesota imposed on every rail
road company owning or operating lines within its borders a five per
cent tax on gross earnings derived from its operation within the state.

This tax, payable in lieu of all other taxes, has been sustained by this

Court, in various applications, as a property tax."34 "The tax now in

question is not a license tax nor a privilege tax; it is not a tax on busi-

^See note 8 supra.
These cases are cited in notes 34-37 infra.
"Illinois Cen. R.R. v. Minnesota, 309 U. S. 1S7, 159 (1940).
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ness or occupation. . . . The tax on the capital of the corporation, on

account of its property within the State, is, in substance and effect, a

tax on that property."35 "We need say but a word in answer to the sug
gestion that the tax is an unconstitutional interference with interstate
commerce. In form the tax is a tax on 'the property and business of
such railroad corporation operated within the State. . . .

' "36 "The
statute itself provides that the assessments under it 'shall be in lieu of
all taxes upon its property.'*** Upon the whole, we think the statute
falls within that class where there has been an exercise in good faith
of a legitimate taxing power. . . .

"37

(3) Cited by Mr. Justice Rutledge as examples of cases in which

gross-receipts taxes have not been sustained because not apportioned
and thus subjecting interstate commerce to the risk of multiple taxation
are Ratterman v. Western Union Telegraph Co.,38 Western Union Tele

graph Co. v. Alabama39 and Philadelphia & So. S.S. Co. v. Pennsylvania.40
The first two of these cases should be examined separately from the
third. They dealt with attempts by single states to tax receipts from
both interstate and intrastate commerce. They involved the question of

apportionment or separation of interstate and intrastate receipts for the

levying of a tax by one state upon such receipts. Apportionment is

spoken of in these cases in a sense different from its use in such cases

as Freeman v. Hewit. In the latter type of case only interstate com

merce, and the possibility of its being taxed by two or more states, are
involved. The first two cases speak of separation of interstate from
intrastate commerce for tax purposes; there is no question in either case
of dividing or apportioning a right to levy taxes in connection with
interstate commerce. Both of these cases hold that no tax can be levied
on interstate commerce as such. The third case, Philadelphia & So. S.S.
Co. v. Pennsylvania, does not discuss apportionment. The case also con

tains strong denunciation of a tax laid upon the very process of inter
state commerce:

"... it cannot be pretended that the State could constitutionally regulate
or interfere with that commerce itself. But taxing is one of the forms of regu
lation. It is one of the principal forms.*** It is hardly within the scope of

"Pullman's Palace Car Co. v. Pennsylvania, 141 U. S. 18, 25 (1891).
""Wisconsin & Mich. Ry. v. Powers, 191 U. S. 379, 387-388 (1903).

S. Express Co. v. Minnesota, 223 TJ. S. 335, 346, 348 (1912).
*127 U. S. 411 (1888).
"132 U. S. 472 (1889).
*>122 U. S. 326 (1887).
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the present discussion to refer to the disastrous effects to which the power to

tax interstate or foreign commeice may lead.*** Our conclusion is that the

imposition of the tax in question in this cause was a regulation of interstate
and foreign commerce, in conflict with the exclusive powers of Congress under
the Constitution."41

(4) In rejecting the "direct-and-indirect" test, Mr. Justice Rutledge
calls it mere formalism or verbalism and quotes Nippert v. Richmond42
to show that merely to label a tax indirect will not protect it if the tax

imposes a burden in fact. This case, like the "drummer" series,43 in
volved an attempt by the city of Richmond to levy a tax on solicitors
of out-of-state orders. But this tax was bad, like all the "drummer"

taxes, because it imposed a direct burden, and of course it is true that
a directly imposed burden will in most instances cause a burden in fact.44
This tax was merely an attempt to mislabel a tax directly imposed as

an indirect levy. Misuse of a word to disguise the true nature of a tax

cannot vitiate the word as an accurate tool for description of the inci
dence of tax burdens.

Conclusion

The advantages of the direct-burden criterion over Mr. Justice Rut-

ledge's "actual-burden" test seem clear. To determine whether or not

a particular regulation of interstate commerce would actually burden it
would require legislators and judges to become experts in analyzing
complex economic situations. On the other hand, the direct-burden test

protects interstate commerce by refusing to allow any tax on the process
of commerce itself; at the same time, it allows the states to retain le

gitimate sources of revenue. These sources are based on the right of the
states to tax property within their respective jurisdictions, and other
local incidents.
"Direct" and "indirect" are not unreal distinctions; neither is "local

aId. at 336, 346, 347.
^327 U. S. 416 (1946).
"Real Silk Hosiery Mills v. Portland, 268 U. S. 325 (1925) ; Texas Transport Co. v. New

Orleans, 264 U. S. 150 (1924) ; Crenshaw v. Arkansas, 227 U. S. 389 (1913) ; Rearick v.

Pennsylvania, 203 U. S. 507 (1906) ; Brennen v. Titusville, 153 U. S. 289 (1894) ; Robbins
v. Shelby Taxing District, 120 U. S. 489 (1887).
The opinion of the Court in Nippert v. Richmond was written by Mr. Justice Rut

ledge. In that opinion, "burden-in-fact" language is used; the fact is also mentioned

that the tax is laid directly upon the solicitor's activity. Such taxes have consistently
been held, in similar "drummer" cases, to impose direct burdens.
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incident" which is the test of direct incident. On the contrary, these ex

pressions are natural and workable criteria. If a state can find no local
incident upon which to lay its tax, surely it has no right to seek revenue

in such areas at all, because it is affording no protection to the commerce.

Where the state has a local incident, it is necessary that it be a bona fide

one and not a mere pretext for laying a direct burden that is, a tax on

the commerce itself. As regards "burden in fact", it seems safe to say
that where a state tax is imposed upon a legitimate local incident, there
will be no intolerable or multiple burden, because restricting the tax to a

purely local incident, such as property, will involve apportionment. Ap
portionment means merely permitting each state to tax only its own local
incident�the incident which is within its taxing jurisdiction.
Certainly it is true, as Mr. Justice Rutledge says, that Freeman v. Hewit

is more important for its rationale than for the decision itself. If we give
his interpretation to the Adams case, then the grounds of that decision
are overruled. Freeman v. Hewit would thus be a step backward; but
if so, it appears to be a stride to firmer ground. At any rate, the classic

theory of direct burden has been officially vindicated; and it is note

worthy that the majority of the Court evidently feels that tax problems
which enter the ramifications of a very complex economy can be solved

by resort to ancient constitutional principles.
JOSEPH A. BARRY

THE PROBLEM OF WILLFUL DEFAULT BEFORE A
CONGRESSIONAL COMMITTEE

fTvHE power of legislative committees to subpoena records, summon

witnesses to give testimony, and handle investigations pursuant to
matters of a legislative character has been well established. This power
has become an important adjunct to the legislative function itself. For
more than three hundred years it has been exercised repeatedly as a

means of promoting legislation and correcting inherent abuses in existing
laws.

History and Purpose of Congressional Investigating Power

One of the earliest instances of the exercise of this power is found in
Sir Francis Godwin's Case in 1604, wherein authority was delegated to

a parliamentary committee to summon particular witnesses and to require
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the production of records.1 Prior to the Constitutional era in America,
colonial assemblies had frequently assumed the authority to punish for

contempt any person who refused to appear in answer to a summons or

who failed to disclose information required for the effective administra
tion of government. The authority of such committees to punish for con

tempt was exercised in New York in 1691, in Massachusetts in 1722 and
in Pennsylvania in 1742.2 After the Constitution was adopted, Congress
also assumed this power. In 1792, it appointed an investigating com

mittee which it " . . . empowered to call for such persons, papers, and

records, as may be necessary to assist their inquiries".3 From that date
until 1929 Congress authorized over three hundred investigations in per
forming, its membership, law making and executive-regulating functions.4
Since 1929 the number and character of such inquiries has expanded
rapidly with the growing complexity of governmental problems.
Originally, the purposes of Congressional investigations were to secure

more efficient government, adequate cooperation among the various agen
cies of the administration, and competent officials. The expenditures of
all departments of the government were subjected to exacting scrutiny
by the legislature, and a careful accounting of all appropriations was

demanded. Administrative officials were frequently summoned for ex

planations of their policies so that Congress could better judge their fit
ness for public office. Inadequate coordination between governmental
agencies was another subject of investigation. Committees frequently
summoned members of the executive departments to appear and give tes

timony relative to proposed legislation. Although this power was not

extensive, it was a proper channel of information through which Congress
could keep itself informed of the efficiency of the government.
The authority of the legislature to establish special committees for

appropriate investigations has gradually expanded until the scope of such
activities has become practically unlimited. The character of the inquiries
remained unchanged, but investigations in the field of proposed legis
lation became predominant. The financial accounts and reports of the

Treasury Department continued to be an important subject of inquiry

*See Landis, Constitutional Limits on Congressional Power of Investigation (1926) 40

Harv. L. Rev. 153, 160, for a full discussion of historical background.
*Potts, Power of Legislative Bodies to Punish for Contempt (1926) 74 U. of Pa. L. Rev.

709.

*Landis, supra note 1, at 170.

'Dmock, Congressional Investigating Committees (1928) 57, 147.
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by Congress.5 Legislation affecting the Indian tribes was a matter for

constant investigation.6 During World War I extensive hearings on mili

tary affairs were conducted.7 The construction, operation and mainte
nance of public buildings came under Congressional scrutiny in the pe
riod following the war;8 and Government leases and contracts, especially
those involving the Veterans' Bureau, were carefully investigated.9
Among the more recent investigations are those dealing with the fi

nancial affairs and activities of national banks, interstate corporations
and groups of financiers in an attempt to secure remedial legislation.10
Political action by subversive organizations and un-American groups
necessitated the appointment by Congress of further special investigat
ing committees.11 Corrupt practices in connection with election contri
butions and unauthorized campaign expenditures became a fruitful source
of inquiry.12 Congress likewise authorized a committee to investigate
violations of the rights of free speech and assembly and undue inter
ference with the right of labor to organize.13 Investigations arising from
war activities have been outstanding examples of the effective exercise
of the Congressional investigatory power. The most notable of these
were the "Teapot Dome" injuiries authorized shortly after World War
I14 and the hearings conducted by the Truman Investigating Committee
on contracts and expenditures during World War II.15 More and more

Congress has turned to such authority as a supplemental feature of its
legislative power.
Through the information obtained during the course of such hearings

e6 Cong. Rec. 524 (1877).
*40 Cong. Rec 9784 (1906).
*55 Cong. Rec. 1569 (1917).
"58 Cong. Rec 6703 (1919).
'64 Cong. Rec 5102 (1923).
"By Act of July 20, 1916, a joint committee comprising the Senate and House Com

mittees on Interstate Commerce was authorized to investigate the whole field of govern
ment control of interstate and foreign commerce. 39 Stat. 387 (1916). By Act of June
29, 1922, a joint committee consisting of members of the Senate and House Committees
on Banking and Currency was authorized to investigate the fiscal relations between the
District of Columbia and the United States. 42 Stat. 668, 670 (1922). See Henry v.

Henkel, 235 U. S. 219 (1914).
"See Ex parte Frankfeld, 32 F. Supp. 915 (D. D. C. 1940).
wSee United States ex rel Cunningham v. Mathues, 33 F. (2d) 261 (C. C. A. 3d, 1929).
"See United States v. Groves, 18 F. Supp. 3 (W. D. Pa. 1937).
"87 Cong. Rec. 1615 (1941).
w62 Cong. Rec 6097 (1922).
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Congress maintained an extremely effective weapon whereby it could
assert indirect control over government administration. The detailed
examination of witnesses and records provided a basis for determining
the advisability of adopting new legislation or modifying existing law,
and for the recommendation of specific measures of administrative re

organization. The increase or reduction of future appropriations to

government agencies depended in great measure upon the information
received through reports presented at Congressional hearings.
The importance of the investigating power of Congress was early rec

ognized by President Woodrow Wilson, when he stated:

"Quite as important as legislation is vigilant oversight of administration; and
even more important than legislation is the instruction and guidance in po
litical affairs which the people might receive from a body which kept all
national concerns suffused in a broad daylight of discussion. . . . The inform

ing function of Congress should be preferred even to its legislative function."16

Statutory Foundations for Contempt of Congress

Important as the Congressional power to investigate may be, it would
be rendered completely ineffective were it not supported by power to

compel testimony and punish recalcitrant witnesses for contempt. The
statute which expressly authorizes punishment for contempt of congres
sional committees was enacted in 185 7,17 and amended in 193 8.18 This

section, essentially the same as originally adopted, reads as follows:

"Every person who having been summoned as a witness by the authority of
either House of Congress to give testimony or to produce papers upon any
matter under inquiry before either House, or any joint committee established
by a joint or concurrent resolution of the two Houses of Congress, or any
committee of either House of Congress, willfully makes default, or who, having
appeared, refuses to answer any question pertinent to the question under in

quiry, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor punishable by a fine of not
more than $1,000 nor less than $100 and imprisonment in a common jail for
not less than one month nor more than twelve months."19

The bill which ultimately became the law resulted from an investigation
authorized by Congress into charges of corrupt combinations in Con

gress relating to the business of vote brokerage. A newspaper corres

pondent, Simonton, had made such charges and was summoned by the

'Wilson, Congressional Government (1901) 297-303.
'Rev. Stat. � 102 (1875) .

*52 Stat. 942 (1938), 2 U. S. C � 192 (1940).
'Ibid.
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committee to testify. He refused to offer any testimony on grounds that
he had been approached confidentially, and that disclosure of the per
sons who approached him would be a violation of the ethical tenets of
his profession. This refusal met with the disapproval of the committee,
and they said : "It shows the settled and deliberate purpose of the witness
to withhold such testimony rightfully and properly demanded. . . .

"20

A recommendation was immediately made that Simonton be taken into

custody, and that the bill authorizing punishment for contempt be

adopted.
It was not the intention of Congress, by the passage of such a statute,

to place any restrictions on its own power to punish for contempt. The
act was adopted "to inflict a greater punishment than the committee
believes the House possesses the power to inflict".21 Its purpose was

not simply to define what actions constituted contempt of Congress, but
to increase the already existing penalties and thus to make its authority
more effective.22 The objective of the statute was to assist Congress in

carrying out the investigation so necessary to legislative proceedings by
facilitating the gathering of information relative to current problems of

government administration. Since "a legislative inquiry may be as broad,
as searching, and as exhaustive as is necessary to make effective the
constitutional powers of Congress",23 the statute was intended as a sup
plementary reenforcement of the power of such committees, and not as

a limitation in any manner.

It is apparent from the language of the statute that Congress intended
to create a misdemeanor for the mere failure of a witness to answer a

question pertinent to the inquiry. Since the statute does not require
that such refusal be willful in order to constitute a violation, the con

clusion results that an intentional or deliberate refusal is sufficient. The
witness under examination would be questioned in the presence of the
committee members, therefore it would be unavailing to require an evil
intent. The statute, however, specifically sets out an indispensable re

quirement that the refusal to produce records, which amounts to a de

fault, must be willful in order to constitute contempt. In the legislative

KH. R. Rep. No. 243, 34th Cong., 3d Sess. (1857) 43.

a43 Cong. Globe, 34th Cong., 3d Sess. (1857) 405. The limitation to which this refer

ence was made appears to have been the inability of the House to punish for contempt
beyond the session in which the contempt occurred.

^Eberling, Congressional Investigations (1928) 302.

Townsend v. United States, 95 F. (2d) 352, 361 (App. D. C. 1938).
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history of the act of 1857 there is no clear statement as to the meaning
of the word "willful". It was not discussed either in the committee

report or on the floor of either house of Congress. There has been no

authoritative interpretation placed upon the word by judicial decisions
since the adoption of the bill. A liberal construction of the term would
be most complementary to the authority of Congress.
Various definitions have been ascribed to the word "willful" in deal

ing with different types of statutes. It may denote an act which is in

tentional, or knowing, or voluntary, as distinguished from accidental.24
In criminal statutes, it ordinarily characterizes an act done with "an
evil intent" or "bad purpose",25 or "without justifiable excuse",26 or

"stubbornly, obstinately, perversely".27 At times, the word has been

employed to describe an act done without ground for believing it to be

lawful,28 or conduct marked by careless disregard whether or not one

has the right so to act.29 The context and purpose of the statute itself
must be the basis of ascertaining the definition most appropriately ap
plicable to the particular situation.
An analysis of the statute dealing with contempt of legislative com

mittees makes it unreasonable to believe that Congress intended to create
a misdemeanor for mere failure to answer a question, regardless of in

tent, while requiring a positive unlawful intent for refusal to produce
records. The production of records may often be more valuable to the

investigating processes of Congress than the oral questioning of wit
nessed. It should logically follow that the same sanction was meant to
be provided for the obtaining of information by either method. Since
the object of the statute was to facilitate the gathering of information
and to supplement the power of Congress in making inquiries pursuant
to its legislative function, the interpretation applicable to both provisions
should be similar. To require that a refusal to produce records be ac

companied by an unlawfult intent would in a great measure thwart the
established design of the statute.
The case of Townsend v. United States30 dealt with the language of

this statute. Congress was investigating proposed legislation with respect
"United States v. Murdock, 290 U. S. 389, 394 (1933).
*Ibid.
xIbid.
"Ibid.
"Ibid.
"Id. at 395.
*>9S F. (2d) 352 (App. D. C. 1938).
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to plans for old age pensions. In the performance of its duties, the
House issued a summons directing the defendant to appear and give
testimony. While the committee was still in session, Townsend absented
himself from the hearings without the permission of the legislative body
and failed to make any later appearance. He was indicted and con

victed of willful default under the statute. In discussing the interpreta
tion of the word "willful", the court said:

"The meaning of the word depends in large measure upon the nature of the
criminal act and the facts of the particular case. It is only in very few criminal
cases that 'willful' means 'done with a bad purpose'. Generally, it means 'no
more than that the person charged with the duty knows what he is doing. It
does not mean that, in addition, he must suppose that he is breaking the law.' "31

The court, however, did not specifically determine which meaning of the
word "willful" was intended by Congress. It merely indicated that the
defendant's rights were sufficiently protected by the trial court, since
the charge to the jury defined "willful" in the most extreme terms. The

problem of securing an authoritative construction remained unsettled.

The Rumley and Kamp Trials
The problem of the interpretation and construction of the statute

authorizing punishment for contempt of congressional committees has
confronted the courts in two recent litigations. The first of these was

United States v. Rumley32 heard in the District Court of the United
States for the District of Columbia on October 9, 1945. Judge Proctor

presided at the trial. The House of Representatives had authorized a

special committee to investigate campaign expenditures in the elections
of 1944. The primary objectives of this committee were to investigate
(1) the extent and nature of expenditures made by all congressional
candidates in connection with their campaigns; (2) the amounts sub
scribed and contributed, and the value of services rendered and facilities
made available by any individual, partnership, corporation or other as

sociation, to or on behalf of candidates for the purpose of influencing
the votes; and (3) the amounts expended by such organizations, in
cluding political committees, in connection with those elections. In gen
eral, the committee was organized to investigate all expenditures made
in the furtherance of the candidacy of those seeking seats in the House

aId. at 358.
"Criminal Doc. No. 74306, United States District Court for the District of Columbia.
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of Representatives. It was established for the purpose of determining
whether additional legislation might be drawn to correct practices not

adequately checked by laws previously adopted, especially the Federal

Corrupt Practices Act.33
Dr. Rumley was associated with an organization called the Committee

for Constitutional Government, which operated in New York. Rumley's
position was that of Executive Secretary. Believing that this organization
was engaged in "political activity", the legislative committee issued a

subpoena on or about September 25, 1944, directing Dr. Rumley to ap
pear and produce certain records of his association. The records called
for were expected to show contributions made to that corporation in
excess of $100 for the calendar year 1944. Rumley admitted that he
had received the summons, and he made an appearance before the House
committee. He informed the investigating body that he was the sole cus

todian of the records demanded, but he deliberately refused to produce
them. An indictment was issued charging him with contempt under the
statute. The defense relied upon was the honest and reasonable good
faith of Rumley in his refusal. The defendant insisted that the purpose
of his organization was completely nonpartisan, that it did not support
or oppose any particular candidates, and that its aim was to conduct an
educational campaign to disseminate information to the American people.
He therefore concluded that Congress had no authority to force the
production of his records in conjunction with its investigation.
The court instructed the jury to determine from the evidence whether

Dr. Rumley's association was engaged in activities of a "political" na

ture, but held as a matter of law that the subject was pertinent to the

inquiry. The jury was instructed to determine whether the default of
Rumley was "willful" as required by the statute. In the charge to the
jury, the court said:

"The term 'wilful' in criminal parlance means to do an act knowingly and
intentionally and with an evil purpose. It is an act done wrongfully, without
ground for believing it to be lawful.

* * *

"Do you believe from the evidence, beyond a reasonable doubt, that the
defendant did act with an evil purpose? If so, he would be guilty, and it
would be your duty to return a verdict of that kind against him, whereas, on

the other hand, if you do not believe he acted with such an evil purpose, with

"43 Stat. 1070 (1925), 2 U. S. C. �� 241-256 (1940), as amended 57 Stat. 167 (1943),
2 U. S. C. � 251 (Supp. 1946).
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an unlawful design, then your verdict should be not guilty, or if, upon that

score, you have a reasonable doubt, you will give him the benefit thereof, and

acquit him."34

The court then proceeded to discuss the honesty and good faith of the
defendant in his belief that he rightfully withheld the records, consider
ing this an important element in the determination of a "willful" default.
After deliberation at great length by the jury, the foreman announced
that they were unable to reach a unanimous decision. The hopeless dis

agreement among the jurors resulted in the failure of a verdict, there
fore the jury was discharged and the case was continued on the docket.
On April 15, 1946, the case was again heard before a newly impaneled

jury. Mr. Justice Proctor gave essentially the same instructions to the
new jury, but added the following remarks:

"Determine whether the defendant sincerely was seeking the honest and law
ful course to take before the committee, or whether he was merely pretending
to do so, and was in fact acting in bad faith, building up a shield to protect
himself in an unlawful and wrongful act. Upon this question, I charge you
that if the reasons stated by the defendant in his refusal to produce the records
were given in good faith and based upon his actual belief, you should consider
those circumstances in determining whether or not the refusal was wilful."35

The jury's deliberation resulted in a verdict of "not guilty", and the
defendant Rumley was discharged.
Shortly after the summons was issued to Rumley, the activities of

the Constitutional Educational League, Inc., of New York, came to the
attention of the House Campaign Expenditures Committee. Mr. Joseph
P. Kamp, the Executive Vice-Chairman of the corporation, was sum

moned to appear and produce certain records relative to the finances
of the League so that the names of its contributors could be ascertained.
On October 4, 1944, Kamp made his appearance before the committee,
but he refused to produce the records requested. He alleged, as did Dr.

Rumley, that his organization was nonpartisan and was engaged only
in an educational campaign to keep our country informed of the activ
ities of subversive elements in the political field. Although two of the

pamphlets distributed by his group were entitled "Vote CIO and Get a
Soviet America" and "Communism's Iron Grip on CIO," Kamp insisted

Transcript of Record, pp. 501, 502, United States v. Rumley, United States District
Court for the District of Columbia, Criminal Doc. No. 74306, Oct. 9, 1945.

Transcript of Record, p. 469, United States v. Rumley, United States District Court
for the District of Columbia, Criminal Doc. No. 74306, April 15, 1946.
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that the objective of the League was not to gain support or opposition
for or against any particular candidate or party. He remained firm in
his conviction that the legislative committee had no authority to require
the production of the records of his organization.
Nevertheless, Kamp was indicted for contempt of Congress, and the

case of United States v. Kamp36 was heard in the District Court of the
District of Columbia on December 11, 1946, with Judge Schweinhaut

presiding. The court's instructions to the jury read, in part:
"What you will decide, and what you are called upon to decide here, is

whether or not he in good faith and honestly had a reasonable belief that he
was not engaged in political activity and that therefore the committee did not

have the right to inspect his records. . . .

"The question now turns upon the word 'wilfully'. The word 'wilfully' often de
notes an act which is intentional or knowing or voluntary, as distinguished from

accidental; but in this case it means more than that. It means an act which
is done intentionally and knowingly and voluntarily, but it means also that it
is an act done with a bad purpose, without justifiable excuse, stubbornly, ob

stinately, perversely, with an intent to defy this committee."37

After debating the controversy at length, the jury informed the court
that it was unable to reach a unanimous verdict. The jury was there

upon discharged, and the case, following the same pattern as the Rumley
trial, was continued on the docket. The Government, later secured a

second indictment against Kamp for violation of the contempt statute;
but it is significant to note that the second indictment does not charge
that the defendant acted in bad faith or with an evil purpose. It merely
charges that he acted "intentionally and deliberately", and hence could
be considered "willfully" in default. The second trial of Kamp is still

pending at the date of this article, but it is expected to be heard in the
near future.

Conclusion

In the trial of both cases, therefore, "willful" was given the most
extreme definition. The court in both instances refused to confine the
term to "intentional or deliberate" acts. The construction thus applied
would undoubtedly impose a serious limitation on the authority of Con

gress to punish for contempt, for, under such an interpretation, any

""Criminal Doc. No. 74647, United States District Court for the District of Columbia.

"Transcript of Record, pp. 9, 10, United States v. Kamp, United States District Court
for the District of Columbia, Criminal Doc. No. 74647, Dec. 11, 1946.
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witness before a congressional hearing who fails to produce records can

clothe his refusal with the immunity of "good faith" and "honest belief"
in the conviction that the purview of the inquiry does not extend to his
activities. Support of contempt charges requires proof of bad faith, in
tent to defy the committee, unjustifiable excuse and pertinency to the

investigation. This certainly goes beyond the intent of Congress as in

dicated by the statute.
The statute still requires substantial clarification. The interpretation

of the word "willful" eventually adopted must secure the sanction of
an authoritative judicial tribunal in order that Congress may proceed
more effectively in its inquiries, unhampered by narrow distinctions and

legal ramifications. The history and purpose of the statute make it ap
parent that Congress intended "willful" to be literally construed, even
though no clear statement in that regard was ever made in Congress.
Should the courts continue to define the term as "evil intent or bad

purpose", Congress will find its authority limited to a greater extent

than originally contemplated.
It would be advisable to watch with close attention the developments

of the second Kamp trial, particularly in the light of the fact that the
Government has couched the indictment in a fashion susceptible to lib
eral interpretation. If a conviction is returned by the jury, there will

undoubtedly be an appeal by the defendant solely on the ground of an
error of law in the definition of the term "willful". If the defendant

Kamp is acquitted of the charge, however, the Government will not be
content to dismiss the problem, but will seek a case requiring its more

direct clarification. Judicial construction of the statute or its modifi
cation by Congress are the only two alternatives for the resolution of
the controversy. The verdict in United States v. Kamp will direct the
course of future action in this respect; and the result of that case, with
the legal machinery subsequently put into play, may condition the future
effectiveness of the congressional investigating power.

BADDIA J. RASHID
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ADMINISTRATIVE LAW�Secretary's of War Granting a "Discharge From
Draft" Rather Than an "Honorable Discharge" to Inductee of World War

I, Was an Act Within His Administrative Discretion and not Subject to

Review by the Courts.

James John Lamb was ordered by his draft board to report for military duty
at 9:00 A.M. on November 11, 1918. Prior to entrainment, Lamb and his

contingent were dismissed because of the Armistice. Four days later he re

ceived notice of his discharge from the Army and subsequently received a

certificate of "Discharge from the Draft". On October 28, 1944, Lamb brought
this action in the United States District Court for the District of Columbia

against the Secretary of War and the Adjutant General of the Army praying
for a mandatory injunction to compel issuance of a certificate of honorable

discharge from the Army instead of a certificate of "Discharge from the Draft".
The United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia reversed the
dismissal by the District Court and granted the mandatory injunction. Lamb
v. Patterson, 154 F. (2d) 319 (App. D. C. 1946). The case came to the United
States Supreme Court on certiorari. Held, the War Department was within its

power in granting a discharge from draft to an inductee discharged before

reaching mobilization camp because he had not been fully and finally absorbed
into the service. Patterson v. Lamb, 67 Sup. Ct. 447 (1947).
This decision is in conformity with a line of opinions of the Supreme Court

following the rule that decisions of administrative officers where they involve
an exercise of discretion and insofar as they are not unreasonable or plainly
wrong, will not be reversed or set aside by process in the nature of mandamus.
United States ex rel. Girard Trust Co. v. Helvering, 301 U. S. 540 (1937);
Interstate Commerce Commission v. United States ex rel. Campbell, 289 U. S.
385 (1933) ; United States ex rel. Alaska Smokeless Coal Co. v. Lane, 250 U. S.
549 (1919) ; United States ex rel. Riverside Oil Co. v. Hitchcock, 190 U. S. 316

(1903); United States v. Lynch, 137 U. S. 280 (1890).
The Supreme Court has consistently applied this rule with particular force

in cases involving the military establishment. Denby v. Berry, 263 U. S. 29

(1923); United States ex rel. Creary v. Weeks, 259 U. S. 336 (1922); United
States ex rel. French v. Weeks, 259 U. S. 326 (1922); Reaves v. Ainsworth,
219 U. S. 296 (1911).
The Court has been prone to interpret the acts of the military as discretionary

rather than ministerial. In the present case the Court of Appeals emphasized
existing discharge regulations and viewed actions taken thereunder as minis

terial. The Supreme Court, apparently on the ground that one empowered to

make regulations under normal circumstances is likewise empowered to add

to them under unforseen circumstances, viewed the action of the War Depart-

538
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ment as a lawful exercise of discretionary power. In pursuing this line the
Supreme Court has refused to permit the judiciary to relieve the service Sec
retaries from their direction of and command over the Army and Navy as

alter ego of the Commander-in-Chief.
The law on this point so far as the Army or Navy was concerned was deemed

so firmly established that new legislation was required when Congress desired
to provide for review of discharges issued to veterans of World War II. Sec
tion 301 of the Servicemen's Readjustment Act of 1944, 58 Stat. 286, 38
U. S. C. � 693 (h) (Supp. 1946), directs the establishment of boards of review
to pass on the type and nature of disputed discharges or dismissal. In dis
cussing this section on the floor of the House, Mr. McCormack said: "We felt
that some machinery should exist in the Navy Department and the War

Department whereby veterans could have a review without the necessity of
having their discharges corrected by specific acts of Congress." 90 Cong. Rec
4538 (1944).
The tendency of Congress to withdraw from the field of routine military

administration is further indicated by Sections 131 and 207 of the Legislative
Reorganization Act of 1946, Pub. L. 601, 79th Cong., 2d. Sess. (Aug. 2, 1946).
Section 131 prohibits the consideration of any bill authorizing or directing
"the correction of a military or naval record" and Section 207 authorizes the
heads of the departments involved to establish civilian boards for this purpose.
Congress is now leaving to the Departments concerned a matter which has
been traditionally the subject of legislative action in the past.
It remains to be seen what effect, if any, these recent acts of Congress will

have on the Court's established policy with respect to the review of adminis
trative decisions in this field by process in the nature of mandamus. It is pos
sible that loosening the Congressional reins will subject the administrative
action to closer judicial scrutiny. In this connection Section 10 of the Ad
ministrative Procedure Act is very pertinent. 60 Stat. 243, 5 U. S. C. A.

� 1009 (Supp. 1946). While this section has been characterized in contem

porary comment as an attempt to restate the doctrine of judicial review as

expounded in various statutes and as interpreted by the Supreme Court, it
may well operate as more than a mere restatement. See Blachly and Oatman,
Federal Administrative Procedure Act (1946) 34 Georgetown L. J. 426-430;
and Note, The Administrative Procedure Act (1946) 34 Georgetown L. J.
473-476.
Whatever may be the effect of this section on the incidence and scope of

judicial review in general, it is hard to conceive that it affects or was intended
to affect the rule, which this case reaffirms, that decisions of the Secretary
of War made within the Articles of War or within the scope of other clear-cut

statutory discretion are not subject to judicial review.
DAVID C EBERHART, JR.
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CIVIL PROCEDURE�Scope of Pre-trial Examination under New Federal

Rules; "Work-product" of Adversary's Counsel Subject to Discovery on

Showing of Good Cause.

On February 7, 1943, a tug sank in the Delaware River while towing a

barge. Norman E. Hickman and four other members of the crew were drowned.

Fortenbaugh, an attorney engaged by defendants in anticipation of litigation,
secured statements from four surviving crew members who previously had

given their testimony at a public hearing conducted by the United States
Steamboat Inspectors. In November, Hickman's representative brought suit
in the United States District Court for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania
against the tug owners and the owners of the barge. A year after filing suit,
plaintiff's counsel directed thirty-nine interrogatories to the tug owners. One

interrogatory asked whether any statements of the members of the crews of
the tugs or of any other vessel were taken in connection with the sinking. It
would also have required defendant to "Attach hereto exact copies of all such
statements if in writing, and if oral, set forth in detail the exact provisions
of any such oral statements or reports." Supplemental interrogatories asked
whether any oral or written statements, records, reports or other memoranda
had been made concerning any matter relative to the sinking of the tug. If so,
the tug owners were to set forth the nature of all such records, reports, and
memoranda. Defendant refused to answer the interrogatories. After hearing
these objections, the district court ruled that such matter was not privileged
and that, because it was relevant to the action, it was within the scope of the

deposition-discovery provisions of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. Ac

cordingly, an order issued to defendants and their counsel to answer the inter

rogatories. Defendants and counsel disregarded the court order and were jailed
for contempt. On appeal, the circuit court of appeals reversed on the ground
that the matter sought was privileged. Hickman v. Taylor, 153 F. (2d) 212

(C. C. A. 3d, 1945). The Supreme Court granted certiorari and affirmed. Held,
that the matter sought was not privileged, but plaintiff had failed to demon
strate good cause by not showing that information requested was necessary
to the preparation of his case. Hickman v. Taylor, 67 Sup. Ct. 385 (1947).
Beginning with Bough v. Lee, 28 F. Supp. 673 (S. D. N. Y. 1939), s. c, 29

F. Supp. 498 (S. D. N. Y. 1939), many courts have held that matter obtained
or prepared as a result of investigation by counsel in preparation for litigation
is generally subject to discovery. Bowles v. Ackerman, 8 Fed. Rules Ser.

26b.43, Case 1 (S. D. N. Y. 1945); Van Sant v. American Express Co., 8 Fed.
Rules Ser. 34.41, Case 4 (E. D. Pa. 1944) ; Kulich v. Murray, 28 F. Supp. 675
(S. D. N. Y. 1939); Price v. Levitt, 29 F. Supp. 164 (E. D. N. Y. 1939).
Other courts have denied discovery on the ground that the matter was not

admissible in evidence because of its hearsay nature, Poppino v. Jones Store

Co., 3 Fed. Rules Ser. 26b.5, Case 1 (W. D. Mo. 1940); Schweinert v. Ins. Co.
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of N. A., 3 Fed. Rules Ser. 26b.211, Case 2 (S. D. N. Y. 1940); Fluxgold v.

United States Lines, 29 F. Supp. 506 (S. D. N. Y. 1939) ; or that discovery
should not degenerate into a "fishing expedition", Conneway v. New York, 32
F. Supp. 54 (E. D. N. Y. 1940); McCarthy v. Palmer, 29 F. Supp. 585

(E. D. N. Y. 1939); or that it was unfair to permit an adversary to sum

marily appropriate the "work-product" of the other party, Fan v. Delaware,
L. & W. Ry., 8 Fed. Rules Ser. 34.35, Case 1 (S. D. N. Y. 1944) ; Sano Petro
leum Corp. v. Shell Oil Co., 8 Fed. Rules Ser. 26b.41, Case 1 (E. D. N. Y.
1944). The Supreme Court here undertook to settle the question whether any
of the discovery devices provided by the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure

might be used to inquire into materials collected by an adverse party in the
course of preparation for possible litigation.
At the outset, the Court concurred in part with the district court by declaring

that such matter was not privileged and therefore was not immune from dis
covery. The rationale of the circuit court of appeals' decision therefore was

disapproved. The protective cloak of the attorney-client privilege does not

extend to information which an attorney secures from a witness in anticipation
of litigation, nor to the memoranda, briefs, communications and other writings
prepared by counsel for his own use in prosecuting his client's case, nor to

writings which reflect an attorney's mental impressions, conclusions or legal
theories. Cf. Holtzoff, Instruments of Discovery under Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure (1942) 41 Mich. L. Rev. 215. The Court further concurred with
the district court in holding the requested information was relevant to the
action and within the scope of examination as prescribed by Rule 26 (b).
However, in this case, petitioner had "... made more than an ordinary

request for relevant, non-privileged facts in the possession of his adversaries
or their counsel." Hickman v. Taylor, supra at 392. Although the matter was

relevant and non-privileged, "... neither Rule 26 nor any other rule dealing
with discovery contemplates production" of the private memoranda, written
statements, personal recollections prepared or formed by an adverse party's
counsel without a showing of the necessity for the production of any material
or any demonstration that denial of production would cause hardship or in

justice. "Not even the most liberal of discovery theories can justify un

warranted inquiries into the files and the mental impressions of an attorney."
Id. at 393.

However, it is not to be inferred that information sought in this case might
never be discovered. If the moving party could show that essential facts not
otherwise available, or clues as to the existence or location of evidence, or

statements which might be useful for purposes of impeachment on cross exami
nation were hidden in an attorney's files, discovery might be had. But here
the matter sought was already known to the moving party by way of inter
rogatories answered, or was available to him if he wished to take the state
ments of the witnesses whose names were known to him. Many lower courts
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have previously held that the fact that the information was equally available
to both parties was of no consequence. See Bruun v. Hanson, 30 F. Supp. 602

(N. D. Idaho 1939).
Heretofore most courts have granted discovery on mere demand where the

matter requested was non-privileged and relevant. In fact, parties were bound
to reveal all pertinent, non-privileged data. Holtzoff, supra at 205. Now it

seems that if the data sought has been procured by an attorney in preparation
for litigation, a mere showing of relevancy will not be enough to justify dis

covery on demand. The cases following the reasoning of Bough v. Lee, supra,
seem therefore to have been erroneously decided.
On the one hand, the Court limited the discovery of pre-trial material in

an attorney's files on the ground that to make it generally subject to discovery
would open the door to sharp practices, inefficiency and demoralization in the

legal profession, to the injury of clients and the orderly prosecution and defense
of claims. By declaring that the new rules established an integrated deposition-
discovery process which permitted a party to ferret out all relevant, non-

priviliged facts, the Supreme Court cut the ground from under those courts

which had attempted to restrict the discovery of written documents under Rule
34 by differentiating between the scope of examination under Rule 34 and that
under Rule 26(b). Rule 34 is "limited" to "... evidence material to any
matter involved in the action. . . ", whereas Rule 26(b), by the lower court's

interpretation, was much broader in that examination by deposition was per
mitted if the information is " . . . relevant to the subject matter". In United
States v. Silliman, 8 Fed. Rules Ser. 26b.52, Case 1 (D. N. J. 1944), it was

said that the test of whether or not discovery should be allowed is whether
the testimony would be admissible upon the trial of the action. In Poppino
v. Jones Store Co., 3 Fed. Rules Serv. 26b.5, Case 1 (N. D. Mo. 1940), it
was held that "relevant" means material and competent under the rules of
evidence. These cases are now without value as authority. Furthermore, on

December 27, 1946, the Supreme Court adopted an amendment to the Rules
of Civil Procedure, which will be transmitted to Congress for approval, that

provides that the scope of examination under Rule 34 shall be the same as

under Rule 26(b). See 6 F. R. D. 231, 238 (1947).
If all the deposition-discovery rules are integrated, then discovery of a writ

ten document under both Rule 34, which explicitly requires that good cause

for discovery must be shown, and under Rules 26 and 45(d) which merely
provide that a person subpoenaed for the taking of his deposition may be
required to bring pertinent documents if the court so orders, in fact requires
a showing of good cause. The opinion in Hickman v. Taylor seems to imply
that such showing of good cause should be made before the discovery order
issues. In any event, good cause must be shown if the person objects to the

discovery order.
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Lastly, what constitutes good cause depends on the nature of the material

sought. If it is such that its production might be (a) unfair to the party
called upon to produce it, or (b) conducive of sharp practices and inefficiency
in the conduct of the legal profession (or, presumably, any activity or business)
and so be in contravention of public policy and public morality, a naked,
general demand for these materials simply because they are relevant and non-

privileged is insufficient. In such cases, to justify discovery the party request
ing production must show that ( 1 ) the material is necessary in the preparation
or prosecution of his case and (2) it is not otherwise available. The district
court had erred in not requiring petitioner to make such a showing.
Fair reading of the Court's opinion precludes any thought that the "or

dinary" non-privileged relevant data in the hands of a party or any person,
except counsel for a party, shall not continue to be discoverable as of right
on a mere showing of relevancy. In the instant case "more that an ordinary
request for relevant, non-privileged facts" had been made. Ordinarily, the
fact that such information may already be available to the party seeking
discovery will continue to be of no consequence as was stated in Bruun v. Han

son, supra. Nor need "ordinary" material be necessary for the preparation
of the movant's case to such a degree that to deprive him of it would work

oppression and hardship. "Either party may" still "compel the other to dis

gorge whatever facts he has in his possession."
The inescapable conclusion is that the Court has declared that an attorney's

"work-product" is neither privileged nor as freely discoverable as "ordinary"
non-privileged matter. Such information is extraordinary, in a sense, "quasi
privileged."
Should the matter sought be the unwritten statements of witnesses and the

mental impressions of counsel, that is, both "quasi privileged" and unrecorded,
under "ordinary conditions" the attorney will not be forced to repeat or write
out all that witnesses have told him and to deliver an account to an adversary.
Such testimony could not qualify as evidence; to use it for impeachment or
corroborative purposes would make the "... attorney much less an officer
of the court and much more an ordinary witness. The standards of the pro
fession would thereby suffer. ..." Hickman v. Taylor, supra, at 394. It is

significant however that even unrecorded conversations may, in unusual situ

ations, be discoverable.
In refusing to grant discovery on the facts of this case, the Supreme Court

carefully avoided restricting the scope of the deposition-discovery process.
Discovery may be had of any relevant, non-privileged information, written
or unwritten. But if the material sought should be "quasi privileged," as for

example, the "work-product" of an attorney, good, nay, excellent cause for
discovery must be shown. The Court refused to extend "the protective cloak
of privilege" to cover a particular type of information. It preferred to restrict
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its use to those situations in which discovery is necessary. The door is open
to enable other types of information to qualify as "quasi privileged", if such
classification is in the public interest. Yet the door is not completely closed
to those who require "quasi privileged" information in the interest of justice.
Theoretically, the scope of discovery of relevant, non-privileged information
under the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure is unlimited. If, however, con

siderations of public policy, professional morality, or fair play are involved,
discovery may be refused if the court, in the exercise of its discretion, finds
that the party seeking discovery has failed to show a sufficient necessity to

justify encroachment upon the privacy of "quasi privileged" information.
HENRY C. LAUERMAN.

CONFLICT OF LAWS�Action for Treble Damages Brought by Price Ad
ministrator Under Emergency Price Control Act Is Penal and May Not Be
Maintained in New York State Courts.

The defendant sold a truck for the sum of $2,500, which was $1,675.24 in
excess of the ceiling price established by the Office of Price Administration.
An action brought by the purchaser against the present defendant was dis
missed. The present action seeking to recover three times the overcharge, was
brought by the Price Administrator in the Supreme Court for Suffolk County,
N. Y., under the Emergency Price Control Act, 56 Stat. 23 (1942)" 50 U. S. C.

App. � 901 (Supp. 1946), as amended. Held, that the action is penal in
character and the courts of New York decline to enforce Federal penal statutes.
Porter v. Russel, 64 N. Y. S. (2d) 655 (Sup. Ct. 1946).
This enforcement case, typical of many which Will survive the discontinuance

of price control, is based on Section 205 (e) of the, Act, which provides for
an action for treble damages and states that "Any action under this sub

section, by either the buyer or the Administrator, as the case may be, may
be brought in any court of competent jurisdiction." Certain courts have in

terpreted Section 205 (e) to mean that Congress intended for state courts to

take jurisdiction where otherwise competent to do so. The phrase "any court

of competent jurisdiction" was interpreted in Forsyth v. Central Foundry Co.,
240 Ala. 277, 198 So. 706 (1940), to mean "... any court authorized by
the power that created it to entertain such nature of suits generally." Under
this interpretation, if a state court is competent to hear and determine the
class of cases that arise under Section 205 (e) of the Act, it is "competent"
within the meaning of the Act.
In Kersting v. Hardgrove, 24 N. J. Misc. 243, 48 A. (2d) 309 (1946), the

court said that since Congress granted state courts concurrent jurisdiction with
federal courts in the enforcement of the Federal Emergency Price Control Act,
state courts will entertain actions to enforce penalties imposed under the Act.
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The court rejected the contention that the United States is a foreign sovereignty
whose penalties will not be enforced by the state. Most courts which refuse
jurisdiction say that an action under Section 205 (e) is a suit for a penalty,
and courts of one sovereignty will not enforce the penal laws of another. Such
a conclusion was reached in Robinson v. Norato, 71 R. I. 256, 43 A. (2d)
467 (1945). Testa v. Katt, � R. I. �, 47 A. (2d) 312 (1946), holds that
the Federal Emergency Price Control Act is "penal", and an action could not

be maintained by a customer who was overcharged. Some of the other state
courts hold that Congress cannot by expressly vesting the state courts with

jurisdiction to enforce penal laws of the United States, compel them to do so

if they are unwilling. Miller v. Municipal Court, 22 Cal. (2d) 818, 142 P.

(2d) 297 (1943); Davison v. Ckamplin, 7 Conn. 244 (1828).
On the other hand, in some jurisdictions, recovery in state courts of pen

alties under the Emergency Price Control Act was allowed on the theory that
the Act specifically invests any competent state court with jurisdiction of the
matter. Bowles v. Heckman, � Ind. � , 64 N. E. (2d) 660 (1946); Bowles
v. Barde Steel Co., 177 Ore. 421, 164 P. (2d) 692 (1945); In Walker v. Gil-

man, � Wash. �, 171 P. (2d) 797 (1946), the Supreme Court of Washing
ton enforced the Federal Emergency Price Control Act in a tenant's action

against a landlord for overcharges of rent. The court said that it could not

decline jurisdiction since Congress spoke "for the whole nation" and established
"... a policy for every state that supersedes any local policy to the contrary."
Id. at �, 171 P. (2d) at 804. The court refused to follow the theory of Rob
inson v. Norato, supra. In De Crescenzi v. Veritas Political Club, 24 N. J.
Misc. 246, 48 A. (2d) 303 (1946), the Circuit Court assumed jurisdiction of
an action brought by a tenant to recover rent overcharges under the Act. In
Dunakin v. South-western Consumer Co-op Association, 49 N. M. 69, 157 P.

(2d) 243 (1945), the court accepted jurisdiction and said the Act should be

reasonably construed and its enforcement should proceed in a manner to ac

complish the broad purposes of the Act.
It has long been established that courts will not execute foreign penal laws.

Huntington v. Attrill, 146 U. S. 657 (1892); The Antelope, 10 Wheat. 66

(U. S. 1825). The problem that arises is one of definition. What determines
whether a statute is penal or remedial? The test generally adopted by the

courts is aimed at discovering whether the purpose of the statute is to punish
an offense against the public justice of a state or to afford a private remedy
to a person injured by the wrongful act. Huntington v. Attrill, supra. Appli
cation of that test to the instant case supports the decision of the court, since
the Price Administrator sustained no personal injury or loss and brought the
suit only by virtue of his public office.

There remains the question of the status of the treble damage provision
when the action is instituted by the purchaser. He has sustained a personal
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loss at least to the extent of the overcharge. As late as August 1946, there

was apparently only one state in which such actions had been dismissed as

penal. Robinson v. Norato, supra; Testa v. Katt, supra. Recovery of treble

damages rather than merely the amount of the overcharge, has been permitted
as a matter of public policy and public interest in enforcement of a vital war

time measure, on the theory that the provision of the statute authorizing such

actions by the purchaser was fundamentally remedial, rather than penal. Walker

v. Gilman, supra. Future cases will determine whether the exigencies of war

time litigation will establish such actions arising under federal statutes as re

medial, and therefore enforceable in individual states.

JOHN B. MCMANUS, JR.

CONFLICT OF LAWS�State Court May not Furnish a Forum for a Federal
Action Unless the State, Itself, Conferred Jurisdiction on its Own Court.

Section 205 (f) of the emergency price control Act of 1942, 56 Stat. 23,
as amended, 50 U. S. C. � 901 (Supp. 1946), authorized the Price Administrator
to issue licenses as a condition of selling any commodity subject to control
under the Act. It further provided that, after a preliminary warning, the Ad
ministrator might petition any state or territorial court of competent juris
diction for an order suspending the license for a period of not more than twelve

months, if the court found that the licensee had violated any provision of the
Act. The Administrator petitioned the lower Massachusetts court to order the

suspension of the defendant's license and for an injunction against making
sales during the period of suspension. The defendant demurred and the judge
sustained the demurrer, but being of the opinion that the ruling so affected
the merits of the controversy, he sent it to the Supreme Judicial Court of
Massachusetts for determination. Held, the power to entertain this type of
case must have been conferred by the Commonwealth which created the court,
and not by Congress. Therefore, the lower court did not have jurisdiction to

hear this case or grant the order sought. Adm'r of O. P. A. v. Chook, � Mass.
�

, 68 N. E. (2d) 662 (1946).
This case follows established precedents, but its unusual feature lies in the

fact that it is the United States Government acting under a federal law, which
is being refused a forum. A trend of extremely recent cases suggests that this
decision might well be the exception rather than the rule in the future. The
Massachusetts court seems to have had no hesitation in the application of
the jurisdictional doctrine to this controversy; but as quite often happens, they
have taken the doctrinaire framework, and following the example of the un

original but resourceful Procrustes, they have lopped off here and stretched
a bit there to fit a disciplinary "bed". Their fundamental thesis is sound.

Jurisdiction is conferred on a court by the sovereign which creates it, and
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reference must be made to the local law to determine whether or not a specified
court has power to entertain any particular type of case. If the law of the
forum does not provide a form of action appropriate for the enforcement of
the foreign right, the action may not be maintained. 3 Beale, Conflict of
Laws (1935) �� 586.1, 608.1. This is a fairly simple postulate of the law,
but the blindfolded Lady of Justice is not satisfied and must subject most

of her basic principles to qualifications and exceptions. Even as recently as

1934 the variations were not too extreme. For instance, only when a plaintiff
could find a court into which he has a right to come, could he claim the pro
tection of the Constitution. But the Constitution does not require the state
to provide such a court. Anglo-American Provision Co. v. Davis Provision Co.,
191 U. S. 373 (1903). A state may determine the limits of the jurisdiction
of its courts and the character of the controversies heard in them. Chambers v.

Baltimore & O. R.R., 207 U. S. 142 (1907). The framework was further

strengthened by Douglas v. New York, N. H. & H. R.R., 279 U. S. 377 (1929),
which held that a state may determine the extent to which its courts shall
become a forum for the trial of transitory causes of action arising in other
states. This framework did not need Procrustean methods until situations cre

ated by certain federal laws, principally the Federal Employers' Liability Act,
35 Stat. 65 (1908), 45 U. S. C. � 51 (1940), began to arise.
The state courts now face three limitations in applying this doctrine, two

of them entirely constitutional, while the third, even in its constitutional

aspects, is burdened with serious political and social connotations.
The first is illustrated by the Douglas case, supra, which was brought on

the privileges and immunities clause of the Constitution. U. S. Const. Amend.

XIV, � 1. A Connecticut resident was injured in Connecticut. The defendant
was a Connecticut corporation doing business in New York where the suit was

brought. Petitioner, who was refused a forum in New York, claimed that a

New York statute discriminated between citizens and non-citizens, but the

Supreme Court held there was no discrimination as the statute applied to

residence, and a citizen of New York had only the same right as a resident
of the state, whether citizen or not. Therefore, as long as there was no dis
crimination the state was allowed to refuse a forum. Still, if there had been

discrimination, the privileges and immunities clause would have applied. In
McKnett v. St. Louis & S. F. R.R., 292 U. S. 230 (1934), the Court held
that the power of the state to determine limits of jurisdiction of its courts and
the character of its controversies heard in them is subject to the privileges
and immunities clause. This last case, dealing with the Federal Employers'
Liability Act, has formed the spearhead of our third limitation in dealing with
the principal doctrine.
The second limitation, constitutional in form, was grounded on the full faith

and credit clause of the Constitution, U. S. Const. Art. IV, � 1, and usually
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required a judgment from the foreign state. This was exemplified by the

Anglo-American Provision case, supra, which held that if the plaintiff could

find a court into which he had a right to come, then the effect of the judgment
is fixed by the Constitution, or in other words, the judgment is entitled to

full faith and credit from the state of the forum.
It is difficult to give a brief summation of the third limitation, because its

history is inextricably bound up with the nation's political and social growth.
It is best typified by the cases under the Federal Employers' Liability Act,
where the distinct growth is plainly traceable. The first outstanding exposition
was Mondou v. New York, N. H. & H. R.R., 223 U. S. 1. (1912), which held
that federal action, within its sphere, is paramount to and superseded state law.

Consequently this Act established a policy binding on all states; and if the
court in which the action is brought is "otherwise competent", it is under a

duty to exercise its jurisdiction. Although this case deviated on the primacy
of federal law, it still followed the basic doctrine that the law making the
state court competent must come from the state, and only in the conflict of
the two employers' liability laws, the state's and the federal, would the federal
law be supreme. Closely following this were the Second Employers' Liability
Cases, 223 U. S. 1 (1912), holding substantially the same, (the Mondou case

was one of them), namely, that if the state court has conferred upon it a

jurisdiction competent to decide rights of the like character and class, it should
exercise that jurisdiction although the foundation of the proceedings is a

federal statute. The line becomes more distinct with the McKnett case, supra,
in which state courts were ordered not to discriminate against rights arising
under federal laws. But still the state courts were not forced to take juris
diction of federal laws where they were not "otherwise competent" under state
law.
The settled doctrine received another jolt from two recent cases, Miles v.

Illinois Cent. R.R., 315 U. S. 698 (1942), and Baltimore & 0. R.R., v. Kepner,
314 U. S. 44 (1941). Both of these cases held that a state court of equity did
not have the power to enjoin residents of the state from prosecuting in an

other state an action arising under the Federal Employers' Liability Act, if
those courts had jurisdiction under the Act. Thus Congress could constitution

ally compel the states to furnish forums for the litigation of federally created
civil rights. But the court qualified this blunt statement by saying that only
upon two grounds would refusal of the state to take jurisdiction be overruled,
that is, that the states cannot refuse jurisdiction on the ground of inconvenience
or confusion of function. This is a further step away, but still most of the
basic doctrine remained for � 6 of the Act does not compel states to provide
a forum for litigation but only prevents their refusal on the ground of jorum
non conveniens or confusion of function.
The inevitable was bound to happen. One jurisdiction finally went all the
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way. In Leet v. Union Pac. R.R., 25 Cal. (2d) 605, 155 P. (2d) 42 (1944),
the California Supreme Court held that the lower California court must exercise

original jurisdiction in actions brought under the Federal Employers' Liability
act. General comment, since this decision, has pointed out that the judicial
history of the Act does not require the result reached in that case. (1945) 58

Harv. L. Rev. 877. Regardless of this comment, the significance of this trend

cannot be overlooked.
In the instant case the court believed that the suspension of a license

granted by an administrative officer under an act of Congress is not a part
of the general equity jurisprudence of the lower state court. Under the basic

doctrine, their holding is correct, as there was no question of the privileges
and immunities or full faith and credit clause of the Constitution being in

volved. However, it will be interesting to watch the trend in the future on

this third limitation, for what applies to the Federal Employers' Liability Act
could apply to another federal law as well. The extremities of today are but
the commonplaces of tomorrow. Even Procrustes demonstrated the aridity of
his method when he was "fitted" to his own bed.

WILLIAM j. dee

CONFLICT OF LAWS�The Nature and Amount of a Claim Is Conclusively
Determined by a Judgment in One State and May Not Be Relitigated
in Liquidation Proceedings in a Second State, It Not Appearing That
the Court of the First State Lacked Jurisdiction over Either the Parties
or the Subject Matter.

Chicago Lloyds, an unincorporated association, was authorized by Illinois
to transact an insurance business in Illinois and other states. It qualified to

do business in Missouri. In 1934 petitioner sued Chicago Lloyds in a Missouri
court for malicious prosecution and false arrest at which time Chicago Lloyds
was solvent. In 1938, before judgment was obtained in Missouri, Chicago
Lloyds became insolvent and a statutory liquidator was appointed by an Illinois
court. The court issued an order staying suits against Chicago Lloyds where
upon counsel for Chicago Lloyds withdrew from the Missouri suit. Petitioner,
although notified of the stay order, proceeded to obtain a judgment by default
in the Missouri court and filed that judgment as proof of his claim in the
Illinois proceedings. Held, the nature and amount of petitioner's claim has
been conclusively determined by the Missouri judgment and may not be re-

litigated in the Illinois proceedings, it not appearing that the Missouri court
lacked jurisdiction over either the parties or the subject matter. Morris v.

Jones, 67 Sup. Ct. 451 (1947).
The decision is important, for the reason that it involves a
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substantive question under the full faith and credit clause of the Con

stitution. U. S. Const. Art. IV, � 1. An Illinois statute provides in effect

that when an Illinois insurance company becomes insolvent, the title to all

local assets of the defunct concern becomes vested in a liquidator appointed
by an Illinois court. All claims not previously reduced to valid judgment must
be proven on their merits in proceedings against the liquidator in Illinois.

This mode of proof applies also to out-of-state creditors so as to require such

creditors to prove their claims against the Illinois assets in liquidation as

though they were Illinois creditors. III. Rev. Stat. (1945) c. 73, � 799. The

Illinois Supreme Court held that the mandate of the full faith and credit clause

required that precedence be given to the Illinois decree appointing the statutory
liquidator, and that therefore the judgment subsequently obtained in Missouri
had no effect in Illinois. People ex rel Jones v. Chicago Lloyds, 391 111. 492,
63 N. E. (2d) 479 (1945). The answer to this holding is that if either the

liquidator or Chicago Lloyds desired to rely upon the Illinois statute and the
decree of the Illinois court rendered thereunder, that defense should have been
raised in the Missouri proceedings. Roche v. McDonald, 275 TJ. S. 449 (1928).
Any ruling on the question would have been subject to review by the Supreme
Court of the United States, which is the final arbiter of questions arising
under the full faith and credit clause. Williams v. North Carolina, 317 U. S.
287 (1942). Res judicata may be pleaded as a bar, not only as respects
matters actually presented to defeat the right assented in the earlier proceed
ing, but also as respects any other available matter which might have been

presented to that end. Chicot County Drainage District v. Baxter State Bank,
308 U. S. 371 (1940). This enunciation represents the ultimate in the doc
trine of res judicata. The result of this ruling in the instant case is that the
Missouri judgment is res judicata as to all defenses which might have been
raised there. Since the defense that the Illinois decree should have been given
full faith and credit by the Missouri court was not raised in that court, it
could not be raised thereafter in the Illinois proceedings.
The fact that the judgment rendered by the Missouri court was obtained

by default after counsel for Chicago Lloyds had withdrawn from the suit upon
the advice of the Illinois liquidator is immaterial, for "A judgment of a court

having jurisdiction of the parties and of the subject matter operates as res

judicata, in the absence of fraud or collusion, even if obtained upon a default."
Riehle v. Margolies, 279 U. S. 218, 225 (1929). Once a valid judgment is
rendered in Missouri, no defense can be made in Illinois that the claim upon
which the judgment was rendered is of such a nature that its recognition is

opposed to the law or the public policy of Illinois, and the judgment cannot

be impeached in Illinois even if it went upon a misapprehension of the Illinois
law. Fauntleroy v. Lum, 210 U. S. 230 (1908).
The state courts have been about evenly split on the question involved in
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the principal case. See Notes (1935) 96 A. L. R. 485. The line of cases

which are contrary to Morris v. Jones hold that where a statutory liquidator
or receiver is appointed, the court taking jurisdiction of the property draws
unto itself exclusive control over the proof of all claims. Evans v. Illinois Surety
Co., 319 111. 105, 149 N. E. 802 (1925); Hackett v. Supreme Council, 206

Mass. 139, 92 N. E. 133 (1910); Attorney General v. Supreme Council, 196

Mass. 151, 81 N. E. 966 (1907). The holdings in these cases are based on

the theory that such control over the proof of claims is necessary for the pro
tection of the exclusive jurisdiction of the court over the property. The
Court in the principal case declares this to be an erroneous assumption, for

proof and allowance of claims are matters distinct from distribution and do
not deal directly with any of the property. The decision of the Court thus
overrules this line of cases.

Another apparently controversial point is also settled by the decision in
the instant case; namely, that the insolvent company and the statutory liqui
dator are in privity with each other. That this point is controversial is wit
nessed by the fact that the dissenting opinion rendered by Mr. Justice Frank
furter held as follows:

"The liquidator was not a party to the Missouri action; he had not been

served; he had not appeared; he expressly denied the right of Lloyds to rep
resent and bind the Illinois liquidation estate . . . The liquidator, as trustee

for the creditors of the extinct Illinois company, represented interests that were
not the same as those represented by the extinct company when it conducted
its own business. In short, the Illinois liquidator was thus a stranger to the
Missouri judgment and it cannot be invoked against him in Illinois." Morris
v. Jones, supra at 461.

In another case in which the facts were remarkably similar to those in the

principal case it was held that a creditor, who proceeded to obtain judgment
by default against the corporation in a foreign state, could not have his claim
established in Illinois by proof of his judgment, as the Constitutional provision
for giving full faith and credit to foreign judgments could not apply to make
the judgment binding on the receiver, who was not a party to the action.
Evans v. Illinois Surety Co., 319 111. 105, 149 N. E. 802 (1925). It is in

teresting to note that the Supreme Court disposes of this question with a single
sentence, "Nor is there any lack of privity between Chicago Lloyds and the
Illinois liquidator. Cj. Ingersoll v. Coram, 211 U. S. 335, 362-364." Morris v.

Jones, supra, at 455. Nothing more is said on the subject, and the case which
the Court cites for comparison merely holds that two ancillary administrators
are not in privity. The existence of privity is of course essential to the de
cision in the case, for otherwise the judgment obtained against Lloyds could
not be conclusive upon the liquidator. Bigelow v. Old Dominion Copper Mining
and Smelting Co., 225 U. S. Ill (1912). But despite the fact that the Court
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made no further comment upon the question of privity, and despite the con

flicting opinion expressed by the dissenters in the principal case and by the

Supreme Court of Illinois in the Evans case, the position taken by the ma

jority appears to be sound. The Missouri creditor has relied upon his right
to sue the company in Missouri. He has spent much time and money in bring
ing suit against the company in Missouri and he should not be made to begin
all over again in Illinois merely because by Illinois law a liquidator is ap

pointed for the company shortly before the creditor has obtained his judgment.
The decision in this case 'does not give the creditor any priority on his claim
in Illinois. It merely relieves him of the onerous task of again proving the
nature and amount of his claim to the satisfaction of the Illinois court. The
disinclination of the Illinois court to submit to the supposed dictation of an
other court in respect to the validity and amount of a claim on the Illinois
assets may not be entirely unnatural, but such disinclinations should not be

encouraged. No court can assume that the judgment of another court of com
petent jurisdiction is unjust. The comment made by Goodrich upon the case

of Fauntleroy v. hum, supra, seems to apply with equal force to the principal
case: "The result, while not comforting to local prejudices, seems an exceed

ingly desirable one from the broader point of view." 'Goodrich, Conflict of
Laws (2d ed. 1938) 541.

F. SHIELO MCCANDLISH

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW�Where the Common Law Record Before the
Court Includes an Entry by the Trial Judge that the Accused in a Criminal
Trial Was Warned of His Right to Counsel but the Accused Persisted in

Pleading Guilty, Refusing Counsel, the Court Will not Inquire into Collateral
Factors Affecting Ability of the Accused to Make an Intelligent Waiver if
Such Factors Are not Reviewable Under the State Procedure.

Harice Leroy Carter, a negro 30 years of age, was indicted for murder in
Illinois in 1929 and later sentenced to 99 years in prison. In 1945, he peti
tioned the Supreme Court of Illinois for his release, claiming that the conviction
was vitiated by the denial of his right to counsel under the Fourteenth Amend
ment. The Supreme Court of Illinois affirmed the conviction. Certiorari was

granted by the Supreme Court of the United States. The trial judge's entry,
which was part of the common law record, indicated that the accused at ar

raignment expressed a desire to plead guilty, and that the judge had fully
explained the consequence of such a plea and all of the accused's rights, in
cluding the right to have the court appoint counsel for him. The accused per
sisted and pleaded guilty. Thereupon the judge, before sentence, had a hearing
to show mitigating circumstances. The Illinois statute gives the judge discretion
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in sentence of death or imprisonment from fourteen years to life. Counsel
was appointed for this hearing.
Matter extrinsic to the common law record indicated that the accused had

been arrested the night of the crime, questioned far into the night, taken to

an adjoining town for keeping, and held twelve days before arraignment. The

accused was a negro, and it was alleged that he was held incommunicado from

time of his arrest untl he was arraigned without the benefit of counsel. The

indictment was five pages in length and was so framed that he could be con

victed of first-degree murder, lesser degrees of homicide, voluntary or involun

tary manslaughter, assault with a deadly weapon, or lesser degrees of assault.

Held, when the petitioner invokes a remedy provided by the state, the decision
must be judged on the scope of that remedy and what the court had before it,
in this case the common law record, since there is no bill of exceptions. Where

such record contains an entry by the trial judge that the accused is warned of

his right to counsel, factors that might suggest fundamental unfairness in the

proceedings before the trial judge e.g., racial handicaps of the accused, his

possible mental incapacity or his inability to make intelligent choice, precipi
tancy in the acceptance of a plea of guilty, will not be considered until brought
before the court through the proper procedural device of the state, or that
of the federal courts in case the state has no such procedure. Carter v. People
of Illinois, 67 Sup. Ct. 216 (1946).
The Constitution guarantees the accused the right to assistance of counsel

before the courts of the United States. U. S. Const. Amend. VI. It has been
held that in any federal criminal case, regardless of the character of the offense,
this amendment would be violated if an indigent person were tried and con

victed without counsel, unless he was intelligent and completely waived his right.
Johnson v. Zerbst, 304 U. S. 458 (1938). The right to counsel means the right
to adequate and not merely perfunctory representation. Where counsel has
been appointed to represent two conspirators in the same trial against the
objection of one of the accused that his interest conflicts with that of the other
defendant, there is not sufficient right to counsel. Glasser v. United States,
315 U. S. 60 (1942). The assignment of counsel must be made in such time
and under such circumstances to allow him to give effective aid in the prepa
ration of the case for trial. Powell v. Alabama, 287 U. S. 45 (1932). Cf. Avery
v. Alabama, 308 U. S. 444 (1940). Where an army officer has less than two
hours to select counsel and prepare his defense, a judgment of court martial
dismissing him from the service is void. Shapiro v. United States, 69 F. Supp.
205 (Ct. CI. 1947).
The due process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment does not incorporate,

as such, the specific guarantees of the Sixth Amendment. Palko v. Connecticut,
302 U. S. 319 (1937); Hurtado v. People of California, 110 U. S. 516 (1884).
However, a denial by a state of rights or privileges specifically embodied in
the first eight Amendments may, in certain circumstances, or in connection
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with other elements, operate to deprive a litigant of due process of law in
violation of the Fourteenth Amendment. Cf. Palko v. Connecticut, supra;
Powell v. Alabama, supra. Some principles, such as the right to counsel in cer

tain cases, are implicit in the concept of ordered justice and liberty and are

guaranteed against denial by the states through the Fourteenth Amendment.
In a capital case, where the defendant is unable to employ counsel, and is

incapable of adequately making his own defense because of ignorance, feeble

mindedness, illiteracy, or the like, it is the duty of the court, whether requested
or not, to assign counsel for him as a necessary requisite of due process of law.
Powell v. Alabama, supra. But due process does not obligate the states to

furnish counsel to an indigent defendant in every case, merely because the right
to counsel exists. Betts v. Brady, 316 U. S. 455 (1942). Cf. Tomkins v. Mis

souri, 323 U. S. 485 (1945).
The accused may competently and intelligently waive the right to assistance

of counsel. The determination of whether there has been an intelligent waiver
of the right to counsel depends upon the particular facts and circumstancs of
each case, including the background, experience, and conduct of the accused.
Johnson v. Zerbst, supra. Waiver may be implied in certain cases, but it is
not always implied from a voluntary plea of guilty. Rice v. Olson, 324 U. S.
786 (1945).
The Court in the instant case recognized and reaffirmed the above rules.

However, it chose to stand on the rule that procedural provisions to guarantee
due process are within the prerogative of the state. If the state affords no

mode of redressing the wrong, the accused may go to the federal courts for
relief. Where there is a remedy provided by the state, a defendant must first
exhaust it in the manner prescribed by the state. House v. Mayo, 324 TJ. S.
42 (1945) ; Ex Parte Hawk, 321 U. S. 114 (1944). The majority of the Court
insisted that factors suggesting possible unfairness in the proceedings at the
trial were not now before the Court for review. Other remedies were considered

open to the petitioner, however.
The four dissenting justices did not agree that the Illinois court rested its

decision on the fact that the petitioner could not raise the issue on the ab
breviated common law record. The state court on this ground disposed of a

claim that there had been violation of due process by reason of the method
of arrest and the unfairness of the trial. However, in considering the question
of right to counsel the Illinois court said: "No duty rests upon the court to

provide legal assistance for an accused, unless he states, under his oath, his

inability to procure counsel, and expresses a desire to have the court appoint
one. There being no bill of exceptions, and it not appearing that plaintiff in
error sought to have an attorney appointed for him, this assignment of error
cannot be sustained." People v. Carter, 391 111. 594, 595, 63 N. E. (2d) 763,
764 (1945).
The dissent pointed out that by the rule announced the record was inade-
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quate only by neglect of defendant to produce a bill of exceptions. This was

thought not to be fatal in a capital case. It was pointed out that if a defendant
is not capable of making his own defense, it should be the duty of the court
to appoint counsel, whether requested to do so or not. See Williams v. Kaiser,
323 U. S. 471 (194S).
The Supreme Court is still firm in its holding that the accused has a right

to counsel where the record shows that the accused is without counsel through
out the proceedings and is not advised of his rights. De Meerleer v. People,
67 Sup. Ct. 596 (1947). However, the instant case seems to place a limitation
on the recent holdings. When the record shows the trial judge warned the
accused of his rights, the Court will not review factors on the record certified
to it that might sustain unfairness in the trial, unless such facts are properly
before the lower court under the procedure of that court.

ROBERT W. BARKER

CONTRACTS�Delay in Completion Caused by the Government Does not

Give Contractor a Claim for Damages.
The Navy Department awarded a contract for the construction of a de

contamination building to plaintiff, work to be completed sixty days from
date of notice to commence. The contract, a standard form providing certain

penalties in event of failure of the contractor to meet the time specifications,
exempted him from liability if the delay was without his fault and due to acts

�of the Government, unusually severe weather, and certain other causes. Work
was commenced in due course after notice, but was not completed to the satis
faction of the government representative until eighty-two days after the con

tract date for completion. Causes of the delay were three: (1) operation of
the preference system which delayed the delivery of materials, (2) unusually
severe weather, (3) failure of the Government to deliver promptly the neces

sary decontamination protector units. These were recognized to be without
negligence on the part of plaintiff and the time for completion of the work
was extended an equivalent period. The full contract price was paid by the

-contracting officer, without prejudice to the claim of plaintiff for additional
"overhead" expenses, incurred by reason of the delay on the part of the Gov
ernment in furnishing the necessary materials and protector units. Plaintiff

interpreted this as a breach of an implied warranty by the Government to

make the work promptly available, and filed suit in the Court of Claims of
the United States. Held, the rights of a contractor in case *of failure to meet

the contract date for completion due to excusable reasons without his fault
are limited specifically to extension of the time for completion; there is no

implied warranty on the part of the Government to pay damages for failure
to make the work promptly available. /. /. Kelly Co. v. United States, 69 F.

Supp. 117 (Ct. CI. 1947).
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When the company was released from further work, they were paid the
contract price as modified by change orders, amounting to $47,897.46. Noth

ing additional was paid to cover their claim of $2,990.37 for additional costs
due to delay in completion of the work from February 8 to May 1, 1943. They
were advised that an extension of the contract time was of right when neces

sitated by delays without fault on the part of the contractor, but that there
was no corresponding provision in the contract for an increase in the contract

price to cover additional expenses for such reason. Without first appealing to

the Secretary of Navy, plaintiff filed the present suit for $2,990.37, stating
as basis of the claim the eighty-two day delay occasioned by the preference
system and nondelivery of the protector units. Since the testimony did not

show what proportion of the delay was caused by each, the court held ithat
an apportionment was impossible and the entire claim had to be denied. The

preference system being an act of sovereignty in wartime, the Government
was not liable to the plaintiff for any damages due to that system. Horowitz
v. United States, 267 U. S. 458 (1925); Barbour & Sons v. United States, 104
Ct. CI. 360 (1945).
The decision would have been no different, however, had the damages been

separable, the court stated. The Supreme \Court in United States v. Howard
P. Foley Co., 67 Sup. Ct. 154 (1946), held that Article 9 of the standard
contract form covered the contractor's sole I rights in case of damages due to

delay on the part of the Government. This decision bound the Court of Claims

though it had long been their interpretation of Article 9 that it was intended

only to fix the penalties to be levied against the contractor who failed to

prosecute his work efficiently. In a number of actions they had allowed re

covery for claims against the United States for failure to make work available;
in almost as great a number they had been overruled by the Supreme Court.
Article 9 of United States Standard Form No. 23 as summarized states es

sentially:
"If the contractor fails to prosecute the work with such diligence as will

insure its completion within the time specified, the /Government may terminate
his right to proceed with the work, and by utilizing the materials, appliances,
and plant on the site of ithe work, prosecute the same to completion. If the
Government does not terminate the right to proceed, the contractor shall con
tinue the work and pay to the Government liquidated damages for each day's
delay. Provided, that the contractor shall not be so penalized because of any
delays in the completion of the work due to unforeseeable causes beyond the
control and without the negligence of the contractor, if the contracting officer
extends the time for completing the work when in his judgment the findings
of fact justify such an extension."

In H. E. Crook Co.lv. United States, 59 Ct. CI. 593 (1924), plaintiff was

awarded a contract with a similar provision to install a heating system in a

Naval machine shop, following its construction by a prime contractor. Due
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to delays in the construction work, plaintiff finished his job almost a year late,
at great additional expense. Although Ihis completion date was extended, the
heating contractor was forced to sue for the damages incurred. Recovery was

denied since the work had been continued without protest. The< Supreme Court
affirmed the holding but for a different reason. H. E. Crook Co. v. United States,
270 U.> S. 4. (1926). There was no express provision in the contract wherein
the Government bound itself to make the work available on time; none could
be implied due to the express reservation in the Government of the right to
interrupt work for changes, and to the existence of a prime contractor making
the completion date provisional. In United States v. Rice, 95 Ct. CI. 84 (1941),
a similar contract was awarded to a "follow-up" contractor for the plumbing,
heating, and ventilation of a Veterans Administration hospital. This time

plaintiff was delayed when the original site failed to meet standards and the
Government stopped work until a new location could be located. The court

held plaintiff entitled to damages in addition to an extension of time, since
the contract contained no express provision relieving the Government from lia

bility for its own delays. Again the Supreme Court disagreed, Rice v. United

States, 317 U. S. 61 (1942), and reversed, pointing out the specific reservation
of the right to delay for a change of plans. The Court of Claims took its stand
once more in Howard P Foley Co. v. United States, 105 Ct. CI. 161 (1945).
An electrical contractor was hired on United States Standard Form 23 to lay
the wiring at the National Airport, Gravelly Point, Virginia. The agreement
called for his working on the runways one by one as they were released by
the Government engineers. Due to the long and irregular intervals between
the releasing of the segments, plaintiff took 157 days additional to complete
the work. The court allowed his claim for the additional expense not due to

his own fault, pointing out that the Crook decision, supra, involved a prime
contractor, while here the Government did its own construction; that the Rice

decision, supra, turned on a i change of plans of the Government, while here it
was mere delay. Once more there was a reversal, United States v. Howard P.

Foley, 67 Sup. Ct. 154 (1946). The Supreme' Court stated that this case was

not to be distinguished from the former holdings by reason of more or less

anticipation of changes and held:<(l) the Government did not expressly cov

enant to make the work available at any specific time, (2) the standard form
of contract does not imply an unqualified warranty to that effect, (3) Article
9 of i the contract sets out the entire procedure in case of a delay, no matter

by which party caused.
As a result, in the present Kelly case, supra, the Court of iClaims made no

attempt to distinguish, but merely acquiesced, suggesting that Article 9 be
amended to allow compensation ifor such necessary costs due to wrongful delay
by the Government. This seeming acquiescence of the court in accepting the

problem as settled was belied almost immediately by their holding in Fuller v.
United States, 69 F. Supp. 409, 412 (Ct. CI. 1947): "In the absence of such an
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express provision [exempting the Government from liability] , neither this court

nor the Supreme Court has ever exempted the Government from liability for

damages for delays not contemplated by the contract." At just what point
this conflict of interpretation will cease is difficult to determine. One can be

sure, however, that the Supreme Court's view of Article 9 is authoritative and

that in the future only collateral attacks will be made on the general concept.
EDMUNO E. PENDLETON, JR.

COURT MARTIAL�A Court Martial in Contravention of Defendant's Con
stitutional Rights Is Void Because of Lack of Jurisdiction and May Be

Reviewed by Civil Courts.

Plaintiff, a Second Lieutenant in the Army of the United States, was con

victed by a court martial of a violation of the Ninety-Sixth Article of War,
41 Stat. 806 (1920), 10 U. S. C. � 1568 (1940), following which he was

dismissed from the service. He alleged that the court martial did not have

jurisdiction to render the verdict of dismissal and that therefore he was en

titled to his salary from the time of his dismissal to the time he was medically
discharged after a subsequent reinduction. The defendant's demurrer was over

ruled. Held, that the case states a cause of action and the Court of Claims

may hold a court martial conviction void if in that proceeding the defendant's
constitutional rights under the Fifth and Sixth Amendments have been denied.

Shapiro v. United States, 69 F. Supp. 205 (Ct. CI. 1947).
In plaintiff's allegation that the court martial was without jurisdiction to

impose sentence these facts were brought forth. Shapiro was appointed to

defend a soldier charged with assault with intent to rape. During the pro
ceedings he substituted for the defendant another soldier who was identified

by the prosecuting witness as her assailant. Lieutenant Shapiro thereupon in
formed the court of the deception he had practiced.

Several days later Shapiro was arrested and charged with violating the 96th
Article of War, in that he had effected "a delay in the orderly progress of
said General Court Martial." This charge was served at 12:40 p.m. and he
was notified that he would be tried at 2:00 p.m. on the same day at a town

35 miles away. He then selected two non-lawyer officers to defend him. When
the court martial convened plaintiff moved for a continuance on the ground
that counsel had not sufficient time to prepare his defense. The motion was

denied and plaintiff was tried, convicted and sentenced to be dismissed by
5:30 p.m. of the same afternoon. Sentence was approved by the convening
authority and the President and accused was dismissed from the service by
order of the Secretary of War. The Articles of War, 41 Stat. 787 (1920),
10 U. S. C. � 1471 et seq. (1940), designate many crimes and offenses and
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then gather up the non-enumerated, indefinable offenses of military life under
the title conduct prejudicial to "good order and military discipline". 96th
Article of War, 41 Stat. 806, 10 U. S. C. � 1568 (1940).
Proceedings of a lawfully constituted military tribunal, acting within the

scope of its lawful authority with jurisdiction over the person and subject
matter involved, cannot be reviewed or set aside by civil courts. United States
ex rel. French v. Weeks, 259 U. S. 326 (1922). Civil courts are not courts of
error to review the proceedings and sentences of courts martial where they
have complied with the statutory requirements governing their proceedings.
Mullan v. United States, 212 U. S. 516 (1909); Swaim v. United States, 165
U. S. 553 (1897); Ex parte Reed, 100 U. S. 13 (1879); Dynes v. Hoover, 20
How. '65 (TJ. S. 1857). Even in a proceeding in habeas corpus on behalf of
a person imprisoned under a sentence of a court martial, the inquiry must

be limited to the jurisdiction of the court martial over the offense charged
and 'the punishment inflicted. Collins v. McDonald, 258 TJ. S. 416 (1922);
Johnson v. Sayre, 158 U. S. 109 (1895) ; In re Grimley, 137 U. S. 147 (1890).
Nor is the decision of a court martial on a matter of procedure reviewable by
the civil courts. McRae v. Henkes, 111 Fed. 108 (C. C. A. 8th, 1921).
However, a suit to recover salary for removal from office contrary to and

in violation of a law of Congress is within the jurisdiction of the Court of

Claims, 42 Stat. 24 (1921), 28 U. S. C. � 250 (1940); Richardson v. United

States, 64 Ct. CI. 233 (1927). And if the court martial is void and an officer
is dismissed as a result of the court's findings, he is entitled to pay until the

organization to which he belonged was mustered out. United States v. Brown,
206 U. S. 240 (1907). See Runkle v. United States, 122 U. S. 543 (1887).
It is important to note that the accused has a right to representation by

counsel and, unless intelligently waived, failure to safeguard this right ousts
the court of jurisdiction, and renders the judgment therein obtained a nullity.
Johnson v. Zerbst, 304 U. S. 458 (1938). Moreover the judgment of a court

martial does not carry with it the presumptions of legality and validity which
protects the judgments of a civil court of general jurisdiction against collateral
attack. Runkle v. United States, 122 U. S. 543 (1887); Schita v. King, 133
F. (2d) 283 (C. C. A. 8th, 1943); Ver Mehren v. Sirmyer, 36 F. (2d) 876
(C. C. A. 8th, 1929).
The due process clause of the Fifth Amendment does not cease to protect

a person who joins the armed forces. Reaves v. Ainsworth, 219 U. S. 296

(1911); United States ex rel Innes v. Hiatt, 141 F. (2d) 664 (C. C. A. 3d,
1944). The right to assistance of counsel is fundamental but extends to and
includes the right to be accorded a reasonable time for counsel to prepare a

trial. Powell v. Alabama, 287 U. S. 45 (1932); Commonwealth v. O'Keefe,
298 Pa. 169, 148 Atl. 73 (1929). This is repeated in the Army directives'
"The right to prepare for trial is fundamental, to deny the right is to deny
a trial." (1943) 2 Bull. J. A. G. 138.
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The court in dismissing the demurrer, excoriated the court martial in the

following words: "... a more flagrant case of military despotism would be
hard to imagine ... it was a case of almost complete denial of plaintiffs
constitutional rights."
Thus the Court of Claims could declare the court martial void since juris

diction was lost because the totality of errors in the facts as admitted pointed
to a failure of due process. The fact remains, however, and has been reiterated
that the court martial 's finding is final and will not be disturbed unless there
is either an express or implied loss of jurisdiction. In re Yamashita, 327 U. S.

1, 8, 23 (1946). The court in the instant case, therefore, is within its authority
to entertain jurisdiction and to declare the court martial judgment void for
the purpose alone of giving the plaintiff judgment for the pay of which he
was illegally deprived.

JAMES G. BUTLER

CRIMINAL LAW�Person Who Forges Check on Out-of-State Bank Is Liable
under National Stolen Property Act for Causing Transportation of Forged
Security in Interstate Commerce.

The defendant forged three checks drawn upon banks in Massachusetts and

Missouri, and cashed them in Michigan. He was indicted on three counts for
violation of � 3 of the National Stolen Property Act, as amended, 48 Stat. 794

(1934), 53 Stat. 1178 (1939), 18 U. S. C. �� 413-419 (1940). The jury
found him guilty on all counts. The circuit court of appeals, on authority of
Kann v. United States, 323 U. S. 88 (1944), reversed the conviction. Sheridan
v. United States, 152 F. (2d) 57 (C. C. A. 6th, 1945).
The Supreme Court granted certiorari. Held, one who forges a check drawn

upon a bank in another state thereby causes it to be transported in interstate
commerce in Violation of the National Stolen Property Act. Sheridan v. United
States, 67 Sup. Ct. 332 (1946).

Section 3 of the National Stolen Property Act provides that whoever "with
unlawful or fraudulent intent shall transport or cause to be transported" in
interstate commerce any forged document shall be subject to fine or imprison
ment. The questions confronting the court were, therefore: Did the defendant
cause the forged security to be transported in interstate commerce; and if so,
did he do this with unlawful or fraudulent intent?
The forger knew that the forged checks would be sent out of state for col

lection; he intended that they should be so sent; he caused them to be trans

ported in interstate commerce. One who induces another, by fraud, to do
what he intends shall be done, causes what is done.
The more difficult question is whether he caused this transportation with

"unlawful or fraudulent intent." This determination would have been easier
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if it were not for the authority of the Kann case, supra. That case was decided
under the Mail Fraud Statute, Rev. Stat. � 5480 (1875), 18 U. S. C. � 338

(1940), which requires that the use of the mails be for the "purpose of exe

cuting such scheme" to defraud. In deciding the case, the Court held that
consummation of the scheme to defraud was completed by cashing the checks;
and, hence, that the mailings in question were not for the purpose of executing
the scheme.
In the instant case, the Court clearly distinguished the Kann case, by stating

that under the National Stolen Property Act "unlawful" has no such narrow

meaning, nor is it rendered meaningless by its identification with fraudulent.
It is broad enough to include any unlawful purpose, such as concealing what
has been done to avoid prosecution. The Act excludes forged securities from
interstate commerce just as it does stolen property and recognizes that this

transportation necessarily aids or contributes to the perpetration of the fraud.

Congress, in passing the Act, was mindful of the impotency of the various
states to cope with completed frauds by persons who used the channels of
interstate commerce to make their escape successful. H. R. Rep. No. 2528,
70th Cong., 2d Sess. (1929) 2; Hearings before Committee on the Judiciary
on H. R. 10287, 70th Cong., 1st Sess. (1928) 3 et seq. Drawing a check on

an out-of-state bank is an easy way to delay and defeat apprehension�which

Congress intended to prevent.
The statute as originally enacted provided that the stolen goods should be

of the value of $5000, and forged securities were not included within the scope
of the Act, 48 Stat. 794 (1934). As amended, 53 Stat. 1178 (1939), it pro
hibited the transportation of forged securities in interstate, commerce but was
silent as to their value. The Court states that the legislative history shows
that the purpose was to bring operators or dealers in forged securities within
the purview of the statute, but even so, there was no intent to exclude the
"little fellows". In United States v. Wood, 58 F. Supp. 451 (N. D. W. Va.

1945), the court held that cashing bad checks drawn on an out-of-state bank
did not violate the statute, citing the Kann case as authority. In considering
the element of value, the court said that if such prosecutions were allowed
without regard to the amount involved, federal courts would be turned into

police or justice of the peace courts. There seems to be little merit in this

argument since in criminal actions the value of the subject matter is of little

importance.
The federal courts have not been in complete accord in interpreting the

Act. Some have held that cashing forged checks on out-of-state banks is
punishable under the Act. Clarke v. Sanford, 156 F. (2d) 115 (C. C. A. 5th,
1946); Barnett v. Hunter, 138 F. (2d) 448 (C. C. A. 10th, 1943); United
States v. Lemons, 67 F. Supp. 985 (W. D. Mo. 1946) ; Tolle v. Sanford, 58
F. Supp. 695 (N. D. Ga. 1945). Those holding contra generally have relied
heavily on the Kann case. United States v. Flores, 66 F. Supp. 880 (D. V. I.
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1946). United States v. Hopper, 63 F. Supp. 612 (D. C. Ore. 1945); United
States v. Wood, supra.
It appears that the Supreme Court has recognized that the intent of Con

gress was to reach a criminal activity that was beyond the power of the indi
vidual states to control. The Court also reemphasized that Congress's power
of control over interstate commerce was sufficient to exclude therefrom any
instrumentalities of crime. This case will clarify the Kann case and probably
insure a uniform enforcement of the Act by the lower courts.

WILLIAM H. STALLINGS

CRIMINAL LAW�Separate Sentences, to Be Served Consecutively, Imposed
upon Each of Two Counts in an Indictment Constitute Excessive Sentence
When Proof of One Count Is Sufficient to Sustain Proof of the Other.

Elliot W. Michener was indicted in two counts under the Act of March 4,
1909, 35 Stat. 1116, 18 U. S. C. � 264 (1940). The first count charged that

appellant unlawfully did cause and procure to be made a plate such as is used

by the Treasury of the United States for the printing of Federal Reserve Notes
of ten-dollar denomination. The second count charged appellant with unlaw
fully having in his custody, control and possession of said plate with intent to
use it in counterfeiting ten-dollar notes. Appellant pleaded guilty on each count

and upon, such plea was given a sentence of fifteen years imprisonment and
a fine of $5,000 on each count, the sentences to be served consecutively. His
motion to vacate the sentence imposed and the judgment entered on the second
count having been denied, he filed an appeal with the United States Circuit
Court of Appeals for the 8th Circuit, contending that he had been twice put
in jeopardy for the same offense, in that the same evidence which was used
to prove his guilt on the first count would sustain a conviction on the second
count. Held, proof of making the plate or procuring it to be made included

proof of the possession of it, so that a judgment imposed on each count con

stituted excessive sentence. Michener v. United States, 157 F. (2d) 616

(C. C. A. 8th, 1946).
There are statutes which seek to make each step or part of a criminal's un

lawful act a distinct offense, as is the case with statutes relating to prohibited
sales of drugs, Blockburger v. United States, 284 U. S. 299 (1932), or to the
unlawful cutting into and ransacking of mail bags in the custody of the gov
ernmental postal service, Ebeling v. Morgan, 237 U. S. 625 (1915). If the
statute involved in the instant case were of that nature, the appellant's claim

respecting double jeopardy would afford him no protection. The violated
statute contains provisions making criminal (1) the actual making of, or any
aid, counseling or procuring directed toward the making of, the counterfeiting
plates, (2) the unlawful control, custody or possession of the plates with in-
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tent to use them in counterfeiting, or (3) the sale or the bringing into the
United States of the prohibited plates without governmental sanction. These

proscribed acts or positions are significantly joined by the conjunction "or".

Noting the acceptance by the court of the appellant's contention that proof
of making the plate or procuring it to be made encompassed proof of possession
of the plate, it is not surprising to read that the circuit court vacated the sen

tence on the second count of the indictment. The decision is in line with pre
vious holdings of the 8th Circuit Court involving the same situation. As early
as 1913, in Stevens v. McClaughry, 207 Fed. 18 (C. C. A. 8th, 1913), it was
postulated that separate offenses, committed at the same time and as parts
of a single continuing criminal act, inspired by the same criminal intent which
is essential to each offense, justified but one punishment. This principle was

reaffirmed in White v. Pescor, 155 F. (2d) 902 (C. C. A. 8th, 1946); Hewitt
v. United States, 110 F. (2d) 1 (C. C. A. 8th, 1940); and Patrilo v. United

States, 7 F. (2d) 804 (C. C. A. 8th, 1925).
However, in handing down the opinion in the instant case the court stated

that, strictly speaking, the erroneous imposition of two penalties for a single
offense did not constitute double jeopardy. The sentence was merely declared
void as to the excess and the remedy recommended and performed was to va

cate the sentence in favor of a more proper one, or to correct the sentence by
eliminating the excess.

In attempting to discover the reasoning behind this holding by studying
similar cases in the other circuits, we are confronted with a second and a more

pragmatic problem offered by this decision. There is a sharp divergence of

opinion on the subject of excessive sentence in identical cases, particularly
with the 9th Circuit. In Matthews v. Swope, 111 F. (2d) 697 (C. C. A. 9th,
1940), the court, ruling upon a set of facts similar with those in the present
case, decided that since the proof necessary to support the first count was dif
ferent from and additional to that required to support the second count, they
must hold against the appellant. The double punishment was not considered
excessive. Again in Michener v. Johnston, 141 F. (2d) 171 (C. C. A. 9th,
1944), the court refused to vacate sentences imposed on each of two counts

in an identical case, saying, "In the present situation the petitioner was charged
in the first count only with 'causing and procuring' the plate to be made. Proof
of that count did not necessarily involve proof of possession ..." Id. at 174.
This quotation enables us to put our finger unerringly upon the crux of the

controversy. The reason for the divergence in the opinion between the courts

seems to be based on the interpretation of constructive possession, the 8th
Circuit holding the view that "making or procuring to be made" a certain

object embraces possessing it, while the 9th Circuit, in opposition, rules that

proof of making or procuring to be made is not per se proof of possessing.
The majority holding seems to be that followed by the 8th Circuit.
In Tritico v. United States, 4 F. (2d) 664 (C. C. A. 5th, 1925), the court
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ruled that the proof of manufacturing liquor included that of possessing liquor
and of possessing apparatus for manufacturing liquor, and vacated the first
and second counts of a three count indictment. The same reasoning was used
in Murphy v. United States, 285 Fed. 801 (C. C. A. 7th, 1923), and Morgan
v. United States, 294 Fed. 82 (C. C. A. 4th, 1923). The 6th Circuit had for

merly adhered to the harsher doctrine affirming double punishment. Reynolds
v. United States, 280 Fed. 1 (C. C. A. 6th, 1922). In that case, after stating
that although the manufacturing of liquor included the possession of liquor
yet the possession of liquor did not include the manufacturing thereof, the
court refused to vacate sentence imposed on each of two counts. It should
be noted that this difference was not based upon a distinct interpretation of
constructive possession but rather upon a basis of the order of charges in the
indictment. If the first included the second, the second would be vacated; if
the second included the first, but the first did not cover the second, that was

unfortunate for the accused. However, in the more recent case of Rutkowski v.
United States, 149 F. (2d) 481 (C. C. A. 6th, 1945), the court adopted the
more lenient attitude exemplified by the present case.

Our two problems, first, the basis for the finding of "excessive sentence",
and secondly, the controversy as to the effect of constructive possession, must
remain in part unanswered, for the decisions of the Supreme Court have not

as yet cast any direct light upon the problem.
The statement that the "... erroneous imposition of two sentences for a

single offense of which the accused has been convicted, or as to which he has

pleaded guilty, does not constitute double jeopardy ..." was made in Holiday
v. Johnston, 313 U. S. 342, 349 (1941), but no explanation was given of what
it did in fact constitute. If the reason is that double jeopardy can only be

pleaded when there have been two separate prosecutions, then the courts must

be held guilty of using the term "double jeopardy" indiscriminately, for the
instances are innumerable in which the phrase has been applied to separate
counts of one single prosecution. Rutkowski v. United States, 149 F. (2d) 481

(C. C. A. 6th, 1945) ; Remaley v. Swope, 100 F. (2d) 31 (C. C. A. 9th, 1938) ;
Cain v. United States, 19 F. (2d) 472 (C. C. A. 8th, 1927) ; Murphy v. United

States, 285 Fed. 801 (C. C. A. 7th, 1923).
Nor has the Supreme Court decided this controversy as to the existence or

non-existence of constructive possession in situations such as were herein pre
sented. It is to be hoped that a case similar to this one will be treated by our

supreme tribunal in order that we may be one step closer to that level of

uniformity and clarity which is surely the ultimate ideal of our judicial system.
ELLAS C. RODRIGUEZ
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CRIMINAL LAW�Statement by Prosecutor on Defendant's Failure to Tes

tify Is Reversible Error Unless the Court Immediately Instructs the Jury
on Defendant's Right not to Testify.

A criminal action was brought against Andrew Brooks for driving a motor

car after his operator's license had been suspended. During a short colloquy
between prosecuting and defense attorneys relating to the presentation of
formal prayers, the prosecutor said to the defense counsel: "You should open
the case. The defendant put on no evidence. He did not take the stand."
There was vigorous objection. The judge made no comment to the jury at

the time, but later charged them to the effect that defendant did not have to

take the stand and the fact that he did not do so should raise no inference
of guilt but should be entirely disregarded. Brooks appealed on the ground
that the trial judges' refusal to declare a mistrial was prejudicial error. Held,
that statement by the prosecutor in the presence of the jury on the defendant's
failure to testify is reversible error unless the court immediately instructs the

jury on the defendant's right not to testify. Brooks v. District of Columbia,
48 A. (2d) 339 (Mun. App. D. C. 1946).
The common law did not allow a defendant in a criminal trial to testify.

This often posed an insurmountable obstacle to a defendant who alone could

explain certain of his acts. The common law also upheld the converse propo
sition, namely, that the accused could not be compelled to give evidence against
himself. The Fifth Amendment incorporated this rule into the Constitution
of the United States. In the United States the accused is eligible to testify
and has been freed from the common law disability. Brown v. United States,
56 F. (2d) 997 (C. C. A. 9th, 1932). The Act of March 16, 1878, provides
that one accused on criminal charges shall be a competent witness at his own

request and not otherwise. Failure to make such request shall not create any
presumption against him. 20 Stat. 30 (1878), 28 U. S. C. � 632 (1940).
The legislative purpose was to allow accused to testify or not at his own choice.
The provision as to presumption forbids all comment in the presence of the

jury on the omission of such testimony. Thus the privilege not to testify is

preserved, while the right to testify voluntarily is granted.
The leading case on the matter expounds the rationale that "... comment,

especially hostile comment, upon such failure [to testify] must necessarily
be excluded from the jury. The minds of the jurors can only remain un

affected from this circumstance by excluding all reference to it." Wilson v.

United States, 149 U. S. 60, 65 (1893). Federal courts follow this general
rule, though not literally. It has been modified by numerous distinctions and

exceptions. Where accused does testify voluntarily in his own behalf but fails
to testify concerning certain material facts, such failure may be commented
on and considered by the jury. Camhtetti v. United States, 242 U. S. 470

(1917). Where the unfavorable comment was not objected to and the court
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itself later instructed the jury that defendant's failure to testify must not give
rise to a presumption against him, it was held not to be reversible error. Milton

v. United States, 110 F. (2d) 556 (App. D. C. 1940). Where there is clear

evidence of guilt, which defendant has not rebutted by evidence or testimony,
comment on his failure to testify was held improper, but not reversible error

as long as the jury was properly instructed. United States v. DiCarlo, 64 F.

(2d) 15 (C. C. A. 2d, 1933). Where the comment was objected to by de
fendant's counsel, but the objection was later withdrawn, it was held that the

objection was waived and would not be ground for reversal. Johnson v. United

States, 318 U. S. 189 (1943). Where the prosecutor withdrew his remarks

immediately and the judge at once instructed the jury as to the law, it was

held not to be reversible error. Cross v. United States, 68 F. (2d) 366 (C. C. A.
5th, 1933).
State courts are divided on this question. Some hold that any reference

made in the presence of the jury to the effect that defendant could testify
but did not, is reversible error. Others hold that when the jury is told, clearly
and emphatically, that no inference can be drawn from defendant's failure to

testify, the error is cured. In 1912, Ohio solved the difficulty by an amend
ment to its Constitution making failure to testify the object of comment and
consideration by the jury. Ohio Const. Art. 1, � 10.
In the instant case, the trial judge did not at once instruct the jury on the

law, as was done in the Cross case supra. The defense counsel objected ve

hemently. The majority opinion implies that its decision would have been
otherwise had instruction been given immediately. "The law forbids any com

ment ... All prosecutors are thoroughly familiar with this rule. To say that
it may be violated with impunity and the violation cured by a mere routine
instruction is apt, we fear, to encourage further violation." Brooks v. District
of Columbia, supra, at 341. In other words, had there been an extraordinary
instruction immediately, instead of a routine instruction later, the decision
in the Cross case would control.
The actual charge to the jury came a very short time after the incautious

remark about defendant's failure to testify. The dissenting opinion states that
the short delay in giving the instruction was a negligible factor and that the

jury heeded the judge's instruction, when given, as much as it would have,
if such instruction had immediately followed the comment. Thus, the dissent
does not recognize a difference sufficient to distinguish this case from the Cross
case. In the Wilson case, supra, "hostile comment" is specifically mentioned
and nearly all reported cases consider hostile reference by the prosecutor ad
dressing the jury. Here the reference was so casual, it probably made no

appreciable impression on the jury but for the protests of the defendant's
counsel. "But to entitle accused to a reversal when objection is made and
the language not withdrawn it must appear that the matter objected to was
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plainly unwarranted and so improper as to be clearly injurious to the accused."
Chadwick v. United States, 141 Fed. 225, 245 (C. C. A. 6th, 1905).
Although the cases have generally held that the prosecutor's reference to

the fact that defendant did not take the stand may be overcome by the trial

judge, the deciding factor in each case is the court's method of accomplishing
this end.

RICHARD J. PEER

DUE PROCESS�The Due Process Clause of Fourteenth Amendment Does
Not Prohibit State From Making Second Attempt to Electrocute Con
victed Murderer After Accidental Failure of First Attempt.

Willie Francis was convicted of murder and sentenced to death by electro
cution. Pursuant to the sentence, he was placed in the electric chair, and an

attempt made to electrocute him. Through some accident, an insufficent charge
of electricity passed through his body. Thereupon he was returned to the

custody of the prison authorities, and a new warrant of execution issued. To
review the constitutionality of this new warrant, the Supreme Court of the
United States granted certiorari. Francis claims that the execution of the
sentence under the circumstances would deprive him of his constitutional guar
antee of due process of law under the Fourteenth Amendment, in that it would

put him in double jeopardy, and constitute cruel and unusual punishment.
Held, that it is not a denial of due process of law for a state to execute the
sentence of electrocution after an attempt has been made to electrocute a

prisoner but which, through an innocent misadventure, has not been success

fully accomplished. State of Louisiana ex rel. Francis v. Resweber, 67 Sup.
Ct. 374 (1947).
The due process guarantee under the Fourteenth Amendment is directed to

the states, not laying down specific restrictions of the powers of the states,
but rather, it " . . . forbids any arbitrary deprivation of life, liberty or prop
erty, and secures equal protection to all under like circumstances in the en

joyment of their rights; and in the administration of criminal justice, requires
no different or higher punishment shall be imposed upon one than is imposed
upon all for like offenses." In re Kemmler, 136 U. S. 436, 449 (1890). It is
a prohibition against violating "... those fundamental principles of liberty
and justice which lie at the base of all our civil and political institutions."
Herbert v. Louisiana, 272 U. S. 312, 316 (1926). Mr. Justice Frankfurter,
in a separate concurring opinion in the instant case, states that the amendment
meant "... to withdraw from the States the right to act in ways that are

offensive to a decent respect for the dignity of man, and heedless of his free
dom." State of La. ex rel. Francis v. Resweber, supra at 378. Similar language
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proscribes those punishments which are "offensive to mankind", "contrary to

natural justice", "shocking to mankind". See Palko v. Connecticut, 302 U. S.
319 (1937); McMahon v. State, 70 Neb. 722, 97 N. W. 1035 (1904); Ex

parte Meyers, 55 Okla. Cr. App. 75, 24 P. (2d) 1011 (1933).
The court declined to decide whether freedom from the imposition of cruel

and unusual punishment was such a fundamental right within the concept of
"liberty" under the due process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment as to

be prohibited. Nor did they give extended argument to petitioner's contention
that this proposed action of the state would put him in double jeopardy. The

opinion dealt mainly with the question whether the proposed action of the
state would constitute cruel and unusual punishment.
To determine what punishments are prohibited because they "shock the sense

of mankind", regard must be had to the method of punishment to be inflicted.

Capital punishment, while certainly extreme and abhorrent to many minds,
has never been held to be one prohibited by law. In general, those methods
of punishment recognized at common law are not held to come within the

prohibition against cruel and unusual punishment. "Courts have never held a

punishment to be either cruel or unusual or not proportioned to the nature

of the offense unless it was a barbarous punishment not known to the law or

so wholly disproportionate to the nature of the offense as to shock the moral
sense of the community." People v. Elliot, 272 111. 592, 601, 112 N. E. 300,
304 (1916). See Cooley, Constitutional Limitations (6th ed. 1890) 402;
In re Pinaire, 46 F. Supp. 113 (N. D. Tex. 1942). At the same time, society
is not limited to those methods of punishment which were known to the com

mon law. Many of the older forms of punishment have been superseded by
types recognized as being more humane. Electrocution is one method which

society has determined to be more in consonance with "progress", and ob

jections that this new method was a prohibited form of punishment have been

unanimously disposed of. In re Kemmler, supra; State ex rel Pierre v. Jones,
200 La. 807, 9 So. (2d) 42 (1942), cert, denied, 317 U. S. 633 (1942); Storti
v. Commonwealth, 178 Mass. 549, 60 N. E. 210 (1901); State v. Tomassi, 75
N. J. L. 739, 69 Atl. 214 (1908).
The dissenting justices felt that if even by a misadventure, the electrocution

attempt failed, the state was nevertheless bound thereby, and the situation
is the same as though the sentence had been to be subjected to electrocution

twice; the first time to have inflicted a non-lethal charge of electricity, the
second time a lethal charge.
But as Mr. Justice Reed said in the majority opinion, "Equal protection

does not protect a prisoner against even illegal acts of officers in charge of

him, much less against accidents during his detention for execution." State of
Im. ex rel. Francis v. Resweber, supra at 377. It has never been held that even
wanton and illegal acts of cruelty inflicted upon a prisoner by his jailers is
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grounds for staying the further execution of a sentence legally imposed. In
State v. Parker, 87 Fla. 181, 192, 100 So. 260, 263 (1924), the court said:
"Where the penalty as imposed is legal, if there is an unlawful enforcement
or execution of the penalty that amounts to cruel or unusual punishment, . . .

the law affords appropriate relief and redress." Such redress is against the
officer committing the illegal or cruel acts, and has never been held to vitiate
the further execution of the sentence adjudged. See In re Birdsong, 39 Fed.
599 (S. D. Ga. 1889); Union Indemnity Co. v. Cunningham, 22 Ala. App. 226,
114 So. 285 (1927); Howard v. State, 28 Ariz. 433, 237 Pac. 203 (1925);
Richardson v. Capwell, 63 Utah 616, 176 Pac. 205 (1918).
While the situation under which the petitioner is seeking review is unique,

in that no exact case in point has been found, still there is strong authority
for the majority decision of the court. In 4 Bl. Comm. *406, the law on this

particular point is laid down as follows,
"... it is clear that if, upon judgment to be hanged by the neck till he is

dead, the criminal be not thoroughly killed, but revives, the Sheriff must hang
him again. For the former hanging was no execution of the sentence; and if
a false tenderness were to be indulged in such cases, a multitude of collusions
might ensue. Nay, even while abjurations were in force, such a criminal, so

reviving, was not allowed to take sanctuary and adjure the realm; but his flee
ing to sanctuary was held to be an escape in the officer."

And he cites as authority for his statement, 2 Hale P. C. 412, and 2 Hawk.
P. C. 463. In 2 Hale P. C. (Stokes' and Ingersoll's ed. 1847) 411, it is stated
"... if the party be hanged and cut down and revive again, yet he must be

hanged again, for the judgment is to be hanged by the neck till he be dead."
A similar statement is to be found in 2 Hawk. P. C. (3d ed. 1739) 463, where
the Year Books are cited as authority.

martin l. wolf

EVIDENCE�Evidence of a Previous Settlement of Civil Liability Is Inad-
missable in a Subsequent Criminal Prosecution.

Appellant, a used car dealer, was convicted on an information charging him
and his salesman, Eldridge, with unlawfully, willfully and knowingly selling
a car above the lawful maximum ceiling price.
The transaction was handled by Eldridge, but when the bill of sale was

being written up in the offices of the company, appellant was present. As to
whether the salesman was directed by appellant to have the purchaser draw
two checks or whether it was exclusively the salesman's idea, the evidence was

conflicting. Nevertheless, the purchaser drew two checks, one for the ceiling
price payable to the company and the other for $300 payable to the salesman.
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When the purchaser later discovered he had paid an over-ceiling price, he
went to see appellant expecting that he might want to settle.
After the foregoing testimony had been given, the purchaser's wife was

asked if a settlement had been made with the appellant. Over objection of
defendant's counsel, she was allowed to testify that she and her husband did
make a settlement with appellant. On appeal, it was insisted that the ruling
on the admissibility of this testimony was prejudicially erroneous. Held, no

evidence of settlement of civil liability can be received in the cognate criminal

prosecution because the essential ingredients of liability in each case are va

riant. Ecklund v. United States 159 F. (2d) 81 (C. C. A. 6th, 1947).
The Government contended that the settlement by the appellant was evi

dence of his knowledge and guilt in this matter. The Emergency Price Control
Act of 1942, provides that any person who willfully violates any provision of
Section 4 of the Act shall, upon conviction thereof, be subject to a fine or

imprisonment. 56 Stat. 33 (1942), 50 TJ. S. C. App. � 925 (b) (Supp. 1946).
Another section of the Act provides for the bringing of civil action for the
amount of the overcharge plus stipulated damages whether the violation was

willful or not. 56 Stat. 33 (1942), as amended by 58 Stat. 640 (1944), 50
TJ. S. C. App. � 925 (e) (Supp. 1946). In order to maintain the action
against appellant, the Government had to prove a willful violation of the Act
and, in order to do so, guilty knowledge of the salesman's dealings had to
be shown.
The general rule is that an offer to compromise, or settle by the accused

in a criminal prosecution, is receivable in evidence for whatever inference may
be drawn from it. Christian v. United States, 8 F. (2d) 732 (C. C. A. 5th,
1925); McMath v. State, 55 Ga. 303 (1875); Ban v. People, 113 111. 471
(1885) ; State v. Fan, 29 R. I. 72, 69 Atl. 5 (1908). Contra: Sanders v. State,
148 Ala. 603, 41 So. 466 (1906).
In civil cases, however, offers of compromise or compromises are not ad

missible as tending to prove liability because the law implies that the offer
is made to secure peace and to avoid the trouble of litigation. Such settlements
are favored by the law in civil cases and an offer of settlement may not be
used as evidence of an admission of liability. Home Ins. Co. v. Baltimore Ware
house Co., 93 U. S. 527 (1876); 4 Wigmore, Evidence (3d ed. 1940) 28.
The question in the subject case is whether the rule in civil cases as to

offers of settlement is applicable in a criminal prosecution. The Government
maintained that the" settlement made by the appellant was an attempt to avoid
a criminal prosecution and is therefore admissible. This the appellant stoutly
denied, insisting that the settlement was made to avoid unfavorable publicity
which might be connected with a civil suit.
The majority of cases hold that evidence of a settlement of civil liability

is not admissible in a criminal prosecuton on the same facts as tending to-
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show guilt. In State v. Nugent, 134 la. 237, 238, 111 N. W. 927, 928 (1907),
a prosecution for seduction, the court said: "An offer of compromise of the

civil suit made by the attorney . . . was not in law or in fact tantamount to a

confession of guilt. Defendant had the right to effect a settlement if he could,
and whether this was on motive to redress a wrong done by him or simply
to buy his peace was wholly immaterial." Accord, State v. Campbell, 129 la.

154, 105 N. W. 395 (1905); State v. Emerson, 48 la. 172 (1878).
The theory of this rule is that it is the judge's duty to determine, as a

preliminary matter the competency of the evidence before admitting it. Cases

contrary to the rule hold that evidence of a settlement of civil liability in a

cognate criminal prosecution is not a matter of competency for the judge;
such evidence is competent per se in the criminal case; it is for the jury to

decide as a matter of fact whether the settlement was made with the intent
to buy peace or to avoid criminal prosecution. In United States v. Hunter,
26 Fed. Cas. 436, No. 15,424 (C. C. D. C. 1806), a larceny trial, the court

instructed the jury that satisfaction to the owner of the things stolen is a

fact admissible as evidence to the jury but if the jury should believe the
satisfaction was made merely to avoid the inconvenience of imprisonment or

of a trial and not under a consciousness of guilt, it is not evidence against
the accused. Here, the intent of the prisoner is a matter of fact for the jury
and not of law for the court.

The leading case holding that evidence of settlement of civil liability in
the cognate criminal case is a matter of weight for the jury, is Carter v. State,
161 Tenn. 698, 34 S. W. (2d) 208 (1931). At a trial for involuntary man

slaughter resulting from an abortion on a married woman, evidence was ad
mitted of a compromise settlement of civil liability by the defendant with the
husband. In the supreme court of the state, the admission of the evidence
was upheld on the grounds that the question of such a settlement is one of
weight, not of competence and the rule excluding proof of offers of settlement
of compromise, applicable in civil cases is not extended to criminal cases.
The court said: "Some of the cases take a distinction in criminal proceed

ings between a compromise clearly limited to civil liability for the criminal
offense and one that is directed to the criminal liability therefor. Conceding
the soundness of this distinction, we are of opinion that the facts may prop
erly be developed on the trial, in order that the jury may judge of the purpose
in the minds of the parties." Id., at 699, 34 S. W. (2d) at 209. Cf. Christian
v. United States, supra.
The Emergency Price Control Act imposes both civil and criminal liability

for the same willful violation. If the violation is shown not to have been will
ful, no criminal liability attaches. Because of the nature of the alleged vio
lation, the appellant's act of settlement would certainly be susceptible of two
interpretations. It is doubtful that as a matter of law the appellant settled
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solely and exclusively for the purpose of avoiding civil litigation. After the
evidence of settlement was admitted, the appellant explained to the jury that
he made the settlement on the advice of his lawyer to avoid any unfavorable

publicity with reference to that lawsuit. It would seem that the matter should
have been submitted to the jury, that it was a matter of weight not of com

petence. The Court of Appeals rested its decision on essentially variant in

gredients of civil liability on the one hand and criminal liability on the other
under the provisions of the Emergency Price Control Act.

Fundamentally, the admissibility of evidence of this nature is a matter with
in the judge's discretion; he must balance the probative value against the risk
of substantial danger of undue prejudice. It is submitted, however, that where
the same act is capable of two interpretations, one innocent and the other

indicating guilty knowledge, evidence of that act and its surrounding cir
cumstances should be presented to the jury in order that they may decide what
intent the accused had in making the settlement.

JOHN T. HENDERSON

TORTS�In an Action Under the Federal Tort Claims Act an Individual De
fendant May Be Joined with the United States as a Joint Tortfeasor.

The plaintiff, a Maryland citizen, sued the United States and Jane D. Quil-
len, a citizen of Delaware, as joint tortfeasors for damages resulting from a col
lision between a vehicle driven by an employee of the United States and an

automobile driven by the defendant, Quillen, in which the plaintiff was a

passenger. Quillen moved for a dismissal of the suit against her on the ground
that under the Federal Tort Claims Act, 60 Stat. 842, 28 U. S. C. A. � 921

(Supp. 1946), an individual cannot be joined with the United States as a joint
tortfeasor. Held, the Statute contains no express prohibition against such pro
cedure and none can be implied from the subject matter. Moreover, the act

states specifically that the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure shall regulate suits

arising under it. Those rules favor the joinder of third parties and therefore
the legislature must have intended to allow individual joint tort feasors to be

joined with the United States. Englehardt v. United States, 69 F. Supp. 451

(D. Md. 1947).
The Federal Tort Claims Act waives sovereign immunity from suit for money

claims against the United States resulting from negligent torts committed by
federal workers within the scope of their employment. In effect, the Statute
directs the victim of such a tort to a federal district court rather than a Con

gressional claims committee. The remedy is now sought through the court as

a matter of right and not by means of a private bill as an act of grace. See

Gottlieb, The Federal Tort Claims Act�A Statutory Interpretation (1946) 35
Georgetown L. J. 1.
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The instant case is one of the first to interpret this new Act. The individual
defendant urged two major objections to joinder. One stressed the adminis
trative difficulties which could result from joining a citizen, entitled to a jury
trial, with the United States, whose liability is to be determined by the judge
alone. The other argument was that the decision in United States v. Sherwood,
312 U. S. 584 (1941), controls this case and prohibits joinder.
The Act expressly provides that the liability of the Government shall be

decided by the court sitting Without a jury, 60 Stat. 843, 28 U. S. C. A. � 931

(Supp. 1946). The Seventh Amendment guarantees the individual defendant
the right to a jury trial. Therefore joinder might require two separate verdicts
in the same case�one by the judge alone, with respect to the United States,
and the other by the jury as to the citizen. Actions partly at law and partly
in equity have often posed this predicament to the courts and the solution now

established is simply to proceed with the trial and render the two distinct de
terminations. Bruckman v. Hollzer, 152 F. (2d) 730 (C. C. A. 9th, 1946);
Ryan Distributing Corp. v. Caley, 51 F. Supp. 377 (E. D. Pa. 1943) ; Ford v.

C. E. Wilson & Co, 30 F. Supp. 163 (D. Conn. 1939). However, where the

parties are remitted to separate verdicts, difficulties might also spring up with

respect to the admissibility of evidence, proper as to one of the defendants
but not as to the other. In answer to this the district court said that such a

problem will occur rarely in collision suits and that if there should be such
evidence offered, it will be time enough to deal with the question when it arises.
Rule 42 (b) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure would permit the court

to avoid the difficulty entirely by ordering separate trials as to the issues
affected by such evidence.
United States v. Sherwood, supra, was an action based upon the Tucker Act,

24 Stat. 505 (1887), 28 U. S. C. � 41 (20) (1940). This. law waived Govern
ment immunity from suits based on contract. The Sherwood case held that
under the Tucker Act a suit could not be maintained in a district court against
the United States and another defendant jointly. But the reasoning in that
case is not applicable to suits under the Tort Claims Act. The Tucker Act gave
the district courts jurisdiction concurrent with that of the Court of Claims.
That tribunal has no jurisdiction over individual defendants. United States v.

Sherwood, supra at 588. Therefore, the district courts, having only concurrent

jurisdiction with the Court of Claims, were not given jurisdiction over an in
dividual defendant. The Federal Tort Claims Act, on the other hand, vests
exclusive original jurisdiction in the district courts. 60 Stat. 843, 28 U. S. C. A.
� 931 (A) (Supp. 1946). Thus, the jurisdiction clause of the Tucker Act
shows an intent to prohibit joinder while no such ban can be read into the
Tort Claims Act.
Section 931 (A) of this Statute expressly provides that the United States

may be sued under circumstances where it, if a private person, would be liable
to the plaintiff for damages in accordance with the law of the place where the
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act occurred. This section also declares that the Government shall be liable in

respect of such claims in the same manner and to the same extent as a private
individual under like circumstances. The language seems to show an intent on

the part of Congress to permit the inclusion of other defendants as alleged joint
tortfeasors rather than to deprive the United States of the right of contribution
between joint defendants where it exists in accordance with local law. A Mary
land statute provides for contribution among joint tortfeasors. Md. Code Ann.

(Flack, Supp. 1943) art. 50, �� 21-30. If the United States is to be liable in

the same manner as a private individual it too should be permitted the benefits

of joinder.
Nowhere in the Act is joinder expressly prohibited and the committee re

ports on S. 2177 (which subsequently became the Act) failed to mention non

joinder, nor did the reports cite United States v. Sherwood. Sen. Rep. No. 1400,
79th Cong., 2d Sess. (1946); H. R. Rep. (unnumbered Committee Print) 79th

Cong., 2d Sess. (July 22, 1946).
The jurisdiction conferred in the Tort Claims Act is very similar to that

given by the Suits in Admiralty Act, which reads: "In cases where if such
vessel were privately owned or operated ... a proceeding in admiralty could

be maintained ... a libel in personam may be brought against the United

States ..." 41 Stat. 525 (1920), 46 U. S. C. � 742 (1940).
Both acts waive sovereign immunity from suit and permit the maintenance

in the district courts of actions against the United States in cases where there

would be liability on individuals in like circumstances. Another point of simi
larity is that the Admiralty Act also vests exclusive jurisdiction in the district

courts. Matson Navigation Co. v. United States, 284 U. S. 352 (1932). Nei
ther law expressly permits joinder. The fact that there have been numerous

uncontested instances of joinder under the earlier statute has a tendency to

show that joinder is to be allowed under the Tort Claims Act. See Renew v.

United States, 1 F. Supp. 256 (S. D. Ga. 1932) ; Standard Oil Co. of N. J. v.
United States, 27 F. (2d) 370 (S. D. Ala. 1928). In The Peerless, 2 F. (2d)
395 (S. D. N. Y. 1923), and The Colati, 2 F. (2d) 394 (S. D. N. Y. 1923),
it was held that the United States may be impleaded under Admiralty Rule
56 where it would be subject to original suit on the- facts alleged under the

Suits in Admiralty Act. Cf. Sidney Blumenthal & Co. v. United States, 30 F.

(2d) 257 (C. C. A. 2d, 1929).
Rule 82 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure declares that the Rules

may not be used to extend the jurisdiction of the district courts. Nevertheless,
it is pertinent that the Tort Claims Act provides that the procedure in suits

under the Act shall be in accordance with those Rules. The purpose of the

new Rules, as to joinder, is illustrated by this comment by Circuit Judge Swan:
"The new rule was not intended to turn the clock backward as to joinder to

the full extent compatible with doing justice between the parties in interest".

Greenleaf v. Safeway Trails, 140 F. (2d) 889, 891 (C. C. A. 2d, 1944). There-
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fore, when Congress incorporated the Rules of Civil Procedure into the Tort

Claims Act, it is reasonable to suppose that Congress intended to allow joinder.
See especially Rules 19 and 20, Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.
The high cost of government is particularly abhorrent in the debt-conscious

present. This fact makes the ruling in this case as desirable as' it is rational.

Allowing other defendants to be joined with it surely tends to reduce the

liability of the United States.
FRANK F. FORVE

TORTS�Res Ipsa Loquitur Doctrine Applies Even Though Defendant Was
Not in Exclusive Control of all the Instrumentalities which may Have

Caused the Injury when the Jury Finds the Non-Exclusively Controlled
Factors to Have Had no Causal Connection with the Accident.

Petitioner brought this action in a Federal District Court under the Federal

Employers Liability Act, 35 Stat. 65 (1908), as amended, 45 U. S. C. � 51

(1940), to recover for the death of her husband, a brakeman. Plaintiff alleged
generally that the derailment and the resulting death of her husband were

brought about by defendant's negligence. There was no eyewitness to the

accident, and the testimony as to its probable cause was conflicting. De
fendant offered sufficient evidence to authorize, but not compel, the jury to

find that the derailment was occasioned by deceased's negligence in throwing
the switch while the car straddled it. The plaintiff introduced evidence tend

ing to show that a defective "frog" caused the derailment. The trial court
instructed the jury that if deceased were found guiltless of any negligence,
then defendant would be in "exclusive control" of all the remaining elements
of the act, and the doctrine of res ipsa loquitur could be invoked. The jury
found for the plaintiff. The Circuit Court of Appeals reversed; holding that
it was error to thus allow the jury to employ the doctrine of res ipsa loquitur,
when defendant's exclusive control was speculative and either of the actors

may have been at fault. Boston & M. R.R. v. Jesionowski, 154 F. (2d) 703

(C. C. A. 1st, 1946). The Supreme Court granted certiorari. Held, that a

determination by the jury that factors over which defendant did not have
exclusive control had no causal connection with the injury is sufficient to meet
the "exclusive control" requirement in the doctrine of res ipsa loquitur. Jesio
nowski v. Boston & M. R.R., 67 Sup. Ct. 401 (1947).
The doctrine of res ipsa loquitur may be invoked when injury results from

an instrumentality or situation under the exclusive control of the defendant,
the injury being such as in the ordinary course of things would not have oc

curred if the one having control had used proper care. Such a situation
"... affords reasonable evidence, in the absence of an explanation, that the
injury arose from the defendant's want of care." San Juan Light Co v Re-
quena, 224 U. S. 89, 99 (1911).
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At one time the relationship of employer and employee because of its very
nature was held to be exempt from the application of the doctrine for injuries
received in the course of employment. Lucid v. Dupont Powder Co., 199 Fed.
377 (C. C. A. 9th, 1912); Midland Valley R.R. v. Fulghan, 181 Fed. 91

(C. C. A. 8th, 1910) The later decisions hold that res ipsa loquitur in its
strict and distinctive sense is applicable to injuries to employees, if the facts
and circumstances are such as to bring the particular case within the scope
of the doctrine. Byers v. Carnegie Steel Co., 159 Fed. 347 (C. C. A. 6th, 1908) ;
Velotta v. Yampa Valley Coal Co., 63 Colo. 489, 167 Pac. 971 (1917); Rose
v. Minneapolis St. P. & S. Ste. M. R.R., 121 Minn. 363, 141 N. W. 487 (1913).
However, while the scope of the doctrine has been thus enlarged, the courts

have been ever insistent that there be no relaxation in the elementary prin
ciples on which it is based, and in particular that the factor of "exclusive
control" by the defendant be rigidly observed. Olson v. Whitthorne & Swan,
203 Cal. 206, 263 Pac. 518 (1928) ; Yellow Cab Co. v. Hodgson, 91 Colo. 365,
14 P. (2d) 1081 (1932). This "conceptualistic interpretation" of res ipsa lo

quitur, reducing the jury's power to draw inferences from the facts, is attacked
by the Supreme Court in the instant case. Overwhelming authority, however,
seems to justify the holding of the circuit court of appeals below in requiring
a strict and literal compliance with the "exclusive control" factor of the doc
trine. As a necessary basis for the application of the doctrine it must appear
that the instrumentality which produced the injury was wholly and entirely
in the possession and under the control of the defendant. Courtney v. New
York, N. H. & H. R.R., 213 Fed. 388 (D. Conn. 1914) ; Texas & Pacific Coal
Co. v. Kowsikowsiki, 103 Tex. 173, 125 S. W. 3 (1910). The doctrine cannot
be applied when the accident may be attributable to one of several causes for
some of which the defendant is not responsible. Yellow Cab Co. v. Hodgson,
supra; Hefffier v. Northern States Power Co., 173 Minn. 215, 217 N. W. 102

(1927). Nor can it be invoked where it appears that two or more instrumen
talities contributed or may have contributed to the injury when only one was

under defendant's control. Sawyer v. Peoples Freight Lines, 42 Ariz. 145, 22
P. (2d) 1080 (1933). For the rule to be applied it must appear that the pos
sible or probable causes of the injury are under the control of the particular
person sought to be charged. Giddings v. Honan, 114 Conn. 473, 159 Atl. 271
(1932). In Texas & Pacific Coal Co. v. Kowsikowsiki, supra, a switchman
was killed by a derailment which plaintiff urged was caused by a defective
switch. The Supreme Court of Texas reversed the trial court for applying
the doctrine of res ipsa loquitur, because plaintiff had failed to prove exclusive
control in defendant. If everything that could reasonably be assigned as a

possible cause of the accident had been under the control of the defendant,
the doctrine might be applied. But since the deceased was in control of the
switches, it was just as probable that his own negligence caused the derailment
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and that negligence could not be imputed to either deceased or defendant
without proof.
In the instant case the desire of the Supreme Court was not to "unduly re

duce the jury's power to draw inferences from facts" seems determinative of

its decision to allow the jury to decide whether defendant had "exclusive
control" and, if they so decide, to permit the application of the doctrine. Yet

the tenor of the prior decisions, remarkable in their unanimity, is that before
the inference of negligence is allowed to arise, the "foundation facts" which
are the basis for it (including, of course, "exclusive control") must be clearly
established and not merely laid out to be decided by speculation and con

jecture. Bonner v. Texas Co., 89 F. (2d) 291 (C. C. A. 5th, 1937); Wilson
v. Colonial Air Transport, 278 Mass. 420, 180 N. E. 212 (1932). By its de
cision in the instant case, the Supreme Court has, in effect, declared that the

jury shall determine not only the weight to be given to this inference, but also
when it can arise, a function hitherto reserved to the court. Highland Golf
Club v. Sinclair Refining Co., 59 F. Supp. 911 (N. D. Iowa 1945); Roberts v.

Economy Cabs, 285 111. App. 424, 2 N. E. (2d) 128 (1936). In the latter
case the court made the generally accepted and sound distinction that whether
res ipsa loquitur applies in a given case is a question of law; whether the re

sulting inference has been overcome is a question of fact. In Highland Golf
Club v. Sinclair Refining Co., supra at 915, the court said: "In cases where
the plaintiff relies upon res ipsa loquitur, the Court must first decide under
the well-established rules having to do with respective provinces of the Court
and jury, whether there is such evidence as to the existence of the foundation
facts as to warrant submission of the case to the jury upon the theory of res

ipsa loquitur."
By disregarding this distinction between the question of law for the court,

and the question of fact for the jury, the Supreme Court has placed the al

ready beleaguered defendant at a substantial disadvantage. Instead of requir
ing the plaintiff to clearly demonstrate that the defendant had exclusive con

trol of all the factors which might have caused the accident, the court may
pass the case to the jury on the barest scintilla of evidence. The jury, in turn,
may infer, as in the instant case, defendant's exclusive control and on this
inference, base the further inference of defendant's negligence, a procedure
which can only result in manifest inequities in cases of this nature.

WILLIAM B. GLENDON
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TORTS�The State Is not Liable for Property Damage Caused by Fire Started

by Moron Who Escaped from State School.

The state appealed from a judgment in favor of the claimants who brought
this action to recover damages on the ground of negligence. On the night of
February 19, 1936, Francis Flood, an 18-year-old moron "eloped" from the
Wassaic State School in Amenia, New York, a public institution for the treat

ment and care of mental defectives. Flood, attempting to warm himself, started
a fire in a nearby lumberyard with matches, which he had taken from the
institution. The fire spread, causing extensive property damage for which

Wothley (the owner of the lumberyard) and his co-claimants initiated this
action.
Flood had a record of a series of prior "elopements" from the Rome State

School where he had been retained for about nine years before his admission
to the Wassaic school. Eighteen years of age, he had the mental age of a

boy of ten and one half years. While his mental defectiveness was clearly
apparent, nothing in his history or record furnished the slightest basis for
a belief that it was dangerous for him to have matches. The claimants sued
the state to recover damages resulting from the fire, caused by the "eloper"
whose damaging act was made possible by the alleged negligence of the State
School authorities in failing to prevent his escape. Held, that the state was not

liable for damages to property caused by an inmate of a state institution
where the risk of his escape was not reasonably foreseeable. Excelsior Ins. Co.

of N. Y. v. State, 295 N. Y. 775, 69 N. E. (2d) 553 (1946).
The main argument in this decision and the only one with which we are

immediately concerned has its setting in the limitations to be imposed upon
"actionable negligence." Not all negligence is actionable in that certain ele
ments of fact and law must exist before recovery may be allowed. To con

stitute actionable negligence there must be not only a lack of care, but this
lack of care must involve a breach of some duty owed to a person who is

injured in consequence of the breach.
A public institution maintained for the care and treatment of patients suf

fering from mental diseases and defective development of the mental faculties
owes a duty to its patients to take all precaution so as to prevent the possi
bility of injury either self-inflicted or otherwise. Phillips v. St. Louis & S. F.

R.R., 211 Mo. 419, 111 S. W. 109 (1908); Shattuck v. State, 166 Misc. 271,
2 N. Y. S. (2d) 353 (Ct. CI. 1938); aff'd, 254 App. Div. 926, 5 N. Y. S. (2d)
S12 (4th Dep't 1938); Martindale v. State, 269 N. Y. 554, 199 N. E. 667

(1935); Paige v. State, 245 App. Div. 126, 281 N. Y. Supp. 98 (3d Dep't
1935); Curley v. State, 148 Misc. 336, 265 N. Y. Supp. 762 (Ct. CI. 1933);
Wilcove v. State, 146 Misc. 87, 261 N. Y. Supp. 685 (Ct. CI. 1933) ; Van Patter
v. Towns Hospital, 246 N. Y. 646, 159 N. E. 686 (1927). Failure in the per
formance of such duty will entitle the patient to an action against the state
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and recovery will be allowed where the patient suffered injury if the negli
gence of the state was the proximate cause of the injury. Scolavino v. State,
187 Misc. 253, 62 N. Y. S. (2d) 17 (Ct. CI. 1946); Jones v. State, 267 App.
Div. 254, 45 N. Y. S. (2d) 404 (3d Dep't 1943). Calabria v. State of New
York, 289 N. Y. 613, 43 N. E. (2d) 836 (1942).
What is the nature of the state's duty in this situation toward the public at

large? The court answered this question by holding that in assuming the re

sponsibility for the care and treatment of the patient, the state took upon itself

a "quasi-parental power" and thereby incurred no greater duty to the outside
world than that of a parent toward a child under like circumstances. There

was nothing in the past record of the patient which required that he be con

fined to a cell or be kept under constant observation. It was reasonable,
therefore, that he be committed to an institution which was not a place of
incarceration but rather a place of training having for its purpose the possibility
of producing a useful member of society.
Here there was no master-servant or principal-agent relationship and the

doctrine of respondeat superior would not apply. The act of the patient was

not the act of the state. The state stood in loco parentis as to third persons
and the duties were determined according to this relationship and to none

other. Thus the state had the duty to exercise reasonable care to control the

conduct of Flood. It would have been liable if the school authorities knew
or should have known the danger, in the exercise of ordinary care, of failing
to prevent the elopement. Such liability is supported by decisions in various

jurisdictions. Binford v. Johnston, 82 Ind. 426 (1882); Whitesides v. Wheeler,
158 Ky. 121, 164 S. W. 335 (1914); Meers v. McDowell, 110 Ky. 926, 62

S. W. 1013 (1901).
The court agreed that the state was negligent as the school authorities failed

to comply with the regulations of the State Mental Hygiene Department to

lock up all matches, to keep "elopers" under constant observation and to search
the clothing of the patient for prohibited articles. But this, it held, did not

constitute an offense against the public and third persons although it was a

possible wrong against the institution and its ward; hence the claimants could
not recover for the breach of a duty owed to others but not to themselves.

Negligence is gauged by the ability to anticipate, and the risk reasonably to
be perceived defines the duty to be obeyed. Schubart v. Hotel Astor, Inc., 168
Misc. 431, 5 N. Y. S. (2d) 203 (Sup. Ct. 1938). An act which may result
in harm to another is not negligence unless its consequences are such as could
have been reasonably foreseen and guarded against. Mayhew v. Yakima Power
Co., 72 Wash. 431; 130 Pac. 485 (1913). Failure to anticipate remote pos
sibilities does not constitute negligence. Shuptrine v. Herron, 182 Miss. 315,
180 So. 620 (1938); Illinois Cent. R.R. v. Bloodworth, 166 Miss. 602, 145
So. 333 (1933). To justify a finding of negligence the evidence must show a

breach of duty on the part of defendant such that a reasonable person should
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have foreseen that injury would result as a natural consequence. O'Neal v. Vie,
94 Okla. 68, 220 Pac. 853 (1923).
Thus it is seen that the court bases its decision on well established principles

of law. In citing Palsgraf v. Long Island R.R. Co., 248 N. Y. 339, 162 N. E.
99 (1928), this court made another application of the principle established
in that case, namely, "The risk reasonably to be perceived defines the duty
to be obeyed", and asserts that this principle has been the test consistently
and persistently applied, by the New York Courts in determining whether or

not to impose liability on the state under facts similar to those found in this
case.

CLEMENT J. KICZUK

TRADE-MARKS�"Lorraine" Infringes "LaTouraine" which Is Not a Geo

graphical Word but Is an Arbitrary Name Applied to a Brand of Coffee
and Is a Valid Trade-Mark.

Plaintiff used "LaTouraine" as a trade-mark for its coffee, tea, and chocolate

powder. Defendant used the word "Lorraine" as a trade-mark for its coffee.
Plaintiff brought suit to enjoin infringement of its registered trade-mark and
to enjoin unfair competition. Defendant answered that (1) plaintiff's trade
mark was not a valid trade-mark in any case because it was a geographical
name; and (2) that, even if the trade-mark was valid, there was no infringe
ment. The issues here are (a) whether or not plaintiff had such right in the
mark as would warrant protecting plaintiff in the use thereof, and (b) con

fusing similarity between plaintiff's and defendant's marks. Held, that as no

actual confusion was shown, plaintiff succeeded on its right to the exclusive
use of the trade-mark and the likelihood of confusion between the two marks
as concurrently used on the same goods. Probable, as distinguished from actual,
confusion and deception of the purchasing public are sufficient to support in
junctive relief. LaTouraine Coffee Co. v. Lorraine Coffee Co., 157 F. (2d)
115 (C. C. A. 2d, 1946).
The decision turned on the validity of "LaTouraine" as a trade-mark, which

fact the plaintiff' had to establish before asking for injunctive relief against
infringement. The argument for validity was developed in this manner: 1)
A geographical name can not be the subject of a valid trade-mark. This is
a rule of the common law. In reference to the Trade-Mark Act of 1905, 33

Stat. 726, 15 U. S. C. � 85 (b) (1940), which provides for the registration
of valid trade-marks, the court said: "Congress denied registration of geo

graphical terms only in those cases where the name adopted is 'merely geo

graphical' ", their purpose being "... obviously to codify the common-law
rule which prevented one manufacturer from appropriating to his own use a

name so generically descriptive that it might be employed with equal propriety
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by others." .LaTouraine Coffee Co. v. Lorraine Coffee Co., supra at 116.

But "LaTouraine" is not a geographical name. The old province in France

was officially incorporated within the geographical limits of the new depart
ment of Indre-et-Loire, established about 1789. Further the name plaintiff uses
is not even the name of the old French province for: a) It was called "Tour-

aine", not "La Touraine"; and b) plaintiff's mark is written "LaTouraine",
as a single word. 3) Moreover, even if it is a geographical name "The courts

have consistently held, however, that, when the name is used in an 'arbitrary'
or fictitious sense, it may be the subject of a valid trade-mark." Ibid. The
court pointed out that this judicial construction has been approved by Con

gress in its enactment of the Trade-Mark Act of 1946, 60 Stat. 427, 15
TJ. S. C. � 1052(e) (Supp. 1946). In Section 2(e) the act provides that a

mark may not be registered if "when applied to the goods of the applicant"
it "is primarily geographically descriptive or deceptively misdescriptive of
them". The court stated that the differences pointed out in the mark "La
Touraine" and "... the ancient French name are quite sufficient to avoid a

deceptive misdescription of the goods. The registered term neither has nor

professes to have any relation to the source of its coffee, the place of manu

facture, or the place of sale. It is an entirely arbitrary name." LaTouraine
Coffee Co. v. Lorraine Coffee Co., supra at 117.
That a word which is geographical may not be a valid trade-mark is a

common law rule evidenced by well known cases. Anyone in the Lackawanna

Valley can mine "Lackawanna" coal, for all coal mined there is "Lackawanna"
coal. Canal Co. v. Clark, 13 Wall. 311 (TJ. S. 1871). Many persons may use

the word "Columbia", it is the name of several geographical locations and the

plaintiff, in that case, was not the first to think of using it as the name of his

product. The court said: "The word 'Columbia' is not the subject of exclusive
appropriation under the general rule that the word or words, in common use

as designating locality, or section of a country, Cannot be appropriated by
any one as his exclusive trade-mark." Columbia MM Co. v. Alcorn, 150 TJ. S.

460, 464 (1893). "Elgin" as applied to watches made in Elgin, Illinois, can
not be a valid trade-mark, but the maker will be protected from the fraud of

anyone who comes later and also calls his watches "Elgin" watches without
further distinguishing his product from that of the first maker. Elgin National
Watch Co. v. Illinois Watch Case Co., 179 U. S. 665 (1901).
The major point of the opinion is that the word, as used by the plaintiff,

was not geographical for there is no longer a province in France legally known
as "La Touraine". An interesting similar case where a name was changed by
decree of State is Bauer & Co. v. Siegert, 120 Fed. 81 (C. C. A. 7th, 1903),
involving Angostura Bitters. Angostura was the name of the modern city of
Ciudad Bolivar, Venezuela, when Dr. Siegert and his sons commenced the man

ufacture of the bitters that still bear the trade-mark "Angostura". In this case

it was pointed out that the name of Angostura had not been the legal name
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of a city in Venezuela since 1846 and that therefore it could no longer be a

geographical name. The court intimated that they considered this to be a

valid argument when they said: "It is alleged that the word 'Angostura' is not

the subject of a trade-mark or a trade-name. We cannot sustain this con

tention. For upwards of half a century no town has existed by that name."
Id. at 84.
Later when Dr. Siegert was again in court in Siegert v. Gandolfi, 149 Fed.

100 (C. C. A. 2d, 1906), Batter & Co. v. Siegert, supra, was cited as being a

similar case and that: "... the town has ever since been commercially desig
nated to some extent by the original name." Id. at 101. Further, said the

court, there was no doubt that the Siegerts could not have a valid trade-mark
in the word "Angostura" because it was a geographical name.
Just as Angostura was legally re-named Ciudad Bolivar but was still known

as Angostura, so in the present case, La Touraine is no longer in existence,
but the name is still used with reference to the province. It is interesting to

note that the majority opinion in the instant case cited Bauer & Co. v. Siegertr
supra, and that the dissent cited Siegert v. Gandolfi, supra.
Emphasis was placed on the fact that "La Touraine" is no longer officially

the name of a province in France. The court stated in In re Mid-West Abrasive
Co., 146 F. (2d) 1011, 1013 (C. C. P. A. 1945). "It is clear that 'Mid-West'
is a geographical term, relating to an area within the United States, which area

has no definite boundaries. There is no 'official' or statutory designation of
the area and so, strictly speaking, it is not a legally recognized name, but in
common usage ft is a term which has no meaning or significance other than

geographical."
Reasoning from the cases which turn on the point of whether or not a mark

is "merely geographical" and thereby registerable under the Act of 1905, it is
certain that "LaTouraine," conceding that it is a geographical name, would
be held not to be subject to use as an exclusive trade-mark. "Avon" is a place
name in England and in this country, and merely geographical. In re California
Perfume Co., 56 F. (2d) 885 (C. C. P. A. 1932). "Chantelle", the name of
a village in France, and the name of no other recorded place, cannot be ap
propriated to a cheese made in the United States. In re Krdft-Phenix Cheese
Corp., 120 F. (2d) 391 (C. C. P. A. 1941). "Elmwood Farm" cannot be regis
tered because the word "Elmwood", which is the dominating feature of the

mark, is the name of several towns in the United States. In re Lamson & Co.,
135 F. (2d) 1021 (C. C. P. A. 1943). And "Antartica" can not become a

valid trade-mark even if no one could be misled by its use because it is merely
geographical, the court saying that they could not agree that: "... since the
use of the geographical term is fanciful it is more than 'merely geographical'
Companhia Antartica Paulista v. Coe, 146 F. (2d) 669 (App. D. C. 1944).
That the name of the old French province is in fact "La Touraine" and

not "Touraine" is hardly open to question. In French the article "Le" or "La'^
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goes with the proper name of a place. A Frenchman would always say "La

Touraine", as naturally as we say "Montana". That the plaintiff left out the
space between the article and the noun is hardly of importance.
It would seem, therefore, that more would have to be shown than that the

name "La Touraine" has been officially discarded as the name of an old French

province in order to establish that it is no longer a geographical name.

There remains the argument that a geographical term when used in an ar

bitrary and fictitious sense may become the subject of a valid trade-mark. The

following cases were cited by the court and uphold this view. In the "Vienna
Bread" case, Fleischmann v. Schuckmann, 62 How. Pr. 92 (N. Y. 1881), the
name "Vienna" was used in the expression "Vienna Model Bakery" and was

held to be protected from infringement as used in the defendant's trade-mark
"Genuine Vienna Bakery" because it was first used by the plaintiff, and fur
ther because everyone knew that bread would not be made in Vienna, Austria,
and brought to America for use. In the "American Girl" shoe case, Hamilton-
Brown Shoe Co. v. Wolj Bros. & Co., 240 U. S. 251 (1916), it was said that
the trade-mark as applied to women's shoes was not a geographical description
signifying that they were made in America, or intended to be sold there, nor

did it indicate the quality or characteristics of the shoes. Its use was fanciful
and arbitrary, therefore it was a valid trade-mark and the offending trade-mark
"American Lady" did infringe. In the case of "Tabasco" sauce, Mcllhenny Co.
v. Gaidry, 253 Fed. 613 (C. C. A. 5th, 1918), the name "Tabasco" became
attached to a particular pepper as grown in the United States some years be
fore it was brought out that the pepper might have come originally from the
state of Tabasco in Mexico. The word was held to be subject to protection
against an infringer seeking to use the same mark. In the "Dixie-Belle" and
"Dixie Beaux" case, Century Distilling v. Continental Distilling Corp., 23 F.

Supp. 705 (E. D. Pa. 1938), it was said that the word "Dixie" as here used
was not merely geographical and did not intend to indicate where the liquor
was manufactured, its quality or its characteristics, and that the names "Dixi-
anna" and "Dixie Dew" were infringements.
As the dissent points out, to apply these cases to the instant one is not

exactly in point, "Vienna Model Bakery," "American Girl", "Dixie-Belle",
"Dixie Beaux", are all words which when used in combination indicate that the
geographical word contained therein is not used in its geographical sense, but
is used in an arbitrary and fanciful way. "Tabasco" is not used in combination,
but as the case was one of infringement by another using exactly the same

mark, protection could be given without determining whether or not "Tabasco"
could be a valid trade-mark to the exclusive use of Mcllhenny Co. in all
instances.
Thus it would appear that "LaTouraine" is hardly within the cases above

cited. As said in Hamilton-Brown Shoe Co. v. Wolj Bros. Co., at 257: "If the
mark here in controversy were 'American Shoes', these cases [citing Canal Co.
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v. Clark, Columbia MM Co. v. Alcorn, Elgin National Watch Co. v. Illinois
Watch Case Co., supra, and others] would be quite in point." When "Girl"

is taken out of the "American Girl" combination, then the word "American"

can only be a geographical name. Conversely, it would seem that if "La
Touraine" had been combined with some other Word, say "Super-Duper", there
would have been no doubt but that the use of the geographical name was

arbitrary.
It should be noted that the court cited the Trade-Mark Act of 1946, which

does not apply here, as being legislative approval of the conception that a

geographical word used in an arbitrary sense may be a valid trade-mark. As

they cited only cases where geographical words are used in combination,
such as "American Girl", it would seem they are applying the legislative intent

expressed in the Act, that words which are not "primarily geographically de

scriptive or deceptively misdescriptive" when applied to the goods of the ap
plicant, may be registered to "La Touraine" in order to give it status as a

valid trade-mark. As the court said: "We should hesitate to go against so

clearly expressed a legislative intent for only some remote fears of our own

of social disaster to result from grant of the statutory protection." La Touraine

Coffee Co. v. Lorraine Coffee Co., supra at 119. The Act of 1946 is not retro

active; it becomes effective on July 5, 1947. If the court intended, as it ap
pears, to extend the rule in the light of the legislative intent expressed by the

Act, are they not anticipating an effect of that law before it becomes effective?
WILLIAM J. VALENTINE
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THE MONEY VALUE OF A MAN�by Louis I. Dublin and Alfred J. Lotka. The

Ronald Press Co., New York, N. Y., 1946. Pp. xvii, 214. $6.00.

Improvement in mortality, the marked decline in interest rates, new
statistical information regarding the American family and developments
in social insurance prompted the authors of the original edition pub
lished in 1930 to revise and amplify their conclusions with respect to
the money value of a man. While the first edition has been of tremen
dous value to lawyers, buyers of insurance and others concerned with
human values, the new material now available further reduces the ab
stract character of the difficult problem of equating human life to a

sum of money. With greater scientific exactness the authors determine
a sum of money that would as nearly as possible take the place of the

average worker's contribution to his family. In contrast to its practical
value, which was the primary objective of the authors, the work exerts
a psychologic influence. Man sees himself as a more valuable asset to
his family and society. This influence is quite refreshing, coming as it
does at the end of a world war during which the value of life was meas

ured by military standards.
In the second chapter a strong case is made in opposition to the his

toric methods of evaluating man's worth which for the most part were
empirical. Early literature on the subject is reviewed to demonstrate
the paucity of scientific knowledge and the prevalence of arbitrary sub

jective statement. The crude methods developed in the past were often
based on the gross earnings of a population without relationship to fam

ily responsibilities or the cost of maintaining the worker. The authors'
critical analysis of any faulty criteria of valuation leads to their principal
conclusion that "out of the relation of the breadwinner to his family
and out of the services he performs on behalf of its members arises his
economic value to these dependents."1
The statistical analysis of the American family is one of the new

chapters added to the original edition. These data, for the most part
based upon the census of 1940, are most revealing and are essential to
a full understanding of the concept that man's value to society is closely
related to the family he supports. The average size of the American
family, marriage and remarriage probabilities, chances of widowhood,

*P. 22.
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comparisons of paternal and maternal orphanhood and dependency in
old age are fully discussed and measured as factors essential to a valu
ation formula.
The statistical findings will prove astonishing to many readers. For

example, we are told that half of our women between ages 65 and 74
are widows. Currently, 360,000 wives become widows each year. In
1940 nine and one-half per cent of our children hacT4�st one or both

parents; 305,600 children having been orphaned by the death of 136,600
fathers. If a father is age 40 when a child is born, the chances are 184

per thousand that he will die before the child is age 18. And two-fifths
of 10,000,000 people of age 65 or over in 1945 were dependent on gov
ernment, friends, relatives or institutional care. From these and many
other statistics the book concludes that the American family is the fun
damental unit of society, and that the value of the breadwinner touches

upon certain sociologic and demographic aspects of the family.
The actual computations of the money value of the wage earner are

made upon the assumption that he is an average man with average
family responsibilities. The computations are based upon (1) age
schedules of mortality, (2) schedules of average earnings at various ages
and (3) schedules of living costs. The tabular results show that the re

duction in interest rates and the improvements in mortality produce a

marked increase in human money values. In cases involving compen
sation for personal injury and incapacitation, these new estimates should

prove most helpful.
Several chapters are devoted to evaluating the great loss to society

resulting from unemployment, death and disability. Facilities now avail
able for offsetting these losses are discussed with candor. Stress is laid
on the economic savings which would result from further improvements
in longevity. The authors argue that since 1880 there has been a 50

per cent improvement in mortality in this country and that additional
investment in health work will pay big dividends, particularly if health
department services are further standardized.
In the final chapters the erudite discussion of social insurance and

private life insurance clearly describes the noncompetitive role each

plays in our national welfare. Social insurance fills the gap between pri
vate insurance and charity. It provides a floor of protection. Private
life insurance is designed to protect the value of man in excess of the
social insurance coverage. The authors emphasize the importance of

providing coverage for these excess values on a scientific basis rather
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than by means of the crude methods generally employed. The recom

mendations dealing with insurance planning are constructive and pro
gressive.
Critics of life insurance frequently argue that the average man can

not afford to purchase sufficient insurance from private insurers to fully
cover his worth to his dependents. The authors touch upon this point
by showing that wage earners with incomes between $2,500 and $10,000
per year spend, on the average, 6.2 per cent to 10.7 per cent of their
income to provide insurance protection. It might have strengthened the
work somewhat if the authors had demonstrated by example how an

average man with certain income might insure his money value within
the limits of his purchasing power. Such an example could illustrate how
forms of modern life insurance coverage make it possible adequately to

cover essential needs at a relatively low cost, provided available plan
ning techniques are employed. A solution to the insurance problem of
the average man is seldom found in the higher premium policies which
are too frequently purchased because the buyer does not realize his true

value. Great social good would come from educating the public in more

realistic insurance buying practices which would have as a principal
objective the complete coverage of man's money value.
Contrasted with the general practice of fully insuring property values,

it is difficult to understand the willingness of many to go through life
without determining and adequately insuring their money value for the

protection of dependents. It is highly probable, as the authors suggest,
that the failure to adequately insure human values is due in part to
ignorance of or indifference to modern methods of appraising such values.
The revised edition of the book under discussion is an important ad
dition to sociologic literature and will prove to be a useful tool in the
hands of those whose responsibility it is to measure the money value
of man, free from the sentimental and emotional factors which are too

frequently manifest in subjective methods of human valuation.
EUGENE M. THORE*

?B.S., Lafayette College (192S) ; LL.B., Georgetown University (1930) ; General Counsel,
Acacia Mutual Life Insurance Co.
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THE PROCESS OF INTERNATIONAL ARBITRATION�by Kenneth S.
Carlston.-)- Columbia University Press, New York, N. Y., 1946. Pp. xiv, 318.
$4.50.

In a well-ordered community of nations a State which, has a claim
against another State on account of a violation of international law or

a treaty, to the injury of a citizen of the claimant State, or a State
which has a dispute with another State on any question of international
law or the interpretation of a treaty would be able to submit the matter
for decision by a permanent international court of law. The community
of nations has so far, however, only one permanent international court
of law, and that court has not yet been organized in such a way as to
enable its members to go on regular circuit to the various capitals of
the world and decide the thousands of cases involving international law
or treaties that arise every year. Resort to international arbitration,
which requires the setting up of a special tribunal for each case or

group of cases, is therefore still necessary or appropriate from time to

time, even for the settlement of legal disputes.
Mr. Carlston, now a professor of law at the University of Illinois,

has had experience in international arbitration. That experience, as

an attorney in connection with the Mexican Claims arbitration which
creaked along and finally broke down some ten years ago, could hardly
have been expected to fill him with confidence in the judicial nature
of the process of arbitration. He has, however, in the book under review,
presented the process of arbitration as a judicial process.
In the opinion of this reviewer, the author over-emphasizes the

judicial quality of the tribunals that have carried on the process of inter
national arbitration in the past. There have been notable instances
in which tribunals of arbitration have acted strictly as courts of law.
Arbitral tribunals have usually, however, been content with meeting
the standard of the Hague Convention declaration that: "International
arbitration has for its object the settlement of disputes ... on the basis
of respect for law".1 As Dr. James Brown Scott, a stout champion of
international arbitration, observed in a speech thirty years ago, the
decision of an arbitral tribunal need not be "just in the sense that
it is based upon law"; it is sufficient, under the Hague Convention

standard, that it be "equitable in the sense that it is based upon the

spirit of the law as distinct from the letter".

tProfessor of Law, University of Illinois.

1Hague Convention for the Pacific Settlement of International Disputes (1907),
Art. xxxvii, 2 Treaties, etc. Between the United States and Other Powers, 1776-1909

(1910) 2234.
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The parties to an arbitration have it in their power, of course, as

pointed out by Mr. Carlston to define "the exact question on which
decision is necessary" and to limit "the area of action" of the arbi
trators.2 If the compromis is formulated without due circumspection,
the arbitration is likely to have few of the characteristics of the judicial
process, and charges of excess of jurisdiction, such as those which are

discussed by Mr. Carlston at pages 62 to 184 of his book, will be the
natural sequence. But even the greatest care in the formulation of
the compromis cannot bring the assurance that the tribunal will rise
far above its source in the choice of national commissioners by the

respective parties and in the agreement of the parties upon an umpire
who may or may not lean to either side.
Mr. Carlston notes at page 4, the importance of procedural rules

and the unfortunate propensity of arbitral tribunals to borrow from
their predecessors rules which may not be suitable for the particular
arbitration at hand. He sets forth and illustrates, at pages 40 to 61,
certain minimum procedural standards: The right to be heard, the

right to due deliberation by the tribunal, the right to a reasoned

judgment, the right to a tribunal free from corruption, and the right
to proceedings free from fraud. He discusses, at pages 185 to 204,
the "doctrine of essential error" which has been brought forward in

attempts to nullify arbitral awards. He finds the doctrine vague and

inexact; "essential error, if it is to serve any useful purpose, should",
he declares, "be deemed to refer to the absence of one or more of the
various objective, definite, established legal conditions necessary for
the validity of the award".3 Finality, rehearing, and appeal, with a

chapter for each, occupy pages 205 to 258. The concluding chapter on

Future Progress, at pages 259 to 264, suggests the formulation of a

series of draft arbitration conventions and procedural rules; the re

examination of the procedure and functions of the Permanent Court
of Arbitration with a view to its integration into a comprehensive
system of international arbitration; the preparation of a universal

digest of past decisions of international tribunals; and the provision
by educational institutions of training in the technique of international
arbitration.

"By showing the pitfalls into which arbitrating States have fallen",
Mr. Carlston has, as Dr. Hyde remarks in the foreword, presented
"both a warning and a guide". His chapter on jurisdiction, to which

2P. 33.

3P. 192.
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he devotes nearly half of his text, pages 62 to 184, is of a very high
order. The American reader will profit by the account, at pages 151
to 155, of the failure of the Mexican Commissioner and the Umpire
to apply the law prescribed by the compromis in the Chamizal arbi
tration. If the chapters on procedure, pages 3 to 61, had been made as

thorough and penetrating as the chapter on jurisdiction, Mr. Carlston

might well claim the distinction of having produced a definitive study
of the technique of international arbitration. He has not quite done that.
He has, however, produced a useful and stimulating book on a subject
which, it is regretfully conceded, will continue to have practical im
portance for some years to come.

EDGAR TURLINGTON*

LEGAL PHASES OF CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTS�by I. Vernon Werbin.f
McGraw-Hill Book Company, New York, N. Y, 1946. Pp. 241. $2.75.

The author, a practicing construction engineer and an attorney, has
selected 46 everyday construction problems and discussed their legal
implications as an aid to contractors, owners, architects and engineers,
as well as to attorneys dealing with problems in this particular field. This
work is not a Hornbook, nor a textbook. Not all construction problems
are covered (for example, mechanics' liens are not discussed), though
many, if not most, of the situations daily confronting the contractor

with legal difficulties are treated.
Each problem is numbered and accurately keyed by means of a suc

cinct title, and a good, workable index is furnished. Elaborate, but not
undue, use is made of quotations from contract provisions and court

decisions. The author makes extensive citations to authorities and shows
a lawyerlike approach by the use of direct quotations rather than by
paraphrasing in instances where the latter method, while saving space,
might not so well convey the sense of the decision.

*B. A. (1911) University of North Carolina; B. C. L. (1914) Oxford University.
Chairman of the Section of International and Comparative Law, American Bar Asso

ciation (1945-1946) ; Special Counsel to tie United States Agent for General and Special
Claims Commission, United States and Mexico (1928-1930) ; Chief Counsel of Special
Mexican Claims Commission (1935-1938). Member of Institute of World Polity.

tMember of the New York Bar; Associate Member of the American Society of Civil

Engineers.
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The book is frankly written for the nonlawyer in order to give him
an appreciation of the legal problems confronting him, but it is not in
tended as a substitute for legal advice. It would certainly not arm a

layman with sufficent legal background to enable him to act as his own

lawyer; but it would undoubtedly give him enough warning of the dan

gers that lurk in his everyday business transactions that he would, if
a prudent person, consult his attorney before damage is done.
As an attorney's tool, the book should prove particularly helpful to

members of the New York Bar. The discussions seem to be compre
hensive and well supported by judicial precedent. Also, many very re

cent decisions are noted. Since almost all of the decisions cited are those
of the New York judiciary, however, the value of the book is not so great
to attorneys practicing in other states, except to the extent that New
York precedents may be of influence.

CARL J. SCHUCK*

?Member of the California and District of Columbia Bars; Member of the firm of

Overton, Lyman, Plumb, Prince & VermDle, Los Angeles, Calif.
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